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UNITED STATES
$NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20655
SECY-80-275June 3, 1980

CONSENT CALENDAR ITEM
For: The Comissioners

a

; From: Robert B. Minogue, Director s
' iOffica of Standards Development--

r *3 /
('h

*

N
Thru:- Executive Director for Operations

Subject: FINAL RULEMAKING ON EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
* *

Purcose: To obtain Comission approval for publication of the final
rule change in the Federal Register.

Category: This papar covers a major policy question.
!

Issue: How the emergency planning rule changes should be finalized, !

including consideration of the public coments received. !

i

Background: In mid 1979, The Commission directed that rulemaking on the
subject of emergency planning be undertaken and considered
a matter of high priority and that the rulemaking procedure be
completed expeditiously. On July 17, 1979, the Comission 1

published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (44 FR 41483) ;

on the subject of State and local governmental emergency response i

plans and those of licensees. Approximately 90 coment letters
were received in response to this Advance Notice and the staff
analysis of these coments was published in NUREG-0628, January,
1980.

- On September 19, 1979, the Comissien published for public
coment (44 TR 54308) proposed amendments to its regulations
concerning the maintenance of emergency plans and a requirement
that research reactors establish and submit emergency plans to
NRC. On December 19, 1979, the Comission also published for
public coment (44 FR 75167) proposed amendments for the upgrading
of its emergency planning regulations. The cements received,

. ;

I ;. and the staff,'s evaluation are contained in NUREG-0684. In
addition, the NRC conducted four Regional Workshops to present

r the proposed rule changes and solicit coments. These coments i

~f are available in NUREG/CP-00ll (April 1980). The staff considered
the information received at these workshops and that submitted by

-

1
the comment letters (more than 170 received) in developing the

' final rule changes.

On April 22, 1980, the ACRS Subcomittee on Site Evaluation met
with the staff and reviewed the proposed rule changes that were.

published in the Federal Register on December 19, 1979 (44 FR
75167). On May 1,1980, tne full ACRS met and discussed the
proposed rule changes along with the staff's proposed changes
in the final rule. The ACR_S coments resulting from these
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meetings are attached as Enclosure G. The staff!s resolution
and analysis of those coments are attached as Enclosure L.' *

The ACRS Subcommittee on Site Evaluation again met on May 22,
1980 to review a draft of the staff's proposed final rule'

.
, changes. The full ACRS is scheduled to review the draft

proposed final rule changes in early June 1980. These additional
ACRS meetings and reviews will undoubtedly result in additional
coments from the ACRS. The staff will respond to these either,

in a supplement to this paper or at the Commission briefing.
,

Discussion: The subject rule changes are considered an upgrade of NRC
emergency planning regulations that will provide prompt
clarification and expansion in areas perceived to be deficient*

as a result of past experiences. The staff anticipates that
further changes in the emergency planning regulations may be'

proposed as more experience is gained by implementing these
revised regulations.'

The rule changes involve the following three major changes
from past practices:

1. In order to continue opere. ions or to receive an operating
license, the NRC will require that an applicant / licensee
submit their emergency plans, as well as, State and local
governmental emergency response plans to NRC. The NRC-

will then make a finding as to whether the state of onsite
and offsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable 4

assurance that appropriate protective measures can and
will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

The NRC will base its finding on a review of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations-

as to whether State and local emergency plans are adequate and
capable of being implemented and on the NRC assessment as to
whether the licensee!.s/ applicant!s emergency plans are adequate,

) and capable of being implemented. Specifically:

# a. An Operating License will not be issued unless a favor-
,

able NRC overall finding can be heade.*

b. After January 1,1981, an operating plant may be |
required to shutdown if it is determined that there |

'

are such deficiencies that a favorable NRC finding
Icannot be made or is no longer warranted and the

deficiencies are not corrected within 4 months of ,

Ithat determination.*

e

2. Emergency planning consicerations must be extended to
" Emergency planning Zones," and

.

i
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. 3. Detailed emergency planning implementing procedures of
both licensees and applicants for operating licenses must
be submitted to the I&E regional office for review.*

In addition, the staff is revising 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
..

" Emergency Plans for Production and Utilization Facilities,"3

in order to clarify, expand, and upgrade the Comission!s
emergency planning regulations.

,

The staff has concluded and recomends that the following
substantive changes should be made in the proposed rule changes
which were published on December 19, 1979 (44 FR 75167). These
changes are reflected in th final rule text, which is included
in the proposed Federal Register Notice provided as Enclosure
B.

1. The term " Concurrence" has been deleted from the regulations
and replaced with a description of the actual procedure and
a listing of the sixteen plannin, objectives that NRC and
FEMA have agreed upon for the upgrading of emergency prepared-
ness around nuclear facilities. These objectives and their
acceptance criteria are in NUREG-0654; FEMA REP-1, titled
" Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of
Nuclear Power Plants for Interim Use and Comment," January
1980. The staff plans to withdraw and subsequently revise
Regulatory Guide 1.101 " Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power
Plants".in the near future because NUREG-0654 now contains
the most updated guidance for the development of adequate
emergency response plans. According to the agreed upon pro-
cedure, FEMA will make a finding and determination as to
the adequacy of State and local governmental emergency
response plans, and the NRC staff will determine the adequacy
of licensee emergency response plans. After these two deter-
minations have been made, the NRC will make a finding in the
licensing process as to the overall and integrated state of.,

preparedness.
'

This conclusion that the term " concurrence" should be'

deleted was reached primarily because it was pointed out*

to the staff at the workshops and in the public comment
. letters that the term " concurrence" was confusing and

ambi gious. Part of this confusion was due to the Commission!s
previous practice in this area whereby the obtaining of NRC

l " concurrence" in State emergency response plans was voluntary,

on the part of States and not a regulatory requirement in
the licensing process. Also, in the past, NRC " concurrence"
was not site _ specific but was State wide. In this regard,

i
:

__ _ - - . . _
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a paragraph has been added to the supplemental information
which clarifies and provides detailed information concerning*

the FEMA /NRC working relationship and the interaction of
these agencies with State and local governments and the

3 licensees in the implementation of this regulation (see
.,

FEMA /NRC Memorandum of Understanding, January 1980,(45FR
5847),_ also see Enclosure H.

,

2. The requirement for a capability to notify the public within
15 minutes after the State / local authorities have been notified
by the licensee has been moved from a footnote to the text
of Appendix E and has been expanded and clarified. Further-
more, the implementation schedule for this requirement has
been extended to July 1, 1981. This extension is suggested
because many State and local governments convinced the
staff of the difficulty in procuring hardware, contracting
for installation, as well as developing procedures for using
the systems needed for implementing this requirement. The
required implementation date for all other areas of the
rule changes is January 1,1981. For a more detailed dis-
cussion of this major issue see page 22 of Enclosure B.

3. A paragraph has been added to the supplemental infonnation
of the rule change addressing the funding of emergency
planning. The staff felt that this paragraph was needed
because of the great number of funding questions that
surfaced at the workshops and in the public comment letters.

Rationale for
Alternatives
Chosen: In six places in the proposed rule changes, the Commission

identified two alternatives that it was considering. Consider-
able public coments were received on these alternatives and
after due consideration of all coments received, as well as-

|

the discussions presented during the workshops, the following*'

alternatives are re:ommended by the staff to be used in the final
rule changes.y

In Sections 50.47 and 50.54(s) and (t), the alternatives
dealt with conditioning the issuance of an operating license

,

or continued operation of a nuclear power plant on the
existence of State and local government emergency Pesponse

i

plans " concurred in" by NRC. The basic difference between!

alternatives A and B in these sections was that under alternative
A, the proposed rule would require a Commission determination
on issuing a license or shutdown of a plant where relevant State
and local emergency response plans do not receive or subsequently

| lose NRC concurrence. In alternative B, denial of a license or
,

. - . . . - . _ _ . . .- . - _ . ..
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shutdown of a reactor would be required automatically
where the appropriate State and local emergency response*

plans do not receive NRC concurrence within the prescribed
^.

time period or lose concurrence, unless an exemption is
, .,

granted.

After careful consideration, the staff concludes that
alternative A for Section 50.47 and 50.54(s) and (t) is

,

preferred primarily because it will provide more flexibility
for the Comission. Alternative B however, appears to have
the possibility of causing unnecessarily harsh economic and
social consequences to State and local governments, utilities
and the public. This position is consistent with most of the
coments received from State and local governments.

In Appendix E, Setion II C (relating to PSAR's) and III
(relating to FSARLs), alternative A would require an applicant /
licensee to outline "... corrective measures to prevent damage
to onsite and offsite property," as well as protective measures
for the public. Alternative B only addresses protective
measures for the public health and safety. The staff concludes
that alternative B is preferred in both cases because public
health and safety should take clear precedence over actions
to protect property. Measures to protect property can be
taken on an ad hoc basis as resources become available after
an accident.

In Appendix E, under Training, alternative A would require a
joint licensee, Federal, Scate and local governmer.t exercise
for each site every 3 years, whereas alternative B would require
these exercises to be performed every 5 years. This is in
addition to the requirement that the licensee must have an
annual exercise with the local governments. The staff concludes
that alternative B is preferred because of the probable inability|, of the Federal emergency response agencies to support exercises

I

|
every 3 years for all of the nuclear facilities that would be
required to comply with this regulation. Moreover, the staff

| is satisfied that the requirement that exercises be performed
,

*
i

every 5 years for each site will provide an adequate level of
preparedness among Federal, State and local emergency response

,

agencies.
;

l Costs of
Implementation: Based on the results of an analysis presented in NU'1EG-0553,

the staff estimates that typical costs for State and local
|

government programs to achieve upgraded radiological
emergency response plans for a 10-mile Emergency Planning
Zone are as follows: for a State, the initial costs of
planning, exercise, training and resources (comunications
and radiation monitoring instrumentation) will typically
total about $240,000 with associated annual updating cost<

;

1

-_
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of about $44,000. For local govermnts, initial costs will
typically total about $120,000 (ch.sidering an average of four

~

>

jurisdictions) with annual updating costs of about $30,000.-
;

Thus' the typical total costs to State and local governments
to achieve a favorable finding from NRC in regard to their'

emergency response plans would be about $360,000 initial8 -
'

costs, plus $74,000 in annual updating costs. In addition,

the staff estimates a one-time cost of $500,000 to $750,000
per facility for the public notification system.*

Estimated NRC resources necessary for effective implementation
of this regulation are outlined in Enclosure M.

.

Recomend tnat 1. Approve publication in the Federal Register of a notice
the Comission: of Final Rulemaking, (Enclosure "B").i

2. Note that all applicants and licensees will be notified
W~this action.'

3. Note that a Final Finding of No Significant Impact will
be published in the Federal Register prior to the effective ,

Idate of this regulation.
I
!4. Note that an environmental assessment is attached as

,

TiIcTosure "I".
| c

5. Note that clearance of the record keeping and reporting
requirements of the amendment by the Government Accounting
Office is required. A preliminary value-impact assessment
and report justification analysis has been made. (Enclosure
"C"). This assessment will be updated and used as the

i basis for requesting GA0 clearance.,

6. Note that the Senate Comittee on Environmental and Public1

Works, the House Comittee on Interiar and Insular Affairs,
and the Subcommittee on Energy and Poser of the House,

Comittee on Interstate and Foreign Comerce will be informed
of this action. A sample letter is attached as Enclosure D.

, ,

Coordination: The Offices of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,
Inspection and Enforcement, and Nuclear Reactor Regulation
concur in the recommendations of this paper. The Office of.

| Public Affairs recommends that a public announcement be
|

issued (see Enclosure "N"). The Executive Legal Director
|-

has no legal objection. FEMA concurs with this
rule change (see Enclosure 0). The Office of Nuclear

; Regulatory Research has participated in the development of'

this rule change but will submit coments to the Comission
at a later date.

L
- . _ - - - _ , - , _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . , _ _' - - - - - - --- .
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Robert B. Minogua
Office of Standards Development

,

Enclosures:
"A" Proposed Rule Changes, Published September 19, 1979 and Proposed Rule

Changes Published December 19, 1980
"B" Proposed Federal Register Notice
"C" Preliminary Value-Impact Assessment
"D" Proposed Congressional letter
"E" Sumary_of, Public Coments

_
_

"F" See SECY-80-261

"G" 3CifS coments
"H" Propossd FEMA Rule and Policy Statement
"I" Environmental Assessment
"K" NUREG-0684 Staff evaluation of all public coments received - To be

provided at a later date.
"L" Analysis of ACRS coments
"M" NRC Resources necessary for effective implementation of Regulation
"N" Draft Public Announcement
"0" Letters from Office Directors and FEMA

Comissiona!rs' comments or consent should be provided directly to the Office of the
Secretary by c.o.b. Wednesday, June 18, 1980.

Comission Staff Office coments, if any, should be submitted to the Commissioners NLT
June 11, 1980, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper
is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review and comment, '

.,

the Comissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be
expected. 1

I
r This paper is tentatively scheduled for affinnation at an Open Meeting during the ,

Week of June 30, 1980. Please refer to the appropriate Weekly Comission Schedule, '

when published, for a specific date and time.
|.

|

DISTRIBUTION
Comissioners
Comission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations ;

!

ACRS
Secretariat

| |
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500s Federal Register / Vol. 44. No 183 / Wednesday. September 19, 1979 / Proposed Rules

24. Pese 50024 column 2. line 56 is --*~ Interested persons are Dese paragraphs in 10 CFR Part 50

correctr4 tc read. "the payments must. invited to submit written comments and became effective in January 1971:

after November s.". suggestions on the proposed r:le change therefore, they were not applicable to*

25. Pese 500:4. column 3.line a ls and/or the supporting value/ imp.2et productfon and utilization facilities
corrected to read. " pursuant to Parts 30 analysis to the Secretary of the licensed prior to January 1971.
and 32-35 of this chapter a specific Commission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory DiscussionforPort50 ne
source or byproduct material Han== ComW== ton. Washington. D.C. 20555. Commission's interest in' emergency
leeued pursuant to Part 40 of this Attention: Docketing and Service planning is focused primarily on'

chapter. a". Branch. Single copies of the value/ situations that may cause or may
28. Page 50025. column 1.line e la impact analysis may be obtained on threaten to cause radiological risks

; g corrected to read. " produced in request from Michael T. Jamgochian, affecting the health and safety of
conjunction with milling". 301-443-Ses1. Copies of the value/ workers or the public or that may result'

27. Page 50025. column 1. line 211s impact analysb nd of comments in damage to property.The Commission
corrected to read. " produced in received by the Commission may be and the public have recognized the
conjunction with heep-leaching". examined in the Commission's Public increasingimportance of emergency.

28.Page 50025, colurna 1 line 32 is Dscument Room at 1717 H Street. NW planning. Emergency plans should be
corrected to read. " Minor . . . * 780" Washington. D.C. directed toward mitigating the

29. Page 50025, column 1. line 45 is pon.puerness wronssAT1088 COstrACT: consequences of emergencies acd
to read. " Renewal *. . . Mr. Michael T.Jamgochian. Office of should provide reasonable assurance

4.800". Standards Development. U.S. Nuclear that appropriate measures can and will
30. Page 50025. column 1 line 471s Regulatory Commission. Washington. be taken to protect health and safety*

corrected to reed. " Major *. . . *1.200". D.C. 20655 (phone: 301-443-5981) and prevent damage to property in the
31. Page 50025, column 1.11ne 48 is supptassastrAny mpoM4ATM ne event of an emergency. Although it is

T[ # ' '1 Nuclear Regulatory Commiss.on is not practicable to develop a completely* *

2.1col
corncted to read. "make the

considering the adoption of amendments detailed plan enccmpassing every

amendments to 10 CFR Ii 40.1.".
to its regulation. " Licensing of conceivable type of emergency situation.*

Production and Utilization Facilities."10 advance planning can create a high
I

(Secs.11s4:1. 31. 83. 64. telb.1sto.181x. 274: CFR Part 50, which would require each order of preparedness, including
'

1[ holder of a license to submit for NRC provisions of necessary equipment.
e 2111.21

2:oix. 20221).
review and approval the licensees supplies, and sarvices, and usure an

Detad at Weehington, D.C. this 13th day of emergency plans which me:t the orderly and timely decisforms king
~

requirements of Appendix E to 10 CER process at times of stress.September 1979. -

Foe the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Part 50 and to require that these plans Specifically, in January 1971. I 50.34 to
Lee V. Cesack. be maintained up to date. 10 CIR Part 50 was modiSed to require-

Lecutive Dhectorforoperations. In addition, the Nuclear Regulatory submittal of the licensees emergency
Commission is considering the adoption plans with Construction Fermit andpu o m.ames ru.a.m.se ess e.
of an amendment to its regulation. Operating License applications.smasse cons rees.e.e
"Special Nuclear Material." 10 CFR Part Appendix E to Part 50 speciBes items to
70, which would require certain be included in the emergency plans. His

(10 CFR Parts 50 and 70] licensees to maintain up-to-date revision to our regulations has been
emergency plans which contain the implemented by the NRC staff for all

Production and Utgization Faciety *Ien'ents of Section IV of Appendix E of power and test reactor licensees. Wh!!e
e ----- -- Emergency Planning to CFR Part 50. Appendix E did not, strictly speaking,

The Commission is also considering. apply to facilities licensed prior to
Aeesect:U.S. Nuclear Regulatory in a much broader perspective. a }anuary 1971. the staff. nevertheless,
%g,g,,,

number of rule changes relating to requested the cider power and test
Acnose Proposed rule. P anning for emergencies. To that end, reactor licensees to meet the terms ofl

sumsssany:De Nuclear Regulatory an Advance Notice of Rulemaking was Appendix E. All power and test reactor

Commission is proposing to amendits published in the Federal Register on July licensees have emergency plans which
,

regulations in order to require that all 17.1979. 44 FR 41483 to request conform to 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix E,
comments on a number ofissues. na For research reactors, however. the NRCproduction and utilization facility

licensees shall, as a condition of their ' Issue adraeswd in this Notice of staffis pasently requesting that~
<

Ilcense. submit emergency plans for Proposed Rulemaking is merely one licensees corsply with Appendix E when

NRCreview and approval and maintain aspect of the broader generalissues set they apply for a renewalof their
forth in that Advance Notice. operating license. While 150.90 wouldthe emergency plans up to date.no

Commission is also proposing to amend Paragraph 50.34(a)(10) of 10 CFR Part likely provide a regulatory basis for*

its regulations in order to require certain 50 requires that an applicant provide in requiring compliance with Appendix E
Special Nuclear Material Facility tne Preliminary Safety Analysis Report at the time of a license renewal. this
licensees (for processing and fuel "a discussion of the applicant's proposed rule change would accelerate

fabrication. scrap recovery or preliminary plans for coping with that process. It is the staff's intention to

conversion of uranium hexaSuoride) to
emergencies." Appendix E sets forth use Regulatory Guide 2.6 (" Emergency
items which snall be included in these Planning for Research Reactors") to aidmaintain the emergency plans up to

date. plans. Paragraph 50.34(b)(8)(v) of 10 CFR licensees in complying with the
art 50 mquim that an appHeant , proposed rule change.

savss: Comments should be submitted pr vide in the Final Safety Analysts After careful consideration of theon or before November 19.1979. Report " plans for coping with above, the Commission believes that a
emergencies, which shall include the rule change should be promulgated;
items specified in Appendix E." which would specifically require

|

'

_ __
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ruearch reactor facility lleensees with and appioved by the NRCbefore an the following amendments to 10 CFR
"

a2 authorized power level greater than operating liesase can be aceived. A set Parts 50 and 70 am contemplated.

500 kW thermal. to submit within one of implementing procedures omst also Copies of comments received on the
y:ss from the effective date of this rule. be written to transfer the descriptions in proposed amendment may be examined
emergency plans for NRC mview and the plan into detailed step-by. step in the Commission's Public Document'

approval. For all other research reactors. Instructicas fcr plant personnel In 10 Room at 1717 H Street. NW
emergency plans shallbe submitted CFR Part 50. Appendix E. Section IV. Washington. D.C.
within two years from the effective date Paragraph E, the regula'tions require PART 50-DOMESTIC 1.lCENSING OF

'

,

! of this rule. All other production and Provisions for maintaimng up to date: PRODUCTION AND UT11.!ZAT10W
j utilization facility licensees will be (1)ne organization for coping with FAC!UTIESlegally required to submit emergency emergencies. (2) the procedures for use 1

plans for NRC review and approval in emergencies, and (31 the lists of 1. Section 50.54 is emended by = Ming
within 120 days from the effective date persons with special quallScations in two new paragraphs (q) and (r) to read
of this amendment. if they have not coping with emergency conditions.** The as follows:
done so previously. details of this information are usually in g 50.54 coneuene of Ilconees

'

Likewise proper execution of the the licensees' implementation . . .. . .

responsibilities of the licensa requins prce s and notin the emergency (q Alicenses authorized to possessaccurate up.tWate information as a plans.Dus, the regulations do ml@e or operate a facility shall followbasta for action. Emtgecy plans are that the implementation procedures be and maintain in eEect emergency plans
required as a condition of an application maintained up to date. Such procedures approved by the Commission.The )(150.34 and i 7c.=(1)) and am are. In fact. inspected by the OfHee of licensee may make changes to th
submitted as part of the FSAR or final Inspection and Enforcement approved plans without C-=>==I=
license application to address the periodically. However there is no approvalcaly if such changes do not,

elements existing in to CFR Part 50' specine requirement in the decrease the effectiveness of the plans

A{ dix E. Som M 6e items Commission's regulations for licensees and the plans, as changed continue to
ad sed in the smergency plans are- to maintain the emergency plans up to meet the requh unents of Appendix E cf
(1) Means for determimns the magnitude date. and this lack of regulatica could be dis chapter. ne licensee shall furnish
of a release of radioactive materish (:) detrimental to the public health and to the Director of NuclearReactor |

criteria for determimng the need for safety in the event of an emergency Regulation. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory I

notification and particpation of local situation.Therefon. the thrust of this Commission. Washington. D.C. 20555.
part M 6e rule changHs noMmeted to .wi6 a epy to de appmpriate NRC

e n en tacti measures de implementing pmcedum Wo the agional MSce speciaeOn AppcM.
should be considered within and outside licensee etaergency plans (as submitted Part 20 of this chapter, a report
the site boundary:(4) onsite

in the PSAR). The effect will be on all containing a desaiption of each change
decontaminmHon facilities and supplies: licensees of production and utilization within six months after the change is.

(7,g *** facilities, made. Proposed changes which decrease
han e

ha On March 31.1977 6e eEshus d 6e apped
disti * ci

paragraphs 70.2:(1) and 70.:3(a)(11) of 10' emergency plans shallnot beI th

da c pp ca n eonn the e ch ce s isa olicense to and use speciCFR Part 30. Appendix E. and that the
nu earma e processing f, possess and/or operate a research

emergency plans provide reasonable g
assurance that appropriate measures rica tion. scrap memy. or
can and will be taken in the event of an conversion of uranium hexafluoride power level greater than 500 kW

the mal, under a license of the type
shall centam, plans for coping with~emergency to protect public health and

safety and prevent damage to property. radiological emergencies. Pnor to this specifled in 5 50.21(c) and who had not

Otu.e this finding is made. the date. licensees developed plans fce o! tained Commission approval of the
es.r ency plans, as described in '

requirements for maintairJag the copymg with radiological emergencias i 50.34(b)(6)(v). prior to obtaining an
emergency plans un to date is limited. based on the requirements imposed as a ersting license shall submit such |

As the plant gets older, the licenses may license condition. the March 3L 1977 ofans to the Director of Nuclear Reactor .p |

mako unilateral changes to the rule changes specify that the emargency Regulation for approval withir 'me year ' |
emergency piens. such as changing the plans shall contain the elements that are from the eEective date of this e a.Each
decsntammation facdity into a listed in Section IV. Content of Ilcensee who is authorized to pssess
storeroom or changmg the criteria for Emergency Plans. of Appendix E to 10 and/or operste a research reactor -

determtamg the need for modification CFR Part 50. However, these rule facility. with an authorized power level
and ;nrticipanon of local and State changes do not require the licensee to less than 500 kW therma!. under a
agencies. without approval or even maintain the emergency plans up to license of the type specfied in i 50.21(c)
notification of NRC. However. Appendix date. It is the Commission s judgment and who had not obtained Commission
I does provide for the maintenance and that the licensee emergency plans approval of the emergency plans as
inspecnon of the implementing should be kept up to date in order to desenbed in i 50.34(b)(6)(v). prior to
procedures of the emergency plans. prevent potential problems resultmg obtaining an operating license shall

At 6ts pomt. a distmetion should be fmm the use of outdated information. submit such plans to the Director of
made between the licensee emergency Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of Nt.cieur Reactor Regulation for approval
plans and the implementation 1954. as amended. the Energy within two years from de effective date
procedures of the licensee emergency Reorganization Act of1974, and section of this rule. Each licensee who is
plans. As previously stated. emergency 553 of title 5 of the United States Code. authonzed to possess and/or operate
plans must be wntten by the applicant notice is hereuy given that adoption of any other production or utilization

___- __ - - - _ - - _ _ . _
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facility who has not obtained content of the annualreport to Proposed Rule '--

Comminion a of the emergen, ahareholders. Filing swd. sts am As suWd above b ComptroHer
-

plans, as desen in i 50.34(y(0V proposed to be deleted. Comment is also propoom 2 amend 12 CFR Part 18 to
prior to obtainins an operating u,c- 12 requested as to reasons for retaining or read as foHows:
shall submit suen pas to the Dir .or deleting the regulation in its entirety.
cf Nuclear Reactor Regulation for oATsa: Written comments must be PART 18-FORM AND CONTENT OF
approval within 120 days from the received on or before November 19 ANNUAL REPORT TO
cffective date of this rule. ' SHAREHOLDERS-

gg7g,

| PART 70-00MESTIC Ln.,4NSING OF Anomassan Comments should be sea.
; SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL addressed to Mr. Rhoger H.Pugh. 18.s saapund applicanas.

y g*"'*'*-' * 2. Section 73.22 is amended by adding Director. Coordination Division.
,

paragraph (1) to read as follows: Com er o the ,

m ===i sW 2

{ 7t32 conissons emnese
'

pon pusmeen imponesArton costrAcT:
' **

'
.

Mr. Rhoger H. Pugh Director, i 1a.1 scope and appsessen. I
.

l
y pbr's*in c wid Coordination Division. Comptroller of His part is issued by the Comptrollereme e

i 70.22(l) shall follow and maintain in
the Currency. Washington D.C. 20219. of the Currency under the general

(ffect emergency plans approved by the @2) W-1587. authority of the National RanHndaws.
Commission.De !!censee may make supptasserrany imponesATiosc The R.S. 324 et seq., as amended.12 U.S.C 1*

changes to the approved plans without Comptroller of the Currency presently et seq., and contains rules applicable to
Commission approval only if such has a regulation.12 CFR Part 18. the issuance of annualreports by
changes do not decrease the requiring certain national banks to natimal banks.
cffectivenue of the plans and the plans, distribute annual reports to their (a) Every nationalbank which is not
as changed, continue to meet the shareholders.The present. regulation subject to 12 CFR Part 11(or which is
requirements of Appendix E. Section IV, specifies the form of these reports.Ris not a wholly owned subsidiary of a
cf 10 CFR Part 50. De licensee shall propcsal would amend the present bank holding company except for
furnish to the Director of Nuclear regulation in the following aspects: (1) It di M qualifying shares) shau mail
Material Safety and Safeguards. U.S. clarifies that banks eligible and electing an annual mport m each its
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to use "the small bank call report forms" shamholders containing, at a minimum.
Washington. D.C. 20535, with a copy to for statutory reporting purposes (12 ee infenadon mquimd by Il 18.2 and
the appropriate NRC regional office U.S.C.161) may also use those forms to 18.3 below.5ach annual reports shall be
specified in Appendix D. Part 20 of this mailed to each shareholders at least tosatisfy the requirements for financialchapter, a report containing a days prior to the bank s annual meeting,staternents in es.t annual upons:(2)description of each change within six but not later than 80 days after the close
months after the change is made. c pks d annual reports need no longer og gg g,,g p,,, .

Proposed changes which decrease the be provided to the Comptroller or to the
effectivuess of the approved emergency appropriate Regional Administrator; and

(b) A national bank need not prepare

plan shall not be implemen'ed without (3) b details of footnote mquirements and distribute an annual report pursuant
b dh part fo'uy sWSc p b

application to and approval by b have been replaced by a cross reference which aH ik danholders nody b
Commission. to 12 CFR Part is. In addition, to

bank in writing that an annual report laaccommodate situations where a(Sec.181b. Pub. L s3-r03. Os Stat. 94s. sec, not desired.
201. Pub. Law 93-43s. 88 Stat.1242 (42 UA *. nationalbank has a small number of
2:ot(b). 5841)) shareholders who do not desire an i18.2 Ptnencial statements.

Dated et Washington. D.C. this 12th day of annual report. a new exemptive (a)De anmM1 report shah incluie the
September. ters. Provision has been added. following Snancial statements for the

For the Noclear Rnulatory thhnaa Comments are also invited con =nt"* most recent and immediately preceding
sammetJ.culk. other sections of the proposed regulation Escalyear:.

secretaryofthe cunmission. and are speci5cally invited with respect it) Balance sheet-as of the and of the
ya o,c,.amme ru.s i m s a to reasons why this regulation should be year.

<.
susse men ww retained or deleted in its entirety. It (2) Statement'of earnings for the year. |should be noted that corporations and,

banks, other than national banks, where (3)Summet dchanges k capite
accounts for the par

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY stock is held by less than 500 -

(b) A meedb den dima'~

Capptroner of the Curancy $| a t annual po t , ,

(12 CFR Pw't 18] shareholders. It should also be noted earnbgs. |that nat2onal banks publish certain

| Annual Report To Shareholders financialinformation and such (c) Earnings per share of common |

stock shall be fumished for each I
information and other financial g *coaNCY: Comptroller of the Currency. Information filed by national banks withTnasury. * the Comptroller are available to the (d)De financial statements shall

Act:osc Proposed rule. public upon request
,

n eeir face orine, m
accompanying notes other disclosures

sussssaAY:His propc. . d revision DRaFTD0Q INPoR8sATiose The principal necessary for a fair presentation of
incorporates several changes intended drafter of ths document was Rhoger H. financial position and results of
ts clanfy and simplify the form and Pugh. Director. Coordination Division. operations.

'

.
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Ms secnon of me FE0 ERAT. REGSTER signiScant for the nuclear power plant in automatically require nuclear power
contarts nonces to me ouceo of me question. dat alternative ccmpensanng plant shutdown fct lack of concurrence
grcoesas issuance of nas ans actions have been or will be taken in appropriate State and local
repscons. N pispose d mese nodose pecmptly, or that there an oder government emergency response plansis a e hesise mens an compell!=g reasons for license issuancs. on the date speci$ed in the rule unlesa
# **T'M'**
q pn, g, W W 2. For nuclear power reacters already an exe=ption is granted by that date. It
nj , licensed to operate. If apprepnate State would:.

andlocal emergency response plans " Requre NRC concurrence in the_ __ _ . _ _ _ _ __

have not received NRC cencurrence appropriate State and local gover= ment
HUCt EAR REGut.ATORY within 180 days after the effective date en:ergency response plans prior to
COLIMISSION of his amendment or by January 1.1981, operatinglicense W'== However,

whicheveris sooner, require the the Commission can grant an exemption
10 CFR Part 50 Commission to deter =ine whoder to from this m4 entif the applicant

require h licensee to shut down the can demonstrate to the satisfaction ofEmergemy Pfarining reactor. If at the time the Commission the Commission that deSciencies in the
aosucn U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ends that the licensee has demonstrated plans are not sig=i$ cant for the plant in
Commission. that the deficiencies in the plans are not question, that alte=ative compensating
Acnosc Proposed Rule. signi5 cant for the plant in question, that accons have been cr will be taken

altemative compensating actions have promptly, or that there are other
swananwt %e Nuclear Regulatory been or wiu be taken atemptly, or that compelling reasons forlicense issuance.
Commission. after considenna the public there are oder comoe - reasons for No such operating license will be issued
record available concoming licenses, continued operation, then the I!censee u=less NRC ands dat appropriate
State and local govemment emergency may cendnus operation. protectve actions,includi=g evacuation
preparedness. and the need to enhance If at that ti=e the Commission cannot when necessary, can be taken for any
protecten of the public health and make such a Eadhg. then the reascnably anticipated population
safety is pecposhg to amend its Coznetssion will order de licenses to within the plume expersure EP::.
regulations to provide an intens show cause why the plant should not be 1 For nuclear pcwer reactors already
upgrade of NRC emergency planmng shut down. b cases of serious licensed to operate. require a licensee to
regulations. 6 a few areas of the deficiencies, the order to show cause shut down a reactor immediately if
proposed amendmeuts, the Commission will be made != mediately effectve and appropriate State or local emergency
has identiSed two alternatives which it the licensee would be required to shut response plans have not received NRC
is considarbg. In each instance both down the reactor. concurrence within 130 days of the
altamatives are presanted in 6 3. For nuclear power reactors already effective date of the Ensi amendments
following summary of de proposed I! censed to operata. If appropriate State or by January 1.1981. whichever is
changes and m de specific proposed and local emergency respense pla=s do sooner. However, de Corm =ission may

-

ru!e changes presented in dis notica. not warrant contnued NRC concurrence grant an exe=ption from this
ne fhal rule win not necessa:tly and de State or locality do not correct requirement if &e licassee can
!= corporate aH of de first altamatives or the deficiencies wids 4 = ends of . demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
aH ofis second altematives.Thatis,in notincation by de NRC of mddrawal CoMsicn dat the dc5ciencies in de
some !: stances the Erst altemative may of its concurrence, require de plans are not sig-i%t for the plant i .
be adopted and in others. 6 second Commission to deter =ine whoder to question. cat altemative compensating.

altemative may be adopted. Furder require the licensee to shut down the actocs have been or will be taken
altamatives may be adopted as a result reactor. Shut down may nat be required prceptly, or that there are other
of consideration of public comments. if the Caussion Ends dat Se 11cansee corspellbg reasons for continued

/ In one alterna3vs (Altamative A), the has demonstratsd dat $e desciendes operation. If there is no concurrence,
proposed rule change would not in the plan are not sig=ifcast fer de and the plant is shut down, then it must
automancally require suspension of plant in question. that altamatve remain shut down unti such an
operations forlack of concurrence in compensating accons have been or will exemption is granted or until,

appropriate State and local govemment be taken premptly, or dat dare are conc =rrence is obtained.
emergency response plans on the date other ccmpellbg reasons !st continued 3. For nuclear power reactors already
soectaed in the rule. even if the operation. IIcensed to operate. require a license 'o
Com=ission by cat date has not yet If at dis time de Cou ien cannot shut down a reactor if appropriate States

determined whether Se reactor should =ake such a 5 ding. Sen de or local emergency response plans do
be allowed to continue to operate. It Com=ission wtil order de licensee to not warrant continued NRC concurrence
would: show cause why de plant should not be and the State or locality does not correct

1. Rsquire NRC concurrence in the shut down.b cases of serieus de defcencies withm 4 months of
approp: tate State and local govemment deilciencies, the order to show cause non5 cation by the NRC of withdrawal
emergency response plans pnor to will be made im=ediately effectve and of its concurrence. However, the
operstmglicenseissuance unless the the licensee would be required to shut Commission can grant an exemption to
applicant cart demonstrate to the down de reactor. this requirement if the licensee cart
satsfacten of e Coc::=ssion dat b de oder alternanve (Altemative demonstrate to the satisfacton of de
def:cencies b de plans are not B), the proposed rule change would Commission that de de6ciencies in de

E%. 9*
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I ;Ian are not siplScent for the plaat 'a Wa.4 rulemaking descibed in this to be submitted to and c-- M in by
! question, that alternative compensanns notice neponds to that request, and has the NRC as a eaadMan of operating
i 4ctions have been or will be taken been prepared on an expedited basis. License issuance.

promptly, or that there are other Consequently, considerations related to Under one alternative being;

i compeuing nasons for continued the workability of the proposed rule may considered. the proposed rula would
. operation.lf there is no concurrence and have been overlooked and signiScant require a determinadon on continued
| tse plant is shut down, thanit must impacts to NRC. spplicams.11censees. operetton of plar.ta where relevant State

remain shut down untilsuch sa and S:ste and local governments may and local emergency response plans
.

I exemption is granted or until not have been idanuSed. Therefore, the have not received NRC concurrence.
i ccacerence is regained. NRC perdenlarly seeks er=mmets Shutdown of a reactwwould not follow
] In both alternatives the proposed rule addressed to these points andintends to automatica!!y in every case. Under the I
: v m idt hold warhahnps prior to papacing a other aharnadve proposal, shutdown of4. Require that - ,_ f planning Saal rule to (a) present the proposed the reactor would be required; considerations be extended to rule changes to State andlocal automadcally where the appropriate''*mergency Planning Zones " governments, utilties, and other State and local emergency response

.

| S. Require that appilcents' and interested parties and (b) obtain plans have not reemved NRC
*

Ilcansees' detailed emergency planning comments concerning the costa. Impacta, conevance withm the pr==- iha.4 Hme!

t implementing p J- be /- r2 and praedcality of the proposed rule. periods. liowever, the ''-iaionfor NRC review. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission could grant an exempdon to this
;

6. Carify and expand 10 CFR Part 30 Is considering the adoption of
. requi- antif the licanaes can

; Appendix F. " Emergency Plans for ===ad==ats to its regulation. " Domestic demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Presduction and Utilization Facilities." U-aa-ia= of Producten and Utilization Commisdon that the deSciances 6 theama. Comments should be submitted Faci!! ties."10 CFR Part 50, that would

plan are not shraiaraat for the plant inon er before February 19.1960, require that emergency response
AcosesssstIntansted perses are planning considerations be extended to question. that alternative comp === dam'

actions have been or will be taken
| Invited to submit written ea===ata and Emergency Planning Zones (discuased in
! suggestions on the proposedrule NUREG-0398. E'8A 5:0/1-78-016.

promptly, or that thers are other
compeling reasons. If there is no

changes and/or the i%s;ig value/ " Planning Basis for the Development of'

i impact analysis to the Secretary of the State and Local Government concurrence and the plant is shnt down,

! Commission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Radiological Emergency Response Plans then the plant must remain ahnt down

Commission. Wanington.D.C. 20585. La Support of Tight Water Nuclear unni M an exempoonis grated ae
u*u .. . - .. - la obtahed.Attendo nDocketing and Service Power Plants"E Both the Commission

Branch. Copies of the value/ impact and EPA have formally endsrsed de The NRC tly requires that
'd * censees and appi! cents$t.,isn'"""C'* "**#Rhe WbMEfdE"O powerreact*at-u*s**- - ~**

Commission's Public Document Room at Nuclear Regulatory Co==ission is de s an ets'

' *

an local Pubhe Dae=, A cy ans 'or respond to accidents that might have
- 'S of the value/ impact Production and Utihzar.on Facdities." 6 consequences beyond the sue boundary.

"' ** '

e reist the ac eerthe Co o'e rgenanal of b c mgulations.* Prfw to the condusion d ucensing procus.counnants received on the Advance
Notice of Proposed R&aN may be this rt.lemakh.g proceedmg. de To aid State and Icnal govem=="= in
obtained on request.

-

Comaussion wiu give specal attention the development and implementation of

m mmse sumasamm coaw. to emergency plannfng matters, adequate emergency response plans, the

Mr. Michael T. [===~M a_ OSco of Including the need for concurred.in NRC. In cxmjuncdon with several other
Standards Development. U.S. Nuclear plans. on a case.by-case basis in Federal agencies, has attempted. on a
Regulatwy &==naion. Washington, accordance with the modifed cooperative and voluntary basis, to
D.C. 20555 (Telephons 301-4 Mees). adjudicatory procedures cf to CFR Part provide far training and instruction of

,

2. Appendix B. Under thst Appendix, no State and local government personnal
susinssssesmry issicassawna !n June new license, construction permit, or and to establish criteria to guide the

i 1979, the Nucisar Regulatory !!mited work authorization may ha preparation of emerTency respenseCo==i=4aa began a formal issued without Commissien plans.' However. In the past, the NRC ;
aconsideration of the role of emergenc7 consideration of issues such as dis.* has not made NRC concurrence in Stateplanning in assuring b continued Both venions of the proposed and local emergency response plans aprotection of the pahlichealth and

amendments call for State andlocal condition of operation for a nuclear
safety in amas aromd nuclear power
facilities. The (5==4mmina had begun government emergency respcuse plans powerplant: de pwge d rule would do -

30. as explained above.dis r%casideration b mcognition d de
'Two NRC etaf seidemme docessents m retaredneed for more efective etDergeDCy , to this propeesd ruia change. *>stl EmerTenef 'NRC staff guidance for the preperseco and

plamung andin msponse to reports Anson tend Aah far Nament Pewer Plana." evainauem at Staw and local amarsenef mNissued by "'P""athl* OSces of M awas puh&nahad for intens use ead plane leaumme to NRC cemenmece is contaaned as

govermnant and its Congmesional conness as september ts,ters It is exeected m Nimzc rsms.-c.ide med omenas far
e amma emunes of the scoon imi sedehoes, bened ceniopamia .ad Eeniaanim of staw and tasmaoversight cosmnittees. on the pubile comunesse reemrvenL wt3 be tasued ta Genrnomme Itadisieccal Esmergency Respomas

By memorandum dated July 31.1979 earty tast la addleen. in earty taas sograded and Ptass ta Soupport of Ftzed Nor.!ser Fecatfose*
th3 Commission requested that the NRC r==d naarpianos emana for eahiaame ta . s. tent and a-cr --ass 1 amo daseda

staIf undettake expedited rulemaking on '""''''' * - d'''' "'n be i ned for weica ts terr.The .4eguacy at mie :=damos is
<= ament and may be incided ta me cinanseion's bees renew by se sias and mee^ - - -ith2 subject of State local, and Hr====e neutenema. .in %eisacanas of the upereded cmem inemergency r==paa= plans."De *H FR asses 94ennbar s.tarsk taas.

; |
-

. . .
i
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In!seming this rule.NRCrecognizes planning was conceived as a W=_*y In addidos, the Comaussics
. the signiAcant responsibuities assigned but additional measure to be exercised acknowledges the important
| to the FeoeralEmergency Management in the unlikely event that an accident contributions made this year by various

Agency (FZMA) by Faecutive Order would happen. De Ccanussion's cf!1cial co:mnanters on h stata of
22148 on July 13.1979. to coordinate the p,rspective was severely altered by the emergency 9=ah! around nuclear
emergency planamg functions of unexpected sequence of events that facilities, whose views are '=eb-8 as
executive agencies. !n view of FEMA's occurred at Three Mlle Island. The part of the basis for these reguations., ,

new role. NRC agreed on September 11. acctdent showed clearly that the ne first of these was the report of thet

2979. that FEMA should henceforth chair protection provided by siting and General Accounting Of5ce issued ;
the FederalInteragency Central engineered safety features must be camcident with the 3G accident which |

; - Coordinating Committee for bolstared by the ability to take explicitly recommended that no new |
'

RadiologicalF.r .g. g Reeponse protect!ve measures during the ceruse of nuclear power plants be permitted to
P!anning and Preparedness (FICCC). In an acddent. The accident also shawed operate "unless offsite emergency plans
addition. NRC and FBIA have agreed clearly that on-site conditions and have been a, M is by the NRC." as
to exercise joint responsibility for actions, even if they do not cause a way to insure better eme gency

-

'

concurrms in State emergency response si aier=* sif. site radiological protectica. GAO Report. EMD-75-110. !
plans prior to NRr lasuance of operating co'nsequences, will afect the way the " Areas AroundNuclearFacilities |
Licenses. Durms the next few months various State and local entities react to Should Se Better Prepared for i

NRC and FIMA wdlcontinue to protect b public from dangers, real or Radiological Emergencies" (March 30, ireexamine intra-federai rela *=M"' i===M associated with the acddent. 1979). In addition. the NRC |and responsibilities regarding A conclusion the Commission draws Authorization Bill for FY 1980 [S. 562) 1

radiolostcal emergency response from this is that in carrying out its would amend the Atomic Energy Act to )
'

planning. Howeve. the Commission statutory mandate to protect the public require a concurred-in State plan as a
does not believe that the reav==ination heald and safety. the Commission must condition of operation.no poIIcyshould serve as a basis for delay in the be in a posiden to know that eff site consideration that underlies thispropoud rule change. governmental plans have been reviewed provision would be consistent with the

At severalplaces in the propomd and found adequate.The Commission Comminion's views of b health andamendments. the Commission refers to !!nds that the public can be pectacted safety signi5cance of emergency
the roles of State and local governments, within the framework of the Atomic planning. One of the Commission's
Indeed the main thrust of the proposed Energy Act only if additional attention is House Oversight Subcommittees

j rule is that prior concurrence in State
given to e=srgency sosponse pf annHg. developed a aanprehensive dae===*

and local emergency naponse plans will ne Commissten wizas that de on the status of emet 3ency plann'ng
<

be a condition for licensing and increment of risk involved in cperation which recommended that NRC.in aopwatien of a nuclear powerplant.The of reactors over the presetbed times in leadership capacity, undertake efforts to-Com=ussion recognizes that it cannot the implementation of this rule does not upgr:sde its licensees' emergency plansc: rect any gove= mental unit to prepare constitute an unacceptable risk to the and State and local plans. House Reporta plan. much less compel its adequacy. public heald and safety. No. 96 413. " Emergency Planning
fe["* 8' The Commission recognizes dat 61s Around U.S. Nuclear Power P! ants."th fad uste
i proposal, to view emergency planning as Goth Cong 1st Sess. (August 8.1979).E ,,,,

Whus the State andlocal equivalent to, rade dan as wcondary na Report's recommendations were
govemments have the prunary to, siting and design in public protecton. signi5 cant and its 5.cdings about the

~

responsibility under their constitutional departs from its prior regulatory need for improved emergency
police powers to protect deir public, the approach to emergency planning. The preparedness lend s':pport to the NRC's
Commission under authority granted to Commission has studied de var:cus own efferts to assure dat de public is
it by the Congress, also has an proposals and believes that dis course protectad. F!nally, the President's

is the best available choice. In reaching Co=nnission on the Accdent at Three
i=bottant responsibdity to protect the this determination. the Commissica is Mile Island hu recently recommended
$u licin matters of radiological health guided by the Endings ofits Emergency approved State and local plans as a
a

nd safety. Acceeding!y. with an.

undersunr4ng ofits limitations and with P!a=ning Task Force which found de condtion fer usumins !icansing.Es
a sensitivity to the importance of all need for intensive effort by NRC over Commission's Report and its supporting!

!avels of governments working together. the next few years to upgrade the Staff Reports on emergency responses
i the Commission will commit to seek and regulatory program in tais area. ne and preparedness are indicative of

apply the necessary resources to make Commission has also endersed de many of the problems which the NRC
its part in $is venture work. Endings of the epa-NRC Joint Task would address in this rule. In this regard

Force for policy development in 61s the Com=ission notes that the already
Rationale for Change area. Implementation of dese reports by extensive record made on emergency

.

The proposed rule is predicated en the the NRC in its staff guidance is plan *ng improvements will be
Commission's considered judgment in necessary for the NRC to be as effectve supplemented by the report ofits own
de aftermath of de accident at nne as possible in assisung dose SpecialInquiry Group and other ongoing
Mile Island that safe siting and design. governmental units and dose utilities investigations, by any requirements of
ongineered features alone do not responsible fer execution of de plans. the NRC Audorization Act. and by de+

| optunine protectica cf de public health The Commission acknowledges the public comments solicted by this
! and safety. Before the accident it was input of over one hundred commenters proposed rule.

dought that adequate siting in to date on de proposal to adopt new The proposed rule meets many of the
; accordance with existing staff guidance .egulations.ne staff evaluation of dese concerns discussed in de above
; coupled with the defense-in. depth comments is incotperated by reference =enttoned reports and publications.

approach to design would be de herein as part of the recced in $2s However. 6e Commission notes that the:
! pn=ary public protectica. Emergency rulemaking proce= ding. proposed rule is considered as an

:

1
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interten upgrade of NRC emergency immediate action. Under the other (g)If the oppilcation is for en
planning tions and,in essence, alternative (Alternative B). the licensee operating license for a nuc!eer power
clartfes expands areas that have would be required to shut down the reactor, the applicant shall submit
been perantved to be deficient as a plant immediately in this circumstance, radiological emergency response plans
result of poet experiences.Because the Unless and until an exemption is of State and local govemmental entities
Commission antidpates that further granted, the I!censee will not be allowed in the United States that are whoUy or
changes in the energency planning to operste the reactor. partially within the plu=e exposun
reguladons may be propened an more ne NRC contemplates that under pathway Emergency Planning Zone '

i experience is gained with t=p-M Alternative A initial concurrence and (EPZ). as weil as the plans of State
'

these revisad reguladens, as the vados a subsequent withdrawal. if necessary, govemments whouy or partiaDr within
nroe MileIslandlavestigadone are would be noted in local newspapers. the ingestion pathway EPZ.2 Generslly. ,,
concluded. sad as the results become Under Altamative B public notice of

the fear power reactors shall consist of
lume expoetre pathway EPZ for

avadable from eEartsin such areas as any initial concurrence or withdrawal of nuc
instranentation and monitoring and concurrence would be made both in the an ares about 10 miles in rudtne and the
generic studies of acddent models, the se Federal Register and in local Ingestion pathway EPZ shaQ consist af .

proposed rulee may require further newspapers. Notice in the Federal an area about 50 miles in radius.ne
modifcations.hus the proposed rn's Register and in local newspapers will exact size and conHguration of the EPZs,

, changes should be viewed as a firs'. step also be provided of any required surrounding a particular nuclearpower
In f d g emergency al==M suspension of operation any request for reactor shall be determined in relat'on!

i Pabi! cation of these propoemd rule an exemption from this requirement, and to the e:nergency response needs and
char.ges in the Federa1 Register any request that an operating license be capabilities as they are afected by suchi

supersedes and thus eliminates the need exempt from the requirement for local conditions as demography,
to continue development of the proposed concurred.in plans. Public comments topography. land characteristics, access
rula change to 10 CFR Part 50. Apa==^ willbe welcomed.If signiEcantintersst routes, and local jurisd1ctional

i E (43 FR 37473) published on August '3 In meeting with the stag is expressed. boundaries, ne plans for the t=gestion
1978.regarding Er . g Planning the stag may hold public meetings in the pathway shalliocus on such less
considerations outside the Iaw vidnity of the ate to receive and discuss immediate actions as are appropriate to
Population Zone (LPZ). ca== mats and to answer questions. protect the food ingestion pathway.
De &==I=ha is --id-dae A ~. ugly,in the discharge of its 3. A new $ 50.47 is added. Altemative

whether construction permits which duties to assum the adequate protection versions of the first paragraph are
| have already beenissued should be of the public health and safety, the presented.

reconadered because of the emergency Commission has dedded to issue
-

pianning canaidarations of this mle.For proposed rules for public comment. De I sa.n E_ _ _ ;_-, panne,
plants in operation. NRC teams are now proposed changes to 10 CFR 50.33,50.47 [Altemative A-(a) No operating
meeting with licensees to upgrade and 50.54 apply to nuclear power license for a nuclear power reactor win |

licensee. Stats and local emergency reactore only. However, the proposed be issued unless the emergency
,

plans and implementing procedures. Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 applies to response plans submitted by the |
In developing these propzeed rule production and utilization faclites in appl! cant in aa:ordance with I sa33(g) '

changes, the N==laton nas general except as noted in the propoud have been reviewed and concurred in by
considered the potential consequences. Appendix E. Acw proposals, the NRC.*In the absence of one or more ;

social and economic, as well as safety, en== ants, other of5cial reports, and concurred-in plans the applicant will i

of the shutdown of an operating mwf=ne views w. d at the public have an opportunity to demonstrate to
power plant. Under botL altamatives, workshops will be factored into the final the satisfaction of the Commission that
ths substantive criteria to be applied in rule, which the NRC now antidpates deHdendes in the plans are not
evaluating whether or not a !!censee willbe published in early 1980. signiEcant for the plant in questic,n. that
should be allowed to continue to Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of altemative compensating actions have
operate the reactor are the same.Dus . 1954, as n= ended, the Energy been or will be enken promptly. or that
both altamatives reflect the view that. Reorganizetion Act of1974, and section there are other compelling reasons to
while emergency planning is important 553 of title 5 of the United States Code, permit operation.] OR
fer public health and safety, the notice is hereby given that adoption of (Alternative B:(s) No operating '

increment of risk involve in ;--u J t the following amand===ts to 10 CFR license for a nuclear power reactor will
-

operstion for a limited time in the Part 50 and Appendix E tolo CFR Part be issued unless the emergency
absence of concurred-in plans may not 50 is contemplated. response plans submitted by the
be undue in every case. Cenies of comments received on the applicant in accordance with $ Sa33(g)

.'

However, the altamative rule changee proposed amendments may be have been reviewed and concurred in by-

d! Ear primartly in the course of action av== Mad in the &==4aion's Public the NRC.5 An applicant may request an
th:t would follow either non- Document Room at 1717 H Street. NW., exemption from this requirement based .

concurrence. leck of concurrence, oc Washington. DC, and at local Public
wtthdrawal of concurrence in relevant Documsnt Rooms. 8 Emmsesy Maamme Zam W m <N-== e

St:t2 or local emergency plans. Unde? 5 " " * " ~"*"""ea.m.tw.a.

on2 alternative (Altemative A) an order PARy 50-DOnlESTIC UCENSING OF U.D **d 77%g.
ta show cease why the !!censet should PMCOUCTION AND UTTUZATION of tasat we=r thdear Poww Pianta."
n:t shut down the plant may beissued FACIUT1ES 'Nac maa sedsmos ter am prepmomm d
in this dreamstance, but the order to 1. Paragraph (2) of i 50.33 is revind to M [eNd -E"

show cause would not be med* read as foHows: Ntmzc nm2. woe na ch=mt tar
immediately efectivs unless the ca- and enia.com of st.c. and too.1
Commission dedded in the particular i 5a.2s con nnts of appaoecone genweg c e n - ata.moiosa.1zm ns m ya ,a

ms,7,,",$*s." ope.*m"[E'N dua
" dQ5"7,cases that the safety risks were Worme8ea.

sumeeney seriou. to w.r== s.ch - - - - -
, .

l
|

| |
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upon a demonstrenen by the applicant been concurredin 8within 180 days of local government emergency response
that any deficiences in the plans are not de =Ifecuve date of de Enal plans do not warrant connnueo NRC
significant for de plant b question dat amend =ents or by Janusry 1.1981. concurrence and such State or local
alte=auve compensatbg actions have whichever is socner, the Co==ission gover . ment fails to correct such
been or wt11 be taken prompt!y. cr dat wil! =ake a deter =ination wheder de def!cie=cies widin 4 months cf te date
then are oder compelling reasons to nector should he shut down. The of notiacation of the defects, de reactor

'

er=it operation. No such operndng reacter need not be shut down!!da in quesdon will be : hut down.The
I!:ense wul be issued unless NRC Sndslicansee can demonstrate to the licensee may request an exe=ption from
dat appropnate protecnve actions. Commission's satisfaction dat the this requirement based upon a

g inclucbg evacuation when necessary, defidencies in the plan are not demonstration that any defidencies in
can be taken for any reasonably sign! Scant for the plant in quest'on. that the plans are not signiScant for the plant
anticipated population widin the plume alte=ative compensatira actions have in question, that altemative
exposun EPZ.] been or will be taken promptly, or that ccmpensating actfons have been or wCl

(b) Generally, the plume expcsure there are other compellbg reasons for be teken promptly, or that there are.

pathway EPZ for nuclear power plants
shall consist of an area about 10 miles In continued operatics] OR (Altemative B: other compeHing reasons for continuedif the plans submitted by t e licenses in operation. However, tmiess and until
radius and de ingestien pathway EPZ accordance with de subsection have this examption has been granted by the
scan consist of an area about 50 miles in not been conct.tred in by NRC widin Commission. the plant shah be
radius.The exact size and conSguration 180 days of the effecuve date of this maintained in the shutdown condition.]of the EPZs surrounding a particular amendment or by January 1.1981. (u) The licensee of a nuclear power
nuclear power reactor shall be whicheverte sooner, the reactor in reactor shall provide for the 1deter =!ned in relation to de emersucy question wu! be shut down until the development, revistoa implementation l

respense needs and capseulties as theT concurrences han been obtained. The and maintenance ofits emergency Iare affected by such Iccal conditions as licensee may request an exe=ption from pnpandness program. To this end. de
demography, topography lend this requirement based upon a licensee shall provide for an i

,

characteristics, access routes, and local demonstration that any deSciencies in independent review ofits emergency '

junsdictonal boundaries. De plans for the plans are not signi9 cant for de plant preparedness ,)rogram at least every 12the ingestion pathway shall focus en in question, that altamative months by Ucensee, employees.
such less immediate actions as ar* compensating actions have been or wul contractors. or other persons who have
appropriata to protect the food ingestion be taken premptly, or that there are no dinct nsponsibety for
padway. other compellbg reasons for continued implementation of the emerge =cy

3. Secton 50.54 la amended by ading operation. However. unless and unti papandness pmgram.Le myiew shah
four new pars;rsphs. (s). (t). (u) and (v).
Alte=auve passyes for paragaphs (s) this exemption has been granted by de include a review and audit of licensee

and (t) are provided: Com=ission. the plant shah be druls, exereses, capabdues, and

maintabd b de shutdown conddon.] proceduns.The results of the review
I 50.54 conettiona of Deenees. (Altarnative A:(t) If. after 180 days and audit, along with recommendations j

following the effectve date of dese for improvements, shan be documented.e . . . .

(s) Each lfcenses who is authoriced to amend = tents or January 1.1981, reported to the licensee's corporate and

pcssess and/or operate a nuclear power whichever is sooner, and dunng the plant management. and kept available

reactor shall sub=it within 60 days of operating Ecense period of a nuclear at the plant for inspection for a period of

the effective date of this amendment the power reactor the Commission ggy, y,,,,,,

radiological e=ergency response plans determines that de appropriate Stata (v) Within 180 days after the effective

of '., tate and local governmental entities and local govem=ent emergency date cf de finalrules or by January 1
1981, whichever is sooner. each licenseein the Umtad States that are wholly or response plans do not warrant

partially withb the plu=e exposure contbued NRC concurrence and such
who is authorced to possess and/cr

pathway EPZ. as well as the plans of State or local government fails to correct operate a production orutilication
State gove=ments wholly or parnally such de8ciencies widin 4 months of the facility shall have plans for coping with
wtib the ingestion pathway EPZ. date of notiHcation of the defects the

e=ergencies which meet the-

GeneraHy. the plume exposure pathway Commission will make a deter =ication
requirements of Appendix E of dia
Chapter.EpZ for nuclear power reactors shan whether the reactor shall be shut down 4.10 CFR Part 50. Appendix E is

censtst of an area about 10 miles in until de plan is suhmitted and has again amended as foHows:'.
radius and the ingestion pathway EpZ received NRC review and concurrence. -

. . . . .

shall consist of an area about 50 miles in The reactor need not be shut down if the
radius.The exact sce and conHguradon licensee can demonstrate to the Appendix E--Emergency P!annmg and
of de EPZs for a pardcular nuclear Commission's satisfaction dat de Prepaminess for Producnoc and Utuization.

power reactor shall be deter =ined in deficiencies in de plan an not fan
nlation to the emergency response signiScant for the plant in question. dat 4 tatrocuccon
needs and capabilices as day are altemative compensating actions have Each applicant for a constructicn permit isaffected oy such local conditons as been or will be taken promptly, or that reqmred by I so04(a) to include in its
de=ography, topogaphy, and land there are other co=peiling reasons for
charactenstics, access routes, and local continued operation.] CR wtc statt has de==io, d i::r rentatory suu!.m: I

junsdictional boundanes. The plans for [ Alternative B: (t) !!, after 180 days 1.tet. Lnersency P!= req for Nuc. ear Power |
de ingestion pathway shah focus en following tne effecnve date of dese Ne{( anninspe I

sucn less i:n=ediate accons as are a=encments or after January 1.1981, cyc:. rec no .nd Ptants tac a d coo , to crx
a;propriate to protect de food ingestien wh:chever is sooner. and dunng de Paris 50 ano rtr"; and NUREC 46to. nraft

pattway. [ Alternative,A:If $e operat:ng license pened of a nuclear ( Q ,I"Y %'",,M $ ' y,* 1[appropnate State and local govemment power reactor, de Co*sion
,

e.uousa soecuase mana required pur uant toemergency response ;lans have set deter =ines dat de apprepnate State or Pootnotes coot:nued on next pese
|
|

|
*
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pretasaary saleer analysis report a oisite pmportyr and the apected response, of an emenency to protect rub!!c heal:Ir and
dascuseson of pretiannary plans for coping in the event of an emergency, of of!sste safety withan the Emergency PlannaagZames,

; wtth emeratem.w Each appucant for en agencies] CR (EPZs).'!
| opersens hcanse is requind by I 50.34(b) to [Ahernades 5: C.Protectve measure to be

irtclude ta its final safety analyms nport taken in b event of an accdent wtdin the
jy, g g A pf,

,

ptans for coping with emergences. site boundary and widin each ZFZ to protect ne appiIcant's emergency plans shan
i nie appendix estabushu - um health and safety: proceduas by whkh these contain. but not necessenly oe !!mited ts the
I requirements for emergency plans for use in measures are to be carned out (e.g. in the foUowing elements: organization for copsng

atta.nas a state of emergency prepmdnesa. case of an evacuados who audor:zes the with radianon m eMee, assessment,

Deee plans shall be ducr6d in the evacuadon, how the puhuc is to be notfed actos acuvados of emersucy organ =h:r.
,

1

prellakaary safety analysts report and and testructed, how the evacuacon is to be not15 cation procedures, emergency facGities'

submitted as a part of the Anal safety carned out): and the expected rerponse. in and equipment, training, maintaimag,

i analyas report. The potennal radiological the event of an emergency, of oEstte emergency preparednese, and recovery.no j
i hazards to the public assocatad with the agecim]: appucant shall also provuis an analyeas of
j operadon of resserth and test reactore are D. Features of the faciuty to be providad the ttm aquired to nacuate various sectore

considerably less than those tavolved with for onsite emergency !!:st aid nr.d. and distances within the plume exposurei

nuclear power reactor. Consequently, the sim decontaminatios and for emergency pathway EPZ for tranaient and perma-o
of *.he EPZa for Research and Test reactors transportscon of onsite individuals to offsite populanons.i *

and the denne to wtuch W- wtth the treatment fan 11dess A. Or==*='*aa
j aquirments of this secuos and sectons H. E. Provisions to be made for emenency e eqanizadd cging wuh

"

C. IV and V is necessary wtll be determined treatment at offsite fac!1 des ofindividuals| on a case-by<:ase basis using Regulatory infund as a mult d ticaud acuvms:
radiological energencias shall be desafbed

Guide is as a standard for acceptance. State F.Provtsions for a traming program for ;. res but ad eviduals
'

;
, and local governament emergency response employees of the Ucensee. including those assigned to Ucensee s emergencyplana, which may tactade the plans of offsite * * *N assigned 8p*C 8 88thort27 and organizados and 2e means of notincaties ofsupport organizanons, shah be submitted responsibility in the event of an emamacy, such individoals in the event of anme the appucant's ememacy plans. and for other persons not employees of the

H. De Prohnunary Sofety Aaclysis Report licensee whose assistacce may be needed in ,,,,,,ey, y,..ny, the following shah
be included:

| The Preliminary Safety Anal- sia Report be mat d a nddogical emney: 1. A doeotpden of the narmal plant
shan contain samment informacon to ensure C. Features of the facinty to be p ovided to opmung organizadon,
th2 compenbiHry of proposed emergency ensun the capabiuty for sc:ustmg unstte 1 A desasption af the onsite emergencyr

i plans both for onsite areas and the EPZa wiQ pntecan mesum and de capsomty 6 response orsamzationwith a dotaded
facdity design foamres, site layout, and site fachty mentry in order to inaugste de discusaton at

i lococon with respect to such consideranons consequences d an acedent or. if a. Anthorities. rerrw=Wf ties and dutine of
| cs cecess routes. --.dwg populanon appropriate, to condnue operadon; the individnal(s) who will take charge dassng

esmbonana, and land un for c. Emerpacy R ^ F"h8d88rY $281 ''' "hich P2"iectsY an emergency:
P!annmg Zanu 8 A. the ti:ne and means to be employed in the b. Plant staff emergency assignmenter l

As a Nmmma de following items shall be notifcation of State and local governments c. Authortdes, responsabilitse. and duties !

ducr&d. and the public in the event of an emergency. of an onsite emergency coordinator who shad
A. Cnsite and of' site organizadons for A preli=: nary analysis of the tt:no required to be in charge of the avri ange of infor: nationt

cipes with emegaces, and the means for evacsate various escrors and distances with offsite authorttfee reopensible for
nicacacos in the event of an emergency. of within the plume exposure pathway EP: for coordinattna and '- ; ' =*7 offsite
penons assigned to the emagency tran eant and permanent populations. emergency measures.
0G8D13*G003; DL DeRaolSafetyAnalysisReport L A d wyden of thelicensee

D. Contacts and arrangements czade and headquartere personnel that will be sent to
dou:mented with local. State. and Federal ne Final Safety Analyris Report shah the plant site to provide sug asatation of the
gov:rn.zental agent:ss with responsabdity for contain de myncy pisas for coping with onsite emergency orgemaation.
coptsg with emergencies. :ncluing ergecin. The plans stad be an 4. Iden"** _ by positina of persens
Idexttacation of tse princpal agencies. expnssion of de mrau concept of within the !!censee orTanization who wtB be

[Alternanve A: C.Protecuve meuures to operation, wbSi descrb the essendal responsible for making offsite dose
be taken in the event of an aconent within elements of advance plannmg that have been protecnons and a desciption of how these
thi site boundary and wicin each EP: to considend and Se provisione that have been projecuans wiu be made and the neulta
protect health and safety; c"rective made to cope with amergency situationa.no transmitted to State and local authaittee,
me serve to prevent damag. to ensite and plans shau incorporate information about the NRC.FDdA and other appropriate

emergency response roles of supporting governmental enuties. .

Footnotu continued Wm m organazatic zs and offsite egenmee. That S. IdentiScation, by position and funcuan.
I saae ame tasa Appenes for comes wita information shall be suf5 dent to provide of other employees of the 11censee with
emergences. C.apies of ce guides are evadable et aseurance of coordination among de special qual 15 cations for coping with
the f"==> mo e P'ablic Document Raos. t?t7 H supporting groups and between them and the emergency conditions which may arise. Other ,
Scme . NW. Washinstan. D.C. : ossa Comes of licensee. persons with special queuf! cations, such as
saada mey be purcsand from tse Gove nment [Alternadve A: ne plans submitted must consultants, who are not employees of the
Pnnuas CElca. :sforuanos on current pricae mat !nclude a desa:ption of the elements set out Econsee and who may be called upon forbe ootained bv wnts.se ce I.T.S. Nuclur Rege.latorF in Secton IV to an extent suf5 dent to assistance for short. or long-term
$]",,"" 3 3*""*8'"* %381 ^""'*" damonstrate that se plans provide emergences ehan also be identifed. De

.

'ne aim of ce EF .a for a anc!.ar power plant reasonable assurance that appropriate specal qualifications of these persons shna
sian be deternmed in reisson to ce emergency messuno enn and wtll be taken in de event be described.
roepenas needs and capabdium u cer one afected of an emergency to protect public health and S. A descrption of thelocal o'fsite servious
ey a=ca tacal comences as demowreper. safety and e-Ha damage to property to be provided in support af the licensee
iopeerepay. land enaractensoce. access restes, and wtthm the Emergency P!anning Zones emergency organization.
tocas rurisew boundaries. Genereur. se plume A).1 CR 7. ! dent 15 cation of and expected assistanaesposure paewer EP: for 1i43: weter nuclear (Ahernative B: De plans submitted must ' rots appropriete State. local. and Federal
[ [g*,' ,",",, ,$,'",7 P: !nclude a desciption of de elementa set out agences with =aaa="f+es for coping with

'" *
E a

enous so ada m reena. 37:a are sacumed a in Section IV to an extent s"""-ent to emergencies.
NUper"ma The stae of the EP:"a for son.pewer demonstrate dat the plans pre ride 8. IdentiScadon of the State and/orlocal
rueciare aand be de orseasd as e casebrease reasonable assurance that app;opriate of5ctals responsible for planning for.
baaia, messures can and ws!! be taken in the event ordonns. notif! cation of, and con: rolling

.
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; .pp p _ .c.ve . . on -.pson pb_ _p _ -._e o. -. ., ee ,_t
evacueuens woen secouary. pethwey Emergency Ptaan.ng Zone. It ta 6e mergency orgaamatien.

assessment. iacesponstble for accident3. Asseeerraet Acnons applleant's responsability to ensure that such Perocanal r
means exist, regernless of wna implements uding centesi rocT. shi.!!

De means to be provided for determismg this req.urement. pasonnd
esefrdasu te$shallb F. E=wsency Fac1hees and Equipment

dis).e t t t
descnbod includes es.argency acton levels Provisions shall be mada and duenhed fr' e. Repair and damage cnntrol teams..

that are to be used as entana for determining emergency fac: Sties and equipment. L First aid and rescue teams.the need !cr nocSeaeen and parte:pation of inciuning-
, ,, g,,3 ,,,,,,, p ,,,,,g go,,g .g

local and Stato agences and the 02mmission 1. Equipment at the site for personnel Defense. locallaw enforcemut pwsoud,

1 ,
and other Feceral agenciesland the socitoring; ud Iocal news media persone.

! emergemy woon levels that are to be used 2. Equipment for detennimag the magnitude
mecal.s headquarters support

apport personed
as cntens along with appmpriate of and for condnuously aseeestas the talosse g, %,

j meteorological infor= anon for determining of radioacuve matenals to the envtroament: peonnd
i when protocun measures should be 3.Faclines and supplies at the site for p 3,,gy - -- - a*

considered within the outside the site decontaminacon of onsite individuals: g, p ,, ggh prodion for 6eg
boundary to protect health and safety and 4. Facilities and medical supp!!es at the es,te coduct of party dMis ud mus to w
prevent damage to property. De amargency for appropnate emergency Erst aid treatman: de adequacy d umbs aM caw of
accon levels small be based on in-plant 5. Arrangements for de services of a
conditions and instrumentaton in addition to physidan and other medical personnel haplanung pmcMme ud adMS to

onsite and ogsste monitodas. Dame qual 15ed to handle radiatica emergencies: Mt*Mtest
,,,,,, , ,nd to ensare that

emergency ecnon leveis small be discussed E. Arrangements for transportation of
and agreed upoa by the applicant and State intured or contasunated individuals from $a fd*"*,7 P Q g '#'"

g
and local govemmental authertues and sits to treatment facWtise outside the site
approved by NRC.They small also be boundary: sha!! speciScally include partapanon by

reviewed wid de State andlocal F. Arrsagements for treatment of oEstto Personnai se duc' iced s' on as weHp

genmmental su6onnes a an annual basia. "
fa'c2 a encies. ep alsovi n e

C. Acevetion of Emergency Organization outside the site bound pmvisions for a joint examse involving 6e
De entire spectrum c4 emergency 3. One onsite techmcYoupport center and Federal Stata, and local response

conditions which involve the alarung or one neer-eate emergency operst'on cantar 0.ganissdes&e scope of mch an exercise
acdvation of progressively larger segments of ' rom wh:ch efecuve d:recnon can be given muld test se much d de eersecy plans
the total emergency orgemaanon shall be and efectve control can be exercsed dunns as is reasonably achievable withoutinvole=g
descnbed. The commumcaton steps takan to an emergency: ha pnMc paruc.panor.' Denninva
alert or scavete emergency personnel undr 9. At least one onsite and one ofsite performance c'iteria shall be established for
e:ch class of emergency shad be descnbed, commumcations system. inchtbg redundant alllevers of participatton te ensure an
Emergency eenen levels (based not only on power sources.This willinciude the oblactive evcluanon. Dia letst Federal,
onstte and ogsite radietion men tor :tg cornmunicadon arrangements for State. and local exercse shall be:
informacon but also on reedings from a emergences, beluding uties ard alternates 1. For presently epersting plants. initfaHy
number of sensors that mdicate a potential for dose in charge et bod ends of the m&in one year of the affec ve cate of this
emergency such as de pressure in communicauon hnks and de pnmary and amendment and once every [A!! amative A:
contamment and the response of the bacxup means of communicanon. Where thru years) or (Altamages 3: Sve yusrs}
Emergency Core Cooling Systami for coaststant mta hmetion of de govemmental thereafter.<

codScacon of offsite agencies shall be agency. these arrangements willinclude: 3. For a plant for w,nich an operstag
desenbed. De ex:stence, but not de dotat!s. a. P evimon for communications with license is a,sened after the eNecuve date of

of a message sudentication schme shan be condsma State / local governmnts within this amendment, taitta"y wtthin one year of*

nited for such agences. ce piume expoem pacwey E=ergmy de issuance d de opernung license and
Plan =ng Zane. Such commu=icamens shall be once every [Alternatin A: thrw years) or

D. NotiScaeon P ocedures testod montrJy. [ Alternative B: Sve years) thereafter.
1. Ahstranve and physicalmeans for b. Provision for coctmunications with All trammg provisions shall provide for

noufying. and as eements reached with. Federal emergency response organizacons. formal cntques in order to evaluate the
local State, and Federal off!cals and Such commumcanons systema shall be tested emergency plan's efectivenese and to correct
agences for the early warnmg of the public annually. weak areas through feedback with emphasia
sad for public svect.ation or other protectve c. P ovteion for communications between en schedules lesson plans, practical truimns.-

measures, should they become necopary. the ut. clear faclity. State and/cr local and periodic examinations.
shall be ducnbed. Dis descnpuon shan emergency operanons centers, and f!ald C. .Maintamms Emerpacy P operedam

'

include idanuScacon of de pr .cpal assessment teams. Such commumcanons
,- officiala, by utie and agences. for the systems shad be tested annually. Provisions to be employed to ensure that

E=ergency P!annmg Z:ces '(EPZs). F.Traintag 6e einersency plan. Its intplamenn=g

:. Provtssons shail be desetbed for the E'""'s and emergency equipment and
e program pr vide for 0) Go training supplies are mamtained up to date shall beyearly disse-anos to the ;r:blic within the of employees and exerestng. by penodic described.

-

plume exposure pataway E?t of basic dnlls, of radiat2on emergency plans to ensure.

emergency planning information such as the that employees of the licensee are famt!!ar H. W
possibility of nuclear sc= dents. Se potential wtd detr spec.f!c emergency response Cateria to be used to determine when ta
human heald effects of such accdents and duties, and (21 de parecpatica in the the *=nt possible. following an accdont.
their causes, medods of no:Scanon, and de tratmns and dnlls by other persons whose reentry of the facilityis appropriate or when
;toteccve acuens paanned tf an accident asststance may be needed m the event of a operation should be conunued.
oc=rs. as weil as a us::ng oflocal broadcast radiacon emergency shan be desenbed.This
n:tworx * sat wtil be used for :fanemmacon. shallinclude a descnption of specahzad E M*8'*N "m _ _" ' " ' '

,

of mfer=scort dunrtg an emergency. tranal tram.ng and penodic retrammg No less than 180 days pnor to scheduled
3. An==istriuve end physical meena, and programs to be provided to esca of the issuance of an opereung license.10 copies

de use required. anail be cescnbed for f allowuss categones of ec:ergency persocnel: eacn of the applicant's detailed implementag
atterting and providing prompt instrucuens prrx.J. for its emergency plan shall be8

public mthis the plume expense pathway EP submatted to NRC Headquarters and to the
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM1ISSION

10 CFR Part 50 and Part 70,

EMERGENCY PLANNING

AGENC'[: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Final Rule

SUMMARY: On September 19, 1979 and on December 19, 1979, the Commission

! published for public comment (44 FR 54308 and 44 FR 75167) proposed amend-

ments to its emergency planning regulations for production and utilization

facilities. Extensive comments were received, all of which were evaluated

and considered in developing the final rule. The comments received and

the staff's evaluation is contairad in NUREG-0684. In addition, the NRC

j conducted four Regional Workshops to solicit comments; these comments are

available in NUREG/CP-0011 (April 1980).*

The final regulation contains the following elements:

1. In order to continue operations or to receive an operating license an

applicant / licensee will be required <> submit their emergency plans,

as well as State and local governmental emergency response plans to
.

NRC. The NRC will then make a finding as to whether the state of

onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance.-

that appropriate protective measures can and will be taken in the
.

event of a radiological emergency. The NRC will base its finding

" Copies of NUREG documents are available at the Commission': Public Document
Room, 1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies may be purchased
from the Government Printing Office. Information on current prices may be
obtained by writing the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,'

D.C. 20555, Attention: Publications Sales Manager.

1 Enclosure "B"
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,

on a review of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) findings

and daterminations as to whether State and local emergency plans are

adequate and capable of being implemented and on the NRC assessment
,

as to whether the licensee's/ applicant's emergency plans are adequate

Andcapableofbaingimplemented. -

2. Emergency planning considerations will be extended to " Emergency
,

Planning Zones,"

3. Detailed emergency plan implementing procedures of licensees / applicants4

will be required to be submitted to NRC for review, and

4. Requirements in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E are clarified and upgraded.

EFFECTIVE DATE: 75 days after publication

NOTE: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has submitted this rule to the

Comptroller General for review of the reporting requirements in the rule,

pursuant to the Federal Reports Act, as amended (44 U.S.C. 3512). The

date on which the reporting requirements of the rule become effective

includes a 45-day period, which the statute allows for Comptroller General

review (44 U.S.C. 3512(c)2)).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Michael T. Jamgochian, Office of
.

Standards Development, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D.C. 20555 (Telephone: 301-443-5966).
~
-

=

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In June 1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

began a formal reconsideration of the role of emergency planning in ensuring

the continued protection of the public health and safety in areas around

nuclear power facilities. The Commission began this reconsideration in

recognition of the need for more effective emergency planning and in
.

L- 2 Enclosure "B"
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response to reports issued by responsible offices of government and the

NRC's Congressional oversight committees.

On December 19, 1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published-

in the Federal Register (44 FR 75167) proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part
,

1

50 and Part 50, Appendix E of its regulations. Publication of these final

rule changes in the Federal Register is not only related to the December 19,-

1979 proposed rule changes but also incorporates the proposed changes to

10 CFR Parts 50 and 70 (44 FR 54308) published on September 19, 1979.

Interested persons were invited to submit written ' comments / suggestions

in connection with the proposed amendments within 60 days after publica-

tion in the Federal Register. During this comment period (in January 1980)

the Commission conducted four regional workshops with appropriate State

and local officials, utility representatives, and the public to discuss

the feasibility of the various portions of the proposed amendments, their

impact, and the procedures proposed for complying with their provisions.

The NRC used the information from these workshops along with the public |
l

comment letters to develop the final rule (more than 170 comment letters |

were received and "le points made in two petitions -for rulemaking were
.

l
iincluded in considerations). '

.

After evaluating all public comment letters received and all the

information obtained during the workshops as well as additional reports,.

such as the NRC Special Inquiry Group Report, the Commission has decided
.

to publish the final rule changes described below.

i

| Descriotion of Final Rule Change,1

The Commission has decided to adopt a version of the proposed rules

known as alternative A described in sections 50.47 and 50.54 in the Federal
,

1

3 Enclosure "B"
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Register Notice, dated December 19, 1979, (44 FR 75167), as modified in

light of comments. Those rules, when effective, will provide that no

power reactor may operate if there is an NRC finding that the overall ,

state of emergency preparedness is inadequate for the reactor in question.
.-.

This is consistent with the approach outlined by FEMA and NRC in a

Memorandum of Understanding (45 FR 5847, January 24,1980). No new .

operating license will be granted unless the NRC can make a favorable

finding that the integration of onsite and offsite emergency planning

provides reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures can

and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. In the case

of an operating reactor, if it it determined that there are such defi-

ciencies that a favorable NRC finding is not warranted-and the deficiencies
.

are not corrected within 4 months of that determination, the Commission

will determine whether the reactor should be shut down, pursuant to proce-

dures provided fer in 10 CFR 2.200. In any case where the Commissioi;

believes that the public health, safety, or interest so requires, the

plant will be required to shut down immediately (10 CFR 2.202(f), see
,

| 5 U.S.C. 558(c)).
I

The objectives that the NRC will look to in making its determinations
'

j under these rules are set forth in the final regulation. Wherever possible,

these objectives may blend with other emergency planning procedures for non-
.,

nuclear emergencies presently in existence. The objectives are a restatement

of basic NRC and now joint NRC-FEMA guidance to licensees and to State and
'

local governments. See NUREG-0654; FEMA-REP-1, " Criteria for Preparation

and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency itesponse Plans and Preparedness in

Support of Nuclear Power Plants for Interim Use and Comment," (January 1980).

4 Enclosure "B"
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In deciding whether to permit reactor operation in the face of some deft-

ciencies, the Commission will examine whether the deficiencies are signif-

icant for the reactor in question or whether alternative compensatory actions
,

have been or will be taken promptly or whether consistent with the public
'

health and safety other compelling reasons exist for reactor operation.

Specifically, the regulation contains the following three major changes
,

from past practices:

1. In order to continue operations or to receive an operating license

an applicant / licensee will be required to submit their emergency

plans, as well as State and local governmental emergency response

plans to NRC. The NRC will then make a finding as to whether the
,

state of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides reason- |

able assurance that appropriate protective measuras can and will be

taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

The NRC will base its finding on :< review of the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as to whether State

and local emergency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented,

and on the NRC assessment as to whether the licensee's/ applicant's emer-

gency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented. Specifically:
.

a. An Operating License will not be issued unless a favorable NRC

.- overall finding can be made. ,

,

After January 1, 1981, an operating plant may be required tob.

shut down if it is determined that there are such deficiencies

such that a favorable NRC finding cannot be made or is no longer

warranted and the deficiencies are not corrected within 4 months

of that determination.

.
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i

2. Emergency planning considerations must be extended to " Emergency

Planning Zones," and

3. Detailed emergency planning implementing procedures of both licensees
,

and applicants for operating licenses must be submitted to NRC for
,..

review.

In addition, the Commission is revising 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
,

" Emergency Plans for Production and Utilization Facilities," in order W

clarify, expand, 'nd upgrade the Commission's emergency planning regula-a

tions. Sections of Appendix E that are expanded include:

1. Specification of " Emergency Action Levels" (Sections IV.B and C),

2. Dissemination to the public of basic emergency planning information

(Section IV.0),

3. Provisions for the State and local go*vernmental authorities to have

a capability for notification of the public during a serious reactor

emergency with a design objective of completing the initial notifica-

tion within 15 minutes after notification by the license (Sec-

tion IV.0),,

4. A licensee onsite technical support center and a licensee near site

emergency operations facility (Section IV.E),

5. Provisions for redundant communications systems (Section IV.E), -

6. Requirement for specialized training (Section IV.F), and
,

.

7. Provisions for up-to-date plan maintenance (Section IV.G).
.

Applicants for a construction permit would be required to submit

more information as required in the new Section II of Appendix E.

!
l

6 Enclosure "B"
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'Rationale for the Final Rules,

I The Commission's final rules are based on its considered judgment

about the significance of adequate emergency planning and preparedness-

to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety. It is j,
,

clear, based on the various official reports described in the proposed

rules (44 FR at 75169) and the public record compiled in this rulemaking,*

that onsite and offsite emergency preparedness as well as proper siting

and engineered design features are niteded to protect the health and |

safety of the public. As the Commission reacted to the accident at Three
.

Mile Island, it became clear that the protection provided by siting and

engineered design features must be bolstered by the ability to take pro-

tactive measures during the course of an accident. The accident also

showed clearly that onsite conditions and actions, even if they do not

cause significant offsite radiological consequences, will affect the way

the various State and local entities react to protect the public from any

dangers, associated with the accident (Ibid). In order to discharge

effectively its statutory responsibilities, the Commission firmly believes

that it must be in a posif. ion to know that proper means and procedures

will be in place to, assess the course of an accident and its potencial
.

stverity, that NRC and other appropriate authorities ar.d the public will

be notified promptly, and that appropriate protective actions in response.-

to actual or anticipated conditions can and.will be taken.
.

| The Commission's organic statutes provide it with a unique degree

of discretion in the execution of agency functions. Siegel v. AEC, 400

F.2d 778, 783 (D.C. Cir. 1968), see Westinchouse Electric Corp. v. NRC,
'

400 F.2d 759, 771 & n.47 (3d Cir. 1979). "Both the Atomic Energy Act of

1954 and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 confer broad regulatory
,

7 Enclosure "B"
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1

!

functions on the Commission and specifically authorize it to promulgate

! rules and regulations it deems necessary to fulfill its responsibilities |
! ,

; under the Acts, 42 U.S.C. 5 2201(p)." Public Service Co. of New Hampshire |.

v. NE , 582 F.2d 77, 82 (1st Cir.), cert denied, 439 U.S. 1046 (1978).,

1 .--

!See 42 U.S.C. 2133(a). As the Supreme Court stated almost 20 years ago,

| the Atomic Energy Act " clearly contemplates that the Commission shall by .

j regulation set forth what the public safety requirements are as a pre-

requisite to the issuance of any license or permit under the Act," (Power.

! Reactor Development Co. v. International Union of Electrical Radio Machine

| Workers, 367 U.S. 396, 404 (1961)). Finally, it is also clear that " Congress,

when it enacted [42 U.S.C. 2236]..., must have envisioned that licensing'

! standards, especially in the areas of health and safety regulation, would
!

I vary over time as more was learned about the hazards of generating nuclear

energy. Insofar as those standards became more demanding, Congress surely

would have wanted the new standards, if the Commission deemed it appropriate,

i to apply to those nuclear facilities already licensed," (Ft. Pierce Util-

ities Authority v. United States, 606 F.2d 986, 996 (D.C. Cir. 1979)).

Inresponsetoandguidedbythevariousreportsandpublicc$mments,

as well as its own determination on the significance of emergency prepared-,

*

| ness, the Commission has, therefore, concluded that adequate emergency
|

preparedness is an essential aspect in the protection of th6 public healthr
.,

and safety. The Commission recognizes tnat there is a possibility that
.

the operation of some reactors may be affected by this rule through inac-

tion'of State and local governments or an inability to comply with these

rules. The Commission believes that the potential restriction of plant

operation by State and local officials is not significantly different in

'

,

'
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kind or effect from the ample means already available under existing law

to prohibit reactor operation, such as zoning and land-use laws, certiff-

cation of public convenience and necessity, State financial and rate,

considerations (10 CFR SG.33(i)) and Federal environmental laws. The
., ..

Commission notes, however, that such considerations generally relate to
,

~ a one-time decision on siting that tends to obligate future officials,,

whereas this rula requires a periodic renewal of State and local commit-

ments to emergency preparedness. At least until more experience is gained

with this rule in actual practice, however, the Commission will retain

the flexibility of not shutting down a facility until all factors have
I

been thoroughly examined. The Commission believes, based on the record

created by the public workshops, that State and local officials as part-

nors in this undertaking will endeavor to provide fully for public pro-

taction. Thus, upon consideration of all relevant factors, including its

own evaluation of the TMI accident, the Commission promulgates the above-

described final rules. In doing so, the Commission adopts the view of

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the O.C. Circuit in addressing EPA regula-

tions, that "the statutes -- and commen sense -- demand regulatory action

to prevent harm, even if the regulator is less than certain that harm is
' otherwise inevitable." Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 25 (D.C. Cir.),

.,
cert. denied, 426 U.S. 941 (1976).

,
Summary of Comments on Major Issues

The Commission appreciates the extensive public comments on this

important rule. In addition to the record of the workshops, the NRC has

received over 170 comment letters on the proposed rule changes. The

following major issues have been raised in the comments received. They i

reflect the areas of concern of most commenters.

9 Enclosura "B"
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Issue A: NRC REVIEW AND CONCURRENCE IN STATE AND LOCAL RADIOLOGICAL PLANS.

1. FEMA is best suited to assess the adequacy of. State and local radio-

logical emergency planning and preparedness and report any adverse ,

findings to NRC for assessment of the licensing consequences of those
~

.

findings. '

'

2. The proposed rule fails to provide objective standards for
,

f NRC concurrence, reconcurrence, and withdrawal of concurrence.

-3. In the absence of additional statutory authority, the proposed

rule frustrates Conq c.sional fotent to preempt State and local

government veto power over nuclear power plant operation.

4. Procedures and standards for adjudication of emergency planning

disputes are not adequately specified in the proposed rule.

Issue 8: EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES (EPZs)

i
1. Regulatory basis for imposition of the Emergency Planning Zone

]

Concept should be expressly stated in the regulation. l
.

2. Provisions regarding the plume exposure pathway EPZ should |
l

provide a maximum planning distance of ten miles. |

3. References to NUREG-0396 should be deleted to avoid disputes
!

over its meaning in licensing proceedings. l

"lIssue C: ALTERNATIVES A & 8 (In 50.47 & 50.54) i
1

'1. That neither alternative is necessary because the Commssion has ~-

sufficient authority to order a plant shut down for safety
.

reasons, and should be prepared to exercise that authority only

on a case-by-case basis and when a particular situation so

warrants such action.
1

.
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2. No case has been made by the Commission for the need for auto-

matic shutdown, as would be required in Alternative B, and

certainly no other NRC regulations exist that would require-.

such action based on a concept as amorphous as " concurrence
'

...

in State and local emergency plans."
'

.

3. The idea that the Commission might grant an exemption to the

rules that would permit continued operation (urter Alternative B)

has little significance primarily because 10 CFR Part 50.12(a)

already permits the granting of exemptions.

4. The process and procedures for obtaining such exemptions are not

defined, nor is there any policy indication that would indicate

the Connission's disposition to grant such exemptions.

5. The Commission, in developing this aspect of the proposed rule,

must consider its own history. There was time when regulation

was characterized by the leaders of the agency by simple and

very appropriate expressions. The process was to be " effective
'

and efficient." The application of regulatory authority was

,. to be " firm, but fair." Regardless of the outcome of the

" concurrence" issue, the Commission must appreciate that Alter-
.

native B is not fair. It is not ef*ective regulation

Issue D: PUBLIC EDUCATION.

Only information required to inform the public what to do in the

event of a radiological emergency need be disseminated. There

11 Enclosure "B"
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should be flexibility, in any particular case, as to who will be

ultimately responsible for dissaminating such information.

Issue E: LEGAL AUTHORITY. -

.

1. A few commenters felt that NRC had no authority to promulgate
.-

a rule such as the one proposed.

2. Other comments were of the nature that NRC has statutory authority -

only inside the limits of the plant site.

3. Some commenters suggested that NRC and FEMA should seek additional

legislation to compel State and local governments to have emergency

plans, if that is what is necessary.

Issue F: SCHEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTATION.

The schedule for implementing the proposed rule was considered to

be unrealistic and in some cases in conflict with various State schedules

already in existence. A sampling of the commants on the implementation

schedule as unrealistic follows:

1. The 180 days in the schedule is an unsufficient amount of time

i to accomplish tasks of this magnitude; the Federal government

does not work with such speed. States are bureaucracies also;.

there is no reason to assume they can work faster. It took .

years of working with States to get the plans that are presently
.

concurred in. It is just insufficient time for new concurrences

and review. Also, to get a job done within that time frame -

means a hurried job--rather than an acceptable and meaningful

plan.

1
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2. The time provided is inadequate for States to acquire the

hardware needed. States must go out for competitive bids just

as the Federal government does. Between processing and accept-,

ing a bid and actual delivery of equipment, it may take a year
'
' '

to get the hardware. Also, the State budgets years ahead. If

a State or local government needs more money, it may have to,

go to the legislature. This is a time-consuming public process !

that may not fit the Federal schedule.

3. NRC and FEMA could not review 70 or more plans and provide
,

concurrence by January 1, 1981. The Federal government moves

slowly. Commenters did not think that NRC and FEMA can review

all the plans within the time frame scheduled. If the Federal

government cannot meet its schedule, why or how should the

States?

4. Funding could not be appropriated by State and local governments

before the deadline. It was suggested that the Commission use

H. Rept. #96-413 (" Emergency Planning U.S. Nuclear Power Plants:
|,

Nuclear Regulatory Commisslon Oversight") for the time frame

rather than that in the proposed rule or use a sliding-scale

time frame since States are at various stages of completing-

i

their emergency plans.
,

.

Issue G: IMPACT OF PROPOSED RULE.
.

1. The proposed regulations were considet d by some commenters
'

as unfair to utilities because it was felt they place.the

utility in the political and financial role that FEMA should

be assuming. NRC is seen as in effect giving State and local

1
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governments veto over the operation of a nuclear plant. It

was questioned whether this was an intent of the rule. In

addition, it was felt that the utility, its customers, and its
.

shareholders should not be penalized by a shutdown (with a
~ 'resulting financial burden) because of alleged deficiencies or -

lack of cooperation by State and local officials.
.

2. It was suggested that NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement

conduct the reviews of the State and local governmental emergency

response plans in order to ensure prompt, effective, and consis-

tent implementation of the proposed regulations.

3. One commenter noted that the public thould be made aware of the

issue of intermediate and long-term impacts of plant shutdowns.
:

l Specifically, people should be informed of the possibility of

" brownouts," cost increases to the consumer due to securing

alternative energy sources, and the health and safety factors

associated with those alternative sources.

Issue H: PUBLIC NOTIFICATION.

1. Ultimate responsibility for public notification of a radiologi-

cal emergency must be placed on State and local government.

2. The " fifteen minute" public notification rule is without .

scientific justification, fails to differentiate between areas
,

[ .

l close in and further away from the site, and ignores the techni-

cal difficulties associated with such a requirement. -

!

Issue I: EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS.

Applicants, in cooperation with State and local governmental author-

ities, should be permitted the necessary flexibility to develop

i
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emergency action level criteria appropriate for the facility in

question, subject to NRC approval. Inflexible NRC emergency action

, level standards are not necessary.

Issue ,J: TRAINING..,

1. Mandatory provision for training local services personnel and
~

local news media persons is outside of NRC's jurisdiction and

is not'necessary to protect the public health and safety.

2. Public participation in drills or critiques thereof should not

be required.

3. The provision regarding formal critiques should be clarified to

mean the licensee is responsible for developing and conducting

such critiques.

4. Definitive performance criteria for evaluation of drills should

be developed by the licensee subject to NRC approval.

Issue X: IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES.

NRC review of implementing procedures is only necessary to advise

the NRC staff of the details of the plans for use by the NRC during

the course of an actual emergency.
.

Issue L: FUNDING.

'' Commenters felt;

1. Nuclear facilities, although located in one governmental tax
,

jurisdiction and taxed by that jurisdiction, affect other

jurisdictions that must bear immediate and long-term planning,

:

cost without having access to taxes from the facility.

2. As the radius of planning requirements becomes greater, few

facilities are the concern of a single county. The planning

| 15 Enciosure "B"
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i

radius often encompasses county lines, State lines, and in

some instances, international boundaries.

3. As new regulations are generated to oversee the nuclear industry
,

;

and old ones expanded, there is an immediate need to address
,.

*

fixed nuclear facility planning at all levels of government, |
*

beginning at the lowest and going to the highest. All levels
.

of government need access to immediate additional funds to

upgrade their response capability. ;
i

4. It is well understood that the consumer ultimately must pay

the price for planning, regardless of the level in government

at which costs are incurred. It becomes a matter of how the

consumer will be taxed, who will administer the tax receipts

and what is the most effective manner in which to address the

problem.

5. The basis for effective offsite response capabilities is a

sound emergency preparedness program. Federal support (funding

and technical assistance) for the development of State and

| local offsite capabilities should be incorporated into FEMA's

preparedness program for all emergencies.

.

Issue M: GENERAL.

The States support Federal oversight and guidance in the development *
.

of offsite response capabilities. However, many States feel the
.

confusion and uncertainty in planning requirements following Three

Mile Island is not a proper environment in which to develop effective

capabilities nor goes it serve the best interests of their citizens.
The development of effective nuclear facility incident response

:
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capabilities will require close coordination and cooperation between

responsible Federal agencies, State government, and the nuclear
,

,
industry. An orderly and comprehensive approach to this effort makes

it necessary that onsite responsibilities be clearly identified with

N'RC and the nuclear industry while deferring offsite responsibilities

to State government with appropriate FEMA oversight and assistance.
,

In addition to these comments, two petitions for rulemaking were

filed in reference to the proposed rule. Although the petitions were

denied, the comments made by the petitioners in support of their petition

were considered in developing the final rule.

The Commission has placed the planning objective from NUREG-0654;

FEMA-REP-1 " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological

Emerges;:y Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power

Plants for Interim Use and Comment" January 1980, into the final regula-

tions. Comments received concerning NUREG-0654 were available in

developing the final regulation. The Commission notes that the planning

objectives in NUREG-0654 were largely drawn from NUREG-75/111, " Guide and

Checklist for Development and Evaluation of State and Local Government

Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facil-
'

ities" (December 1, 1974) and Supplement 1 thereto dated March 15, 1977,

,. which have been in use for some time.

The approximately 60 public comment letters received on NUREG-0654
-

.

were not critical of the proposed planning objective. The Commission

also notes that at the May 1, 1980 ACRS meeting, the Atomic Industrial

Forum representative encouraged the use of the planning objectives from
.

!
'

|

|
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l
|

NUREG-0654 in the final regulations in order to reduce ambiguity and
1

provide specificity to the final regulation. )

Based on the above, the Commission has decided to modify the proposed
,

i

rule changes in the areas discussed in paragraphs I through X below. )
....

'

I. FEMA /NRC Relationship

. In issuing this rule, NRC recognizes the significant responsibil- |
-

ities assigned to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), by

Executive Order 12148 on July 15, 1979, to coordinate the emergency planning

functions of executive agencies. In view of FEMA's new role, NRC agreed

on September 11, 1979, that FEMA should henceforth chair the Federal Inter-

agency Central Coordinating Committee for Radiological Emergency Response

Planning and Preparedness (FICCC). On December 7, 1979, the President

issued a directive assigning FEMA lead responsibility for offsite emergency

preparedness around nuclear facilities. The NRC and FEMA immediately
'

initiated negotiations for a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that lays

out the agencies' roles and provides for a smooth transfer of responsibil-

ities. It is recognized that the MOU, which became effective January

14, 1980, supersedes some aspects of, previous agreements. Specifically,

the FEMA responsibilities with respect to emergency preparedness as they ;

1.

relate to NRC are-
1

, 1. To make findings and determinations as to whether State and local ,

I

| emergency plans are adequate.
.

2. To verify that State and local emergency plans are capable of being
,

L

|
implemented (e.g., adequacy and maintenance of procedures, training,

| resources, staffing levels and qualification and equipment adequacy).
|

3. To assume responsibility for emergeny preparedness training of State

L and local officials.

18 Enclosure "B"
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4. To develop and issue an updated series of interagency assignments

that delineate respective agency capabilities and responsibilities
i.

- and define procedures for coordination and direction for emergency

planning and response.
.

...

Specifically, the NRC responsibilities for emergency preparedness are:
.

1. To assess licensee emergency plans for adequacy.

2. To verify that licensee emergency plans are adequately implemented

(e.g., adequacy and maintenance of procedures, training, resources,

staffing levels and qualifications, and equipment adequacy).

3. To review the FEMA findings and determinations on the adequacy and

capability of implementation of State and local plans.

4. To make decisio,ns with regard to the overall state of emergency
1

preparedness (i.e., integration of the licensee's emergency prepared- )

ness as determined by the NRC and of the State / local governments as

-determined by FEMA and reviewed by NRC) and issuance of operating

licenses or shutdcwn of operating reactors.

Additional legislation is being considered by Congress that may give

FEMA the total role in offsite preparedness, thereby making FEMA's deter-

mination not subject to review in NRC licensing proceedings.,

In adddition, FEMA has prepared a proposed rule regarding " Review and
.-

Approval of State Radiological Emergency Plans ar.d Preparedness." According
- to the proposed FEMA rule, FEMA will approve State and local emergency plans

and preparedness, where appropriate, based upon its findings and deter-

minations with respect to the adequacy of State and local plans and the

capabilities of State and local governments to effectively implement

.

.
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these plans and preparedness measures. These findings and determina-

tions will be provided to the NRC for use in its licensing process.

II. Emergency Plannina Zone Conceg
-

The Commission notes that the regulatory basis for adoption of the
.,

Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) concept is the Commission's decision to have a

conservative emergency planning policy in addition to the conservatisms -

already involved in the defense-in-depth philosophy. This policy was

endorsed by the Commission in a policy statement published on October 23,

1979, (44 FR 61123). At that time the Commission stated that two Emergency

Planning Zones (EPZs) should be established around light water nuclear

! power plants. The EPZ for airborne exposure has a radius of about 10

miles; the EPZ for contaminated food and water has a radius of about

50 miles. Predetermined protective action plans are needed for the EPZs.

The exact size and shape of each EPZ will be decided by emergency planning

officials after they consider the specific conditions at each site. These

distances are considered large enough to provide a response base which

| would support activity outside the planning zone should this ever be needed.

The Commission recognized that it is appropriate and prudent for emer-

gency planning guidance to take into consideration the principal character-
.

istics (such as nuclides released and distances likely to be involved) of a

spectrum of design basis and core melt accidents. While the Commission .

recognizes that the guidance may have significant response impacts for many
.

local jurisdictions, it believes that implementation of the guidance is

nevertheless needed to improve emergency response planning and preparedness

around nuclear power reactors.
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III. Position on Planning Basis for Small Light Water Reactors and

Ft. St. Vrain

The Commission has concluded that small light water cooled power.

reactors (less than 250 MWt) and the Ft. St. Vrain gas cooled reactor may
.

'

estab1ish small planning zones which will be evaluated on a case-by-case

basis. This conclusion is based on the lower potential hazard from these

facilities (1wer radionuclide inventory and longer times to release

significant amounts of activity in many scenarios). The radionuclides

considered in planning should be the same as recommended in NUREG-0396;

EPA 520/1-78-016, " Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local

Government Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light

Water Nuclear Power Plants," December 1978.

IV. Rationale for Alternatives Chosen
|

In a few areas of the proposec rule, the Commission identified two

alternatives that it was considering. Many public comments were received

on these alternatives and after due consideration of all comments received

as well as the discussions presented during ths workshops, the following

alternatives have been chosen by the Commission to remain in the final

rule.
,

In Sections 50.47 and 50.54(s) and (t), the alternatives dealt with

conditioning the issuance of an operating license or continued operation

of a nuclear power plant on the existence of State and local government.

emergency response plans concurred * in by NRC. The basic difference between

alternatives A and B in these sections was that.under alternative A, the

proposed rule would require a determination by NRC on issuing a license

~
'

See Section V for a discussion concerning " concurrence." !

l
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or permitting continued operation of plants in those cases where relevant

State and local emergency response plans have not received NRC concurrence.

Denial of a license or shutdown of a reactor would not follow automatically
.

in every case. Under alternative B, shutdown of the reactor would be

Irequired automatically if the appropriate State and local emergency -

response plans had not received NRC concurrence within the prescribed
.

time periods unless an exemption is granted.

After careful consideration, the Commission has chosen alternative A

for Sections 50.47 and 50.54(s) and (t) primarily because alternative A

provides more flexibility to the Commission. Alternative B, however,,

appears to have the possibility of causing unnecessarily harsh economic

and social consequences to State and local governments, utilities and

the public. This position is consistent with most of the comments

received from State and local governments.

State and local governments which are directly involved in implement-

ing planning objectives of the rule strongly favor alternative A since it

provides for a cocperative effort with State and local governments to

reflect their concerns and desires in these rules. This choice is respon-

sive to that effort. In addition, the industry was unanimous in its

support for this alternative.
.

In Appendix E, Sections II C and III, alternative A requires an
.
'

applicant / licensee to outline "... corrective measures to prevent damage
,

to onsite and offsite property," as well as protective measures for the .

public. Alternative B only addresses protective measures for the public

health and safety. The Commission has chosen alternative B because public

health and safety should take clear precedence over actions to protect

1
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property. Measures to protect property can be taken on an ad hoc basis

as resources become available after an accident.

In Appendix E, under Training, alternative A required a joint Federal,.

State and local government exercise every 3 years; whereas alternative B
.

requihestheseexercisestobeperformedewery5yearsateachsite. The

Commission has chosen alternative B because the Commission is satisfied.

that the requirement that these exercises be performed every 5 years for

each site will provide an adequate level of preparedness among Federal

emergency response agencies. In. addition, under these regulations, every |

site is required to exercise annually with local governmental authorities.

Likewise, Federal emergency response agencies may have difficulty support-
!

ing exercises every 3 years for all of the nuclear facilities that would

be required to comply with these rule changes.

V. Definition of Plan Aporoval Process

The term " Concurrence" has been deleted from the proposed regulations

and replaced with reference to the actual procedure and planning objectives

that NRC and FEMA have agreed upon and are implementing. According to

the agreed upon procedure, FEMA will make a finding and determination as

to the adequacy of State and local government emergency response plans.,

The NRC will determine the adequacy of the licensee emergency response
''

plans. After these twe determinations have been made, NRC will make

a finding in the licensing process as to the overall and integrated state
|

.

|

of preparedness. |

It was pointed out to the Commission at the workshops and in public

comment letters that the term " concurrence" was confus.1g and ambiguous. |

-| Also, there was a great deal of misunderstanding with the use of the term

.

|
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because, in the past, the obtaining of NRC " concurrence" in State emer-

gency response plans was voluntary on behalf of the States and not a

regulatory requirement in th.e licensing process. Previously too, " concur-
.

rence" was State wide rather than site specific.
..

.-

VI. Fifteen Minute Notification

The requirement for the capability for notification of the public .
,

within 15 minutes after the State / local authorities have been notified by

the licensee has been expanded and clarified. It also has been removed

as a footnote and placed in the body of Appendix E. The implementation

schedule for this requirement has been extended to July 1, 1981. This

extensica of time has been adopted because most State and local govern-

ments identified to the Commission the difficulty in procuring hardware,

contracting for installation, and developing procedures for operating the

systems used to implement this requirement.

The Commission is aware that various commenters, largely from the

industry, have objected to the nature of the 15-minute notification

requirement, indicating that it may be both arbitrary and unworkable.

Among the possible alternatives to this requirement are a longer
,

notification time, a notification time that varies with distance from

*the facility,. or no specified time. In determining what that criterion |
!

should be, a line must be drawn somewhere; and the Commission believes,

.,

that providing as much time as practicable for the taking of pt ctective

action is in the interest of public health and safety. The Commission

recognizes that this requirement may present a significant, financi&l

impact, and that the technical basis for this requir ement is not without
.

.

.
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dispute. Moreover, there may never be an accident requiring using the

15-minute notification capability; every indication is that there will not.

However, the essential rationale behind emergency planning is to provide as.

,

|

| additional assurance for the public protection even during such an unexpected

tvent. The 15-minute notification capability requirement is wholly consistent

with that rationale..

The Commission recognizes that no single accident scenerio should

form the basis for choice of notification capability requirements for

offsite authorities and for the public. Emergency plans must be developed

that will have the flexibility to ensure response to a wide spectrum of

accidents.

Any accident involving severe fuel degradation or core melt which I

results in significant inventories of fission products in the containment

would warrant immediate public notification and a decision, based on

the particular circumstances, for appropriate protective action because

of the potential for failure of the containment building. In addition,

the warning time available for the public to take action may be substan-

tially less than the total time between the original initiating event

and the time at which significant radioactive releases take place. Speci-
*

fication of particular times as design objectives for notification of

offsite authorities and the public are a means of ensuring that a system,.

will be in place with the capability to notify the public to seek further
.

information by listening to predesignated radio or television stations.

The Commission recognizes that not every individual would necessarily be

reached by the actual operation of such a system under all conditions of

system use. However, the Commission believes that provision of a general

alerting system will significantly improve the capability for taking '
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protective' actions in the event of an emergency. The reduction of noti-

'fication times from the several hours required for street by street noti-

fication to minutes will significantly increase the options available as .

protective actions in severe accident conditions. These actions could
.-..

include staying indoors for a release that has already occurred or a

precautionary evacuation for a potential release thought to be a few .

hours away. Accidents that do not result in core melt may also cause

relatively quick releases for which protective action for the public,

at least in the immediate plant vicinity, are desirable.

Some comments received on the proposed rule advocated the use of a

staged notification system with quick notification required only near

the plant. The Commission believes that the capability for quick notifica-

tion within the entire plume exposure emergency planning zone should be

provided but recognizes that some planners may wish to have the option

of selectively actuating part of the system during an actual response.

Planners should carefully consider the impact of the added decisions that

offsite authorities would need to make and the desirability of establishing

an official communication link to all residents in the plume exposure

emergency planning zone when determining whether to plan for a staged
~notification capability.

VII. Effective Date of Rules and Other Guidance

Prior to the publication of these amendments, two guidance documents .

were published for public comment and interim use. These are: NUREG-0610,

" Draft Emergency Action Level Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants,"

(September 1979) and NUREG-0654; FEMA-REP-1, " Criteria for Preparation

and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness
,
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in Support of Nuclear Power Plants for Interim Use and Comment," January

1980. It is expected that clarified versions of these documents based nn

public comments received will be issued to assist in defining acceptable.

levels of preparedness to meet this final regulation. In the interim
.
~ ~

these documents should continue to be used as guidance.

.

VIII. Hearing Procedures Used in Implementation.of These Regulations

Should the NRC believe that the overall state of emergency prepared-

ness at and around a licensed facility is such that there is some question

whether a facility should be permitted to operate, the Commission may

issue an order to the licensee to show cause, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, ,

1

Ias to why the plant should not be shut down. This issue may arise, for

example, if NRC finds a deficiency in a licensee plan or in the overall

state of emergency preparedness.

If the NRC decides to issue an order to show cause, it will provide

- the licensee the opportunity to demonstrate to the Commission's satisfac-

tion that the alleged deficiencies are not significant for the plant in

question, that alternative compensating means are being or have been taken

to protect the public health and safety, or that other compelling circum-

stances exist to permit operation. Finally, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(f),
,

the Commission may, in appropriate circumstances, make the order immediately
'

effective, which could rasult in immediate plant shut down subject to a'

later hearing.
,

IX. Funding,

In view of the requirements in these rule changes regarding the

actions to be taken in the event State and local government planning and

preparedness are or become inadequate, a utility may have an incentive,
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|based on its own self interest as well as its responsibility to provide j

power, to assist in providing manpower, items of equipment, or other

resources that the State and , local governments may need but are themselves |,

|

unable to provide. The Commission believes that in view of the President's

Statement of December 7, 1979, giving FEMA the lend role in offsite planning ~

and preparedness, the question of whether the NRC should or could require
,

a utility to contribute to the expenses incurred by State and local govern- |
1

*

ments in upgrading and maintaining their emergency planning and preparedness
i

(and if it is to be required, the mechanics for doing so) is beyond the

scope of the present rule change. It should be noted, however, that any

direct funding of State or local governments for emergency preparedness

purposes by the Federal ~ government would come through FEMA.

X. Exercises

In FEMA's proposed rulemaking " Review and Approval of State Radio-

logical Emergency Plans and Preparedness" the provisions of Section F of

Appendix E concerning Exercises will be implemented as follows:

A. 6n an annual basis, all commercial nuclear power facilities

will be required by NRC to exercise their plans and the exercises should -

involve annual exercising of the appropriatc local government plans in
.

support of these facilities. The State may choose to limit its participa-

tion in exercises at facilities other than the facility (site) chosen .

for the annual exercise (s) of the State plan.
.

B. For continued FEMA approval each State and appropriate local

governments shall conduct an exercise jointly with a commercial nuclear

power facility annually. However, States with more than one facility

(site) shall schedule exercises such that each individual facility (site)
,
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is exercised in conjunction with the State and appropriate local govern-

ment plans not less than once every three years for sites with t3e plume

exposure pathway EPZ partially or wholly within the State and not less.

than once every five years for sites witn the ingestion exposure pathway
.~

EPZ partially or wholly within the State. The State shall choose, on a

rotational basis, the site (s) at which the required annual exercise (s).

is to be conducted, and priority shall be given to new facilities seeking

an operating license from NRC, and which have not had an exercise involving

the State plan at that facility site.

C. After FEMA approval of a State plan has been granted, failure

to exercise the State plan at laast once each year shall be grounds for

withdrawing FEMA approval.
i .

The Commission has determined under the criteria in 10 CFR Part 51

that an environmental impact statement for the amendments to 10 CFR Part

50 and Appendix E thereof is not required. This determination is based

on " Environmental Assessment for Final Changes to 10 CFR Part 50 and

Appendix E of 10 CFR Part 50, Emergency Planning Requirements for Nuclear

Power Plants" (NUREG-0685, June 1980). Comments on the " Draft Negative

Declaration; .inding of No Significant Impact (45 FR 3913, January 21,
,

1980) were. considered in the preparation of NUREG-0685.
'

' Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and Section 552 and 553 of.

Title 5 of the un!teu States Code, notice is hereby given that the

-following amendments to Title 10, Chapter I, Code of Federal Regulations,

Parts 50 and 70 are published as a document subject to codification.
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PART 50 - DOMESTIC LICENSING OF PRODUCTION

AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES'

^

1. Paragraph (g) of Section 50.33 is revised to read as follows: ,

5 50.33 Contents of applications; general information. .-

* * A A A

'

(g) If the application is for an operating license for a nuc' lear

power reactor, the applicant shall submit radiological emergency response

plans of State and local governmental entities in the United States that

are wholly or partially within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning

Zone (EPZ)1, as well as the plans of State governments wholly or partially

within the ingestion pathway EPZ. Generally, the plume exposure pathway

EPZ for nuclear power reactors shall consist of an area about 10 miles

(16 Km)* in radius and the ingestion pathway EPZ shall consist of an area

: about 50 miles (80 Km)* in radius. The exact size and configuration of

the EPZs surrounding a particular nuclear power reactor shall be deter-
~ mined in relation to the emergency response needs and capabilities as

! they are affected by such local conditions as demography, topography,

land characteristics, access routes, and local jurisdictional boundaries.

The size of the EPZ's also may be determined on a case-by-case basis for
*

l

gas cooled reactors and for reactors with an authorized power level less

than 250 MW thermal.* The plans for the ingestion pathway'shall focus on
'
-

' Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) are discussed in NUREG-0396, EPA 520/
'

1-78-016 " Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Government
Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear 1

Power Plants," December 1978.
* Comparative text to regulations published for public comment on December 19, |

1979. Deletions are lined through and additions are underscored. In Sec-
tions 50.33, 50.47, and 50.54, Alternative B has been deleted but not lined
through. .
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such [less-fesediate] actions as are appropriate to protect the food

ingestion pathway.

2. A new section 50.47 is added.
|

'

9 50.47 Emergency plans.''

i

(a) No operating license for a nuclear power reactor will be issued.

unless [the-emergency response plans-submitted-by-the-appiiennt-in-accordance

with-section-50:33(g3-have- 2n-reviewed and-concurred-in-by-the-NRE:2 _ gn

the-absence-of-ene-or-more-concurred-in pians--the-applicant-wiii-have

an-opportunity-to-demonstrate-to-the-satisfaction-of-the-Eemmission

that-deficiencies-in-the pians-are not-significant-for-the piant-in-

question--that afternative-compensating-actions-have-been-or-wiii-be-taken

promptiy--or-that-there-are-other-compelling-reasons-to permit-operation-3-

Br] a finding is made by NRC that the state of onsite and offsite emergency

preparedness provides reasonable assurance that aporooriate protective

measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

The NRC will base its finding on a review of the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as to yhether State

and local emergency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented
*

and on the NRC assessment as to whether the [44eensee's/] applicant's onsite

emergency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented.
,.

(b) The ensite and offsite emergency response plans for nuclear power

.

reactors must meet the following objectives:2

.

"These objectives are addressed by specific criteria in NUREG-0654;
FEMA-REP-1 titled " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radio-
logical Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear
Power Plants for Interim Use and Comment," January 1980.
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1. Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear

facility licensee, and by State and local organizations within the Emer-

gency Planning Zones have been assigned, the emergency responsibilities
,

: of the various supporting organizations have been specifically established,

andeAchprincipalresponseorganizationhasstaffto~respondandtoaug-

ment its initial response on a continuous basis.
.

2. On-shift facility licensee responsibilities for emergency response

are unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to provide initial facility

accident response in key functional areas is maintained at all times, and
i

timely augmentation of response capabilities is available, and the inter-

faces among various onsite response activities and offsite support and
,

1

response activities are specified.

*

3. Arrangements for requesting and effectively using assistance

| |

resources have been made, arrangements to accommodate State and local

staff at the licensee's near-site Emergency Operations Facility have 1

: - )
been made, and other organizations capable of augmenting the planned

response have been identified.

4. A standard emergency classification and action level scheme, whose

bases include facility system and effluent parameters, is in use by the

nuclear facility licensee, and State and local response plans call for -

reliance on information provided by facility licensees for determinations
:

,

| of minimum initial offsite response measures.

5. Procedures have been established for notification, by the '

licensee, of State and local response organizations and for notification of
9

emergency personnel by all resoonse organizations; the content of initial

and followuo messages to resoonse organizations and the public has been

established; and means to provide early notification and clear instruction

.

i
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to the populace within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone

have been established.

6. Provisions exist for prompt communications among principal-

response organizations to emergency personnel and to the public.
. ..

7. Information is made available to the public on a periodic basis

on how they would be notified and what their initial actions should be-

in an emergency (e.g., listening to a local broadcast station and remain-

ing indoors) : the principal points of contact with the news media for

dissemination of information during an emergency (including the physical

location or locations) are established in advance; and procedures for

|coordinated dissemination of information to the public are established. <

8. Adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support the
,

emergency response are provided and maintained.
|

9. Adequate methods, systems, and equioment for assessing and monitor- |,

| ing actual or potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency
'

condition are in use.

10. A range of protective actions has been developed for the plume
i

exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the public, guidelines for

the chuice of protective actions during an emergency, consistent with

,

Federal guidance, are developed and in place, and protective actions for

,- the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ appropriate to the locale have been

developed.
.

11. Means for controlling radiological exposures, in an emergency,

are established for emergency workers. The means for controllino radio-

logical exposures shall include exposure guidelines consistent with EPA

Emergency Worker and Lifesaving Activity Protective Action Guides.

.
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l

12. Arrangements are made for medical services for contaminated

injured individuals.

13. General plans for recovery and reentry are developed.
,

14. Periodic exercises are (will be) conducted to evaluate major |
'

portions of emergency response capabilities, periodic drills are (will
^^

be) conducted to develop and maintain key skills; deficiencies identified
*

as a result of exercises or drills are (will be) corrected. |

15. Radiological emergency response training is provided to those

who may be called on to assist in an emergency.

16. Responsibilities for plan development and review and distribu- !

i

tion of emergency plans are established and planners are properly trained. |

(c) Failure to meet the objectives set forth in paragraph (b) of

this subsection may result in the Commission declining to issue an

Operating License. However, the applicant will have an opportunity to

demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Commission that deficiencies in

the plans are not significant for the plant in question, that alternative

compensating actions have been or will be taken promptly, or that there

are other compelling reasons to permit plant operation.

Generally, the plume exposure pathway EPZ for nuclear power plants
*shall consist of an area about 10 miles (16 Km) in radius and the ingestion

pathway EPZ shall consist of an area about 50 miles (80 Km) in radius. .,

The exact size and configuration of the EPZs surrounding a particular
.

nuclear power reacter shall be determined in relation to the emergency

response needs and capabilities as they are affected by such local condi-
f

tions as demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes,

and local jurisdictional boundaries. The size of the EPZs also may be

determined on a case by case basis for gas cooled nuc": lear reactors and
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for reactors with an authorized power level less than 250 MW thermal.

The plans for the ingestion pathway shall focus on such [less-immediate]

actions as are appropriate to protect the food ingestion pathway..

3. Section 50.54 is amended by adding five new paragraphs, {glz
_., ,

h (s), (t), and (u).

.

S 50.S4 Conditions of licenses.
e

n n n n n

(q) A licensee authorized to possess and/or operate a oroduction

and utilization facility shall follow and maintain in effect emergency

plans which meet the objectives in 50.47(b) and the requirements in Appen-

dix E of this Part. The licensee may make changes to these plans without

Commission approval only if such changes do not decrease the effectiveness !

of the plans and the plans, as changed, continue to meet the objectives of

50.47(b) and the requirements of Appendix E of this Part. Proposed changes

tnat decrease the effectiveness of the approved emergency plans shall not

i

be implemented without application to and approval by the Commission. The ;

licensee shall furnish 3 copies of each proposed change for approval; if

a change is made without prior approval, 3 copies shall be submitted within

*

30 days after the change is made or proposed to the Director of the appro-

priate NRC regional office specified in Appendix 0, Part 20 of this Part,,.

with 10 copies to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear

1.

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.

(r) Each licensee who is authorized to possess and/or operate a

resea-ch or test reactor facility with an authorized power level greater

than or eoual to 500 kW ,under a license of the type specified in 6 50.21(c),

shall submit emergency plans complying with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E

4
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>

to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Reculation for approval within one year
,

from the effective date of this rule. Each licensee who is authorized to

possess and/or operate a'research reactor facility with an authorized
.

power level less than 500 kW thermal, under a license of the type soeci-

' '
fied in 6 50.21(c), shall submit emergency plans complying with 10 CFR

i

Part 50, Appendix E, to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation foz
.

approval within two years from the effective data of this amendment.

(s) Each licensee who is authorized to possess and/or operate a
,

nuclear power reactor shall submit to NRC within 60 days of the effective

4

date of this amendment the radiological emergency response plans of State

and local governmental entities in the United States that are wholly or

! partially within a plume exposure pathway Emergency Plannina Zone (EPZ),

as well as the plans of State governments wholly or partially within an

ingestion pathway EPZ1 10 copies of the above olans shall be forwarded

to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation with ? copies to the Director

of the appropriate NRC regional office. Generally, the plume exposure.

_

'

pathway EPZ for nuclear power reactors shall consist of an area about 10

miles ('6 Km) in radius and the incestion pathway EPZ shall consist of an;

area about 50 miles (80 Km) in radius. The exact size and configuration

of the EPZs for a particular nuclear power reactor shall be determined in'
-

relatius to the emergency response needs and capabilities as they cre
.

affected by such local conditions as demograohy, topography, and land,

characteristics, access routes, and local jurisdictional boundaries. The -

size of the EPZs also may be determined on a case-by-case basis for gas

' Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) are discussed in NUREG-0396; EPA 523/1-78-016,
" Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Government Radiologi-
cal Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants,"

. December 1978. -
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cooled nuclear reactors and for reactors with an authorized power level

less than 250 MW thermal. The olans for the ingestion pathway EPZ shall

focus on such actions as are approoriate to orotect the food ingestion.

pathway.
.
. ..

For operating power reactors, the licensee's and State and local emer-

gency' response plans shall be implemented by January 1, 1981, except as.

provided in Section IV, 0 3 of Appendix E, of this Part. If, after

January 1, 1981, the NRC finds that the state of emergency preparedness

does not provide reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures

can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency and the

deficiencies are not corrected within four months of that finding, the

Commission will determine whether the reactor shall be shut down until

such deficiencies are remedied. The reactor need not be shut down sub-
*

sequent to the four-month period if the licensee can demonstrate to the

Commmission's satisfaction that the deficiencies in the plan are not

significant for tne plant in question, or,that alternative compensating

actions have been or will be taken promptly, or that there are other

compelling reasons for continued operation. 1

I
The NRC will base its finding on a review of the Federal Emergency

* Management Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as to whether State

and local emergency olans are adequate and capable of being implemented,..
and on the NRC assessment as t whether the licensee's emergency plans are

.

adequate and caoable of being implemented.

(t) A nuclear power reactor licensee shall provide for the develop-

ment, revision, implementation, and maintenance of its emergency prepared-

ness program. To this end, the licensee shall provide for a [ independent]

. review of its emergency preparedness program at least every 12 months by

i
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[ licensee- employees--contracters--er ether] persons who have no direct

responsibility for implementation of the emergency preparedness program.

The review shall include an evaluation for adecuacy of interfaces with
,

State and local governments and [a-review-and-sedit] of licensee drills,
'

exercises, capabilities, and procedures. The results of the review,

[and-sedit] along with recommendations for improvements, shall be docu-
,

mented, reported to the licensee's corporate and plant management, and

retained [kept-avaiiable-at-the piant-inspection] for a period of five

years. The part of the review involving the evaluation for adequacy of

interface with State and local ge<ernmenU4 shall be available to the

appropriate State and local governments.

(u) Within [180] 60 days after the effective date of [the-finai reies

or-by] this amendment, each nuclear power reactor licensee [who-is-authe-

rized-to possess-and/or-eperate-a production-er-etilization-facility]

shall submit to NRC plans for coping with emergencies that meet the

objectives in Section 50.47(b) and the requirements of Appendix E of this

[6hapter] Part.

4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, is amended as follows:

n a a a n
.

.

'

.

1

1
;

|
,
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APPENDIX E--EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPARCDNESS FOR

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 1

I. Introduction.

Each applicant for a construction permit is required by 5 50.34(a)
,

,

to include in its preliminary safety analysis report a discussion of

preliminary plans for coping with emergencies. Each applicant for an-

operating license is required by $ 50.34(b) to include in its final safety

analysis report plans for coping with emergencies. State and local

government emergency response plans shall be submitted with the appli-

cant's emergency plans.

This appendix establishes minimum requirements for emergency plans

for use in attaining an acceptable state of emergency preparedness. These

plans shall be described generally in the preliminary safety analysis

report and submitted as a part of the final safety analysis report.

The potential radiological hazards to the public associated with the

operation of research and test reactors and fuel facilities involve

INRC staff has developed two [three] regulatory guidcs: [1-lei-Emerge cy
Planning-for-Naciear-Power-Piants] 2.6, " Emergency Planning for Ressarch

* Reactors," and 3.42, " Emergency Planning in Fuel Cycle Facilities and
Plants Licensed Under 10 CFR Parts 50 and 70"; and a joint NRC/ FEMA
report, NUREG-0654; FEMA-REP-1, " Criteria for Preoaration and Evaluation.

of Radiological Emergency Resoonse Plans and Preparedness in Support of*

Nuclear Power Plants -For Interim Use and Comment," January 1980, [and
NBRE6-0618- dBraft-Emergency-tevei-Action-Saiceiines-for-Neciear-Power,

Plants -fSeptember-19793-to-help establish-adequate] to provide guidanceu

in developing plans [ required-for parseant-to-s-50-34 and-this-Appendix]
for coping with emergencies. Copies of these documents are available at
the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW., Washington,
D.C. 20555. Copies of these documents may be purchased from the Govern-
ment Printing Office. Information on current prices may be obtained by
writing the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,
Attention: Publications Sales Manager.
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considera[bly]tions different [iess-than-those-involved] than those asso-

ciated with nuclear power reactors. Consequently, the size of [the]

Emergency Plannino Zones 2 (EPZs) for facilities other than power [Research

and-Test] reactors and the degree to which compliance with the requirements
'

of this Section and Sections II, III, IV and V is necessary will be deter- ..

mined on a case-by-case basis. [using-] Regulatory Guide 2.6 will be used
~

as [and-S-42-as-a-standard-for-acceptance] guidance for the acceptability
,

of research and test reactor emergency response plans.

II. The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report i

The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report shall contain sufficient informa- 1

l

tion to ensure the compatibility of proposed emergency plans for both onsite

areas and the EPZs, with facility design features, site layout, and site

location with respect to such considerations as access routes, surrounding

population distributions, [and] land use, and local jurisdictional boundaries

for the Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) as well as the means by which the

obiectives of 50.47(b) will be met.

3EPZs for power reactors are discussed in NUREG-0396; EPA 520/1-78-016
" Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Government Radio-
logical Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power .

Plants," December 1978. The size of the EPZs for a nuclear power plant
shall be determined in relation to the emergency response needs and
capabilities as they are affected by such local conditions as demography, .

topography, land characteristics, access routes, and local jurisdictional
boundaries. The size of the EPZs also may be determined on a case-by-case
basis for cas cooled nuclear reactors and for reactors with an authorized -

power level less than 250 MW thermal. Generally, the plume exposure pathway
EPZ for [ light-water] nuclear power plants with an authorized power level
greater than 250 MW thermal shall consist of an area about 10 miles (16 Km)
in radius and the ingestion pathway EPZ an area about 50 miles (80 Km) in
radius.

M'
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As a minimum, the following items shall be described:

A. Onsite and offsite organizations for coping with emergencies

and the means for notification, in the event of an emergency, of persons,

assigned to the emergency organizations;
.

B. Contacts and arrangements made and documented with local, State,

and Federal governmental agencies with responsibility > cooing with.

emergencies, including identification of the principal a5 ,es;

C. Protective measure to be taken in the event of an accident

within the site boundary and within each EPZ to protect health and safety;

[ corrective measures-to prevent-damage-t-onsite-and-offsite property-]

procedures by which these measures are to be carried out (e.g., in the

case of an evacuation, who authorizes the evacuation, how the public is to

be notified and instructed, how the evacuation is to be carried out); and

the expected response of offsite agencies in the event of an emergency;

D. Features of the facility to be provided for onsite emergency
|

first aid and decontamination and for emergency transportation of onsite
|

individuals to offsite treatment facilities;

E. Provisions to be made for emergency treatment at offsite facil-

ities of individuals injured as a result of licensed activities;
"

F. Provisions for a training program for employees of the licensee,

including those who are assigned specif.ic authority and responsibility,.

in the event of an emergency, and for other persons who are not employees
.

of the licensee but whose assistance may be needed in the event of a radio-

logical emergency;

E6---Feste es-of-the-facility-to-be provided-to ensere-the-capability

for-actuating-onsite protective-measures-and-the-capability-for-facility
I

i

-
.
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reentry-in-order-to-mitigate-the consecuences-of-an-accident-or--if-appro-

priate--to-continue-operation;]

[H-]G A preliminary analysis that projects the time and means to2 ,

be employed in the notification of State and local governments and the
'

~~

| public in the event of an emergency. A nuclear power plant applicant shall

i perform a preliminary analysis of the time required to evacuate various
,

sectors and distances within the plume exposure pathway EPZ for transient
,

; and permanent populations [-], noting major impediments to the evacuation

or taking of protective actions.
I

j H. A preliminary analysis reflecting the need to include facilities,

systems, and methods for identifying ".ne degree of seriousness and potential

! scope of radiological consequences of emergency situations within and out-

'

side the site boundary, includinc capabilities for dose projection using ;

!,' realtime meteorological information and for dispatch of radiological
'

!

; monitoring teams within the EPZ's; and a preliminary analysis reflecting ;
i

the role of the onsite technical support center and of the near-site

emergency operations facility in assessing information, recommending
,

i

i protective action, and disseminating information to the public.

III. The Final Safety Analysis Report .
,

The Final Safety Analysis Report shall contain the emergency plans |,

for coping with emergencies. The plans shall be an expression of the

overall concept of operation, and shall describe the essential elements of ~

! advance planning that have been considered and the provisions that have
{
j been made to cope with emergency situations. The plans shall incorporate
,

information about the emergency response roles of supporting organizations
!

l
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|

and offs 1te agencies. That informatio'n shall be sufficient to provide

assurance of coordination among the supporting groups and between them and

the licensee..
,

,

The plans submitted must include a description of the elements set
* ...

out in Section IV for the Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs)2 to an extent
|

sufficient to demonstrate that the plans provide reasonable assurance that.

,
;

appropriate measures can and will be taken in the event of an emergency

(and-minimize-damage-to property].
|

i !

IV. Content of Emergency Plans i

i

The applicant's emergency plans shall contain, but not necessarily |

be limited to, information needed to demonstrate compliance with the

objectives of 50.47(b), i'ncluding the [foliowing] elements set forth !

below, i.e. organization for coping with radiation emergencies, assess-

- ment action, activation of emergency organization, notification procedures,

emergency facilities and equipment, training, maintaining emergency

preparedness, and recovery. Nuclear _ power reactor applicants' emergency

response plans will be evaluated using the objectives described in Sec-

tion 50.47(b).3 The nuclear power reactor applicant shall also provide

an analysis of the time required to evacuate and the taking of other-

protectives actions for various sectors and distances within the plume
.-

exposure pathway EPZ for transient and permanent populations.

.

"These objectives are addressed by specific criteria in NUREG-0654;
FEMA-REP-1 titled " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radio-
logical Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear
Power Plants for Interim Use and Comment," January 1980.
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i

A. ORGANIZATION

The organization for coping with radiological emergencies shall be

described, including definition of authorities, responsibilities and -

duties of individual assigned to licensee's emergency organization, and

the means of notification of such individuals in the avent of an

emergency. Specifically, the following shall be included: -

r

1. A description of the normal plant operating c:ganization.

2. A description of the onsite emergency response organization

with a detailed discussion of:

a. Authorities, responsibilities, and duties of the indi-

vidual(s) who will take charge during an emergency;

b. Plant staff emergency assignments;

c. Authorities, responsibilities, and duties of an onsite

emergency coordinator who shall be in charge of the exchange

of information with offsite authoritics responsible for

coordinating and implementing offsite emergency measures.

3. A description, by position and function to be performed, of the

licensee headquarters personnel that will be sent to the plant-

site to provide augmentation of the onsite emergency
.

organization.

4. Identification, by position and function to be performed, of .

persons within the licensee organization who will be responsible
.

for making offsite dose projections and a description of how

these projections wiil be made and how the results will be trans-

mitted to State and local authorities, NRC, [ FEMA] and other

| appropriate governmental entities.
,

<
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5. Identification, by position and function to be performed, of

other employees of the ifcensee with special qualifications

,
for coping with emergency conditions that may arise. Other

persons with special qualifications, such as consultants, wno
~

are not employees of the licensee and who may be called upon

for assistance for emergencies shall also be identified. The,

special qualifications of these persons shall be described.

6. A description of the local offsite services to be provided in

support of the licensee's emergency organization.

7. Identification, of and expected assistance from appropriate State,

local, and Federal agencies with responsibilities for coping
i

with emergencies. |

8. Identification of the State and/or local officials responsible j

for planning for, ordering, notification of, and controlling

appropriate protective actions, including evacuations when

necessary.

B. ASSESSMENT ACTIONS

The means to be provided for determining the magnitude and continued

assessment of the release of radioactive materials shall be described,,

including emergency act'on levels that are to be used as criteria for
~

determining the need for notification and participation of local and
1

State agencies, the Commission, and other Federal agencies, and the l.

I

emergency action levels that are to be used for determining when and

what type of protective measures should be considered within and outside

the site boundary to protect health and safety. [and prevent-damage-to

property-] The emergency action levels shall be based on in plant condi-

tions and instrumentation in addition to onsite and offsite monitoring.
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These emergency action levels shall be discussed and agreed on by the

applicant and State and local governmental authcrities and approved by NRC.

They shall also be reviewed with the State and local governmental authorities
.

on an annual basis.
'

.-
C. ACTIVATION OF EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION

'

The entire spectrum of emergency conditions that involve the alerting

or activation of progressively larger segments of tha total emergency

organization shall be described. The communication steps to be taken to

alert or activate emergency personnel under each class of emergency shall

be dascribed. Emergency action levels (based not only ca onsite and

offsite radiation monitoring information but also on readings from a number

of sensors that indicate a potential emergency, such as the pressure in

containment and the response of the Emergency Core Cooling System) for

notification of offsite agencies shall be described. The existence, but

not the details, of a message authentication scheme shall be noted for

such agencies. The emergency classes defined shall include: (1) notifica-

tion of unusual events, (2) alert, (3) site area emergency, and (4) general

emergency. These classes are further discussed in NUREG 0654; FEMA-REP-1.

D. NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES -

1. Administrative and physical means for notifying, and agreements .

reached with, local, State, and Federal officials and agencies for the
.

[ ear 4y-warning] prompt notification of the public and for public evacuation

or other protective measures, should they become necessary, shall be

described. This description shall include identification of the principal

2 (EPZs).officials, by title and agency, for the Emergency Planning Zones

.
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2. Provisions shall be described for the yearly dissemination to

the public, including the transient population, within the plume exposure

pathway EPZ of basic emergency planning information, such as the [ possibility
.

of-neciear-accidents;-the potentiai-human-hesith-effects-of-such-accidents
- and-their-causes7] methods and times required for [of] public notification,

and the protective actions planned if an accident occurs, and general
.

information as to the nature and effects of radiation, and a listing of

lacal broadcast stations [ network] that will be used for dissemination

of information during an emergency.

3. [Within-360-days-after-the effective-date-of-these-amendmer.ts

it-is-the-applicant's-responsibility-to-ensare-that such-means-exist-

regardiess-of-who-implements-this requirement-] A licensee shall have

the capability to notify responsible State and local governmental agencies
I

within 15 minutes after declaring an emergency. The licensee shall demon- !

strate that the State / local officials have the capability to make the

public notification decision promotly on being informed by the licensea of

an emergency condition. By July 1, 1981, the licensee shall demonstrate

that the administrative and physical means [and-the-time-required-shah

be-described] for alerting and providing prompt instructions to the public

within the plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone have been estab-.

lished. The design objective snall be to have the caoability to essentially
.-

complete the initial notification of the oublic within the plume exoosure

pathway EPZ within about 15 minutes after the notification by the licensee-

i

tha*. an emergency condition exists that may recuire such oublic notifica-

tion. The responsibility for activating such a oublic notification system

shall remain with the aporcoriate government authorities.

.
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E. EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Provisions shall be made and described for emergency facilities and

equipment, including: .

1. Equipment at the site for personnel monitoring;
.-

2. Equipment for determining the magnitude of ard for continuously

assessing the release of radioactive materials to the environment; .

3. Facilities and supplies at the site for decontamination of

onsite individuals;

4. Facilities and medical supplies at the site for appropriate

emergency first aid treatment;

5. Arrangements for the services of physicians and other medical

personnel qualified to handle radiation emergencies onsite;

6. Arrangements for transportation of [ injured-or] contaminated

injured individuals from the site to treatment facilities outside the site

boundary;

_ 7. Arrangements for treatment of individuals injured in support

of licensed activities on the site at treatment facilities outside the

site boundary;

8. A_ [One] licensee onsite technical support center and a licensee

near-site emergency operations [ center] facility from which effective ~

direction can be given and effective control can be exercised during an
..

emergency;-

'

9. At least one onsite and one offsite communications system;

each system shall have a backup power source [incinding-redundant power
,

searces-].
|

|
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All communication plans shall have arrangements for emergencies,

including titles and alternates for those in charge at both ends of

the communication links and the primary and backup means of communication.
.

Where consistent with the function of t.ke governmental agency, these

arrandementswillinclude:-

a. Provision for communications with contiguous State / local
.

governments within the plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone.

Such communications shall be tested monthly.

b. Provision for communications with Federal emergency response

organizations. Such communications systems shall be tested annually.
i

c. Provision for communications amona the nuclear power _r'eactoa

control room, the onsite technical support center, and the near-site

emergency operations facility; and among the nuclear facility, the

principal State and local emergency operations centers, and the field

assessment teams. Such communications systems shall be tested annually.

d. Provisicos for communications by the licensee with NRC head-

quarters and NRC Regional Office Operations Centers from the nuclear

power reactor control room, the onsite technical support center, and

the near-site emerge cy operations facility. Such communications shall

be tested monthly..

.- F. TRAINING.

The program to provide for (1) the training of employees and exer-,

cising, by periodic drills, of radiation emergency plans to ensure that

f employees of the licensee are familiar with their specific emergency

response duties and (2) the participation in the training and drills by
,

other persons whose assistance may be needed in the event of a radiation
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-

emergency shall be described. This shall include a description of special-

1:ed initial training and periodic retraining programs to be provided to

each of the following categories of emergency personnel: .

a. Directors and/or coordinators of the plant emergency
.. .~

organization.

b. Personnel responsible for accident assessment, including .

control room shift personnel,

c. Radiological monitoring teams.

d. Fire control teams (fire brigades).

e. Repair and damage control teams.

f. First aid and rescue teams.

g. Mecical support personnel.

h. Licensee's headquarters support personnel.

i. Security personnel.

j. In addition, a radiological orientation training program

- shall be made available to local services personnel, n , local Civil

Defense, local law enforcement personnel, local news media persons.

The plan shall describe provisions for the conduct of [yeariy-drilis

and) an emergency preparedness exercise once a year. This exercise is
'

intanded to test the adequacy of timing and content of implementing proce-

dures and methods, to test emergency equipment and communication networks, .,

to test the public notification system, and to ensure that emergency
'

|
organization personnel are familiar with their duties. Such provisions

i

| shall specifically include periodic participation by offsite personnel

as described above as well as other State and local governmental agencies.

|
|
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The plan shall also describe provisions for involvirs [The] Federal

[ State-and-locai] emergency response [erganizations] agencies in the emer-

gency preparedness exercise once every 5 years.
.

The scope of [such-as] this exercise should test as much of the emer-
~

*

gency plans as is reasonably achievable without involving [ fail] mandatory-

public participation. [Befinitive] Performance criteria shall be estab-
.

lished for all levels of participation. [To-ensare-an-objective evaiention]

This joint Federal, State, and local government exercise shall be conducted:

1. [For presently-operating piants--initially-within-one year-of

the-effective-date-of-this-amendment and-ence every-five years-there-

after-] For presently operating plants once every five years.

2. For a nuclear power plant for which an operating license is issued

after the effective date of this amendment, initially within one year

before the issuanca of Cie operating license for full power and once every

5 years thereafts

Exercises shall be conducteu aith the following frecuency.

Each licensee shall conduct an exercise at each power reactor site

annually with the State (s) within the Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) and

with the local acvernment(s) within the plume exposure pathway EPZ. The

annual exercise need not include the participation of any State (s) which.

is/3re within the EPZ's of two reactor sites; provided, however. that the
.-

annual exercise shall include, at a minimum, participation by any such

State (s) within the EPZ's at least every second year. The annual exercise-

need not include the participation of any State (s) which is/are within the

EPZs of three or more power reactor sites; crovided, however, that the annual
,

1

exercise shall include, at a minimum, particioation by any such State (s) |

|
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within the plume exposure pathway EPZ at least every third year and by any

such State (s) within the ingestion pathway EPZ at least every fifth year.

All training provisions shall provide for formal critiques in order
.

to evaluate the emergency plan's effectiveness and to correct weak areas

through feedback with emphasis on schedules, lesson plans, practical train- .-

ing, and periodic examinations.
.

'G. M TAINING EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Provisions to be employed to ensure that the emergency plan, its

implementing procedures, and emergency equipment and supplies are main-

tained up to date shall be described.

H. RECOVERY
,
,

Criteria to be used to determine when, [te-the-extent possibie--when]

| following an accident, reentry of the facility [?s] would be appropriate

or when operation [shouid] could be [ continued] resumed shall be described.

V. Implementing Proceduras

No less than 180 days prior to scheduled issuance of an operating

license, [10] 3 copies each of the applicant's cetailed implementing

procedures for its emergency plan shall be submitted to [NRE-Headquarters| i

and-te] the Director of the appropriate NRC Regional Office with 10 cooies;

.

to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. In cases where [the]

, a decision on an operating license is scheduled [te-be-issued] less than --
|
'

[180-days 3 one year after the effective date at ;his rule, such imple-
.

menting procedures shall be submitted as soon as practicable. [Within

60-days-after-the effective-date-for-compliance under-9 a -54(v3-with-thea

revised-Appendix-E-] Prior to December 1, 1980, licensees who are autho-
|
' rized to operate a nuclear power facility shall submit [10] 3 copies

|
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each of the licensee's emergency plan implementing procedures [to-NR6 :

Headquarters-and] to the Director of the appropriate NRC Regional Office

with 10 copies to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. As neces-
.

sary to maintain them up to date thereafter, [10] 3 copies each of any
~

' changes to these implementing procedures shall be submitted [to-NR6-

Headquarters-and] to the same NRC Regional Office with 10 copies to the
.

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation within 30 days of such changes.

PART 70-00MESTIC LICENSING OF

SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL

2. Section 70.32 is amended by adding paragraph (i) to read as

follows:

$ 70.32 Cor.f'tions of licenses

* * * * *

(i) Licensees required to submit emergency plans in accordance with

5 70.22(i) shall follow and maintain in effect emergency plans approved

by the Commission. The licensee may make changes to the approved plans

without Commission approval only if such changes do not decrease the

effectiveness of the plans and the plans, as changed, continue to meet
.

the requirements of Appendix E, Section IV, 10 CFR Part 50. The

licensee shall furnish the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and.-

Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,
.

with a copy to the appropriate NRC Regional Office specified in Appen-

dix 0, Part 20 of this chapter, [a report-containing-a-description of]

each change within six months after the change is made. Proposed changes
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that decrease the effectiveness of the approved emergency plan shall

not be implemented without prior application to and prior apptwal by

the Commission.
,

4

'
'(Sec. 161 b., i., and o., Pub. L. 83-703, 68 Stat. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2201);

Sec. 201, as amended, Pub. L. 93-438, 88 Stat. 1242, Pub. L. 94-79,
89 5 tat. 413 (42 U.S.C. 5341).) , ,,

Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of
1980.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

.

.

.

.

.
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VALUE/ IMPACT ANALYSIS
,

'

I. THE PR0' POSED ACTION
'

A. Description
,

The regulation contains the following three major changes from past

practices:

1. In order to continue operations or to receive an operating

license, an applicant / licensee will be required to submit their

emergency plans, as well as State and local governmental emer-

gency response plans to NRC. The NRC will then make a finding as

to whether the state of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness

provides reasonable assurance that appropriate protective

measures can and will be takan in the event of a radiological
'

emergency. The NRC will base its finding on a review of the

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) findings and deter-

minations as to whether State and local emergency plans are

adequate and capable of being implemented and on the NRC assess-

ment as to whether the licensee's/ applicant's emergency plans+

are adequate and capable of being implemented. i,

.

2. Require that emergency planning considerations be extended to-

" Emergency Planning Zones"1 (EPZs) and

'EPZs are discussed in NUREG-0396. Generally, the plume exposure pathway EPZ
for a light water reactor extends out to about 10 miles from the plant and
the ingestion pathway EPZ out to about 50 miles.

1 Enclosure "C"
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.

3. Require that detailed emergency planning implementing procedures
,

of both licensees and applicants for operating licenses be sub-
,

i mitted to NRC for review.
,

In addition, the staff is revising 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
'

" Emergency Plans for Production and Utilization Facilities," in order '

to clarify, expand, and upgrade the Commission's Emergency Planning
,

regulations.

B. Need for the Proposed Action

The Commission's final rules are based on its considered judgment

about the significance of adequate emergency planning and preparedness

to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety. It

is clear, based on the various official reports described in the pro-

; posed rules (44 FR at 75169) and the public record compiled in this
!

rulemaking, that onsite and offsite emergency preparedness as well

as proper siting and engineered design features are needed to protect

the health and safety of the public. As the Commission reacted to-

the accident at Three Mile Island, it became clear that the protection

provided by siting and engineered design features must be bolstered

by the ability to take protective measures during the course of an -
,

|
j accident. The accident also showed clearly that onsite conditions

.

and actions, even if they do not cause significant offsite radiological

consequences, will affect the way the various State and local entities -

react to protect the public from any dangers, associated with the

accident-(Ibid). In order to discharge effectively its statutory

responsibilities, the Commission firmly believes that it must be in

a position to know that proper means and procedures will be in place

.
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to assess the course of an accident and its potential severity, that

NRC and other appropriate authorities and the public will be notified

promptly, and that appropriate protective actions in response to actual
,

or anticipated conditions can and will be taken.
., ..

There nave also been numerous indications recently that current NRC
,

regulations with respect to emergency planning are inadequate and

also requiro clarification and expansion. Fce example, several

reports have c'ted criticisms of emergency planning:

1. EPA /NRC Task Force Report " Planning Basis for the Development

of State and Local Government Radiological Emergency Response

Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants"

(NUREG-0396, December 1978)

2. GAO Report " Areas Around Nuclear Facilities Should Be Better

Prepared for Radiological Emergencies" (EMD-78-110, March 30,

1979)

3. Report of the Sitina Policy Task Force - NUREG-0625, August

1979

4. Senate Bill S.562 - involves concurrence and adequacy of State

and Local Emergency Plans.-

5. Congressional Report " Emergency Planning Around U.S. Nuclear
.-

Power Plants: Nuclear Regulatory Commission Oversight" (House

Report 96-413, August 8, 1979).-

C. Value/ Impact of the Proposed Action

1. NRC

The value of improvements to the emergency planning regulations

would be (1) to provide better assurance that the response cap-

3 Enclosure "C"
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,

abilities of the licensee and State and local governments would

function properly in the event of a radiological emergency in

order to protect the public health and safety, and (2) to pro-
,

vide more clarified and expanded regulatory bases fca the
. .

*

evaluation of applicants' and licensees' emergency planning

efforts.
,

It is estimated that the proposed action will require approxi-

mately 91 man years of NRC effort for FY 81. This manpower

requirement was identified in Enclosure M to this Commission

paper.

2. Other Government Agencies

Improvements to the emergency planning regulations would con-

tribute to improved State and local emergency response around

nuclear power reactors. The impact of implementing this pro-

posed action on State and local agencies would be that a large

majority of States would require substantial additional

resources. The guidance may have very significant impacts for

some local jurisdictions, particularly where planning of this *

sort has not previously been done.
,.

Based on an analysis performed in NCREG-0553, the staff esti- '

mates that typical costs for State and local government

programs to achieve upgraded radiological emergency response

plans for a 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone are as follows:

for a State, the initial costs of planning, exercise, training-
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and resources (communications and radiation monitoring instru-

mentation) typically to total about $240,000 with associated

annual updating cost of about $44,000. For local governments,
.

initial costs typically total about $120,000 (four jurisdic-
* ~

tions) with annual updating costs of about $30,000. Thus the
'*

; typical total costs to State and local governments to achieve a
,

positive finding from NRC concurrence in their emergency

response plans would be about S360,000 initial costs, plus

$74,000 in annual updating costs. In addition, the staff

estimates a one-time cost of $500,000 to $750,000 per facility

for the public notification system.

Implementation of the proposed rule changes would have special

political, institutional, and economic impact at both State and

local levels whenever the plume exposure pathway EPZ encompasses

more than one State or locality. In such cases, the unilateral

action of one State or locality not to develop an emergency

response plan with NRC concurrence could prevent another State

or locality from attracting electrical generating capacity

needed for economic growth or from continuing to obtain.

electricity from operating nuclear facilities.
.

Applicant agencies (e.g., TVA, 00E) would be affected as pre--

sented under Section 3 below.

5 Enclosure "C"
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3. Industry

Improvements in the emergency planning regulations would pro-

vide more clarified and expanded guidance for the development
- ,

'

of applicants' and ifcensees' emergency plans. It is estimated,

that the proposed action would require an additional 3 man years -*

per year per licensee of effort as well as any time or resources
.

which they may provide to assist State and local governments in

their emergency planning efforts. A special potential impact

of the proposed action is that licenses to operate nuclear power

plants now under construction may be delayed and that operating

plants may be required to shut down or reduce power levels should

relevant State and local plans not receive a positive finding

: by NRC. Further, the proposed rule changes would heighten the

uncertainty concerning nuclear power as a viable energy

alternative.,

4. Public

Improvements to the emergency planning regulations would pro-

vide increased confidence that the health and safety of the

public would be protected during a radiological emergency because .

the response capabilities of the licensee and State and local
.

governments would be in place. A potential impact of the

proposed action may be higher costs of electricity when replace- -

ment power must be found for nuclear power plants that are not

allowed to operate or when industry opts to provide needed

capacity with more costly but less controversial energy alter-

natives.
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The proposed upgrade in emergency preparedness will undoubtedly

result in a better capability, around nuclear power reactors,,

to mitigate the consequences of a major accident. These upgraded
'

!
'

'

emergency planning requirements are being promulgated in response

to perceived defects in existing emergency planning which are,

well documented and recognized by the nuclear industry, by the

Congress, by the NRC, other agencies of Federal, State, and

local government, and by the public. The difficulty arises

when the expected improvement in mitigation of accidental

radiological hazards to the public around reactors is con-

sidered with the risk of such accidents. The expected benefit,

in actual numbers of health effects avoided due to improved

emergency preparedness is very small when considered with the 1

cost of that improvement.

D. Decision on the Proposed Action

The rule change should be published in the Federal Register.

II. TECHNICAL ALTERNATIVES-

Because the rule change is being undertaken to address and resolve the
,

.

concerns of the Commission, GAO, and Congress, no technical alternatives,

'

to their recommendations have been considered.

III. PROCEDURAL ALTERNATIVES

1. Alternative Data Sources

The proposed changes will promulgate new or upgrade reporting and )
planning requirements. In the case of licensee emergency plans,

7 Enclosure "C"
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there are no vai'd alternatives to requiring the preparation and

submission of emergency response plans by nuclear facility licensees.

The same holds true for the requirements for auditing, reporting,
,

- and maintaining records of licensee emergency preparedness efforts.

Th'a possibility exists that NRC could get State and local emergency

plans related to a specific facility from the State and local govern-
,

ments concerned, but there is no mechanism whereby such uthorities

can be required to prepare and submit plans. For this reason, the

NRC has placed the burden of submission of State and local plans on

| the licensees.
:

,

The NRC is required to make a judgment that the state of emergency

preparedness (a dynamic condition) around a specific facility is

adequate to protect the public health and safety, and that judgment

is appropriately based on licensee interaction and cooperation with

local authorities. For this reason, it is appropriate that the

licensee submit all of ths emergency plans required. There may be

some required data, such as meteorological demographic information

that will be obtained directly from federal agencies for a specific

site. The responsibility for arranging for the provision of such *

data will still rest with the licensee.
.

.

'

2. Other Alternatives Considered

a. A one-time survey of NRC licensees would not suffice because

the state of emergency preparedness around licensed facilities

is dynamic, and must stay adequate to protect the public health

and safety. The periodic audits, reviews, and exercises of

8 Enclosure "C"



emergency plans and preparedness proposed are necessary to

allow the NRC to gauge the continuing state of preparedness at

a licensed facility..

b.' The audits, reviews, and exercises are a form of spot checking

or sampling of a dynamic condition. The periodicity on which,

we require theses checks will be subject to change as the upgrade

of emergency preparedness procedes at various types of licensed

facilities.

3. The number of type of respondents subject to the new require-

ments is based on the presence at those licensees' facilities i

of sufficient quantities of radioactive ' materials to cause

offsite doses to people in excess of established protective
!action guides, in case of a major accident. The present rule I

changes apply to all nuclear power reactors research and

test reactors and to a few major fuel cycle f.lcilities. These

facilities are known to meet the dose criteria iteratad above.

'

d. The requirements set down are necessary to permit NRC staff to

analyze the state of emergency preparedness at the sffected,.

facilities.

.

e. The frequency of reports, audits, and exercises was a judgment

made from NRC experience. The periodicity for these require-

ments may be changed based on results from on going reviews and

research.
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f. There are no valid alternative methods of information collec-

tion which will result in an immediate upgrade in emergency
.

preparedness at NRC licensed facilities.
~

.-

g. Standardized reporting forms or coded data element responses
.

may be applicable to some emergency planning or exercise ~

monitoring. The NRC will allow effective reporting methood

proposed by affected licensees.

h. Extrapolation from known data is not a valid alternative for

future reporting. The NRC is using existing data from NRC

files in the initial review of licensees that require emergency

planning.

i. The present changes are being issued along with guidance on

developing and evaluating licensees and State and local govern-

ment emergency plans (NUREG-0654). NRC has held regional

meetings to discuss the upgraded guidance with the industy,

the governments, and the public concerned with emergency .

| preparedness. In addition, NRC review teams are visiting each
.

nuclear power reactor site to review the state of emergency

preparedness. The present rule changes are applicable to all -

licensed nuclear power reactors and to certain major fuel cycle

facilities. The NRC expects to require some smaller licensees

.

with less potential for offsite hazards to prepare appropriate
.

I
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emergency pains, but specific rule changes and criteria will be

prepared for these licensees.

.

The staff is responding to a Commission directive that a rule change

beIundertaken and promulgated.'

.

'

IV. STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS

A. NRC Authority

The rule change is intended to implement the Atomic Energy Act as

amended.

B. Need for NEPA Assessment
t

Since the rule change does represent a major action, as defined by

10 CFR 51.5(a)(10), an environmental assessment is prepared and

attached as Enclosure I to this Commission paper. Likewise, a Final

Finding of No Significant Impact will be published in the Federal

Reaster prior to the effective date of this regulation.

V. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EXISTING OR PROPOSED REGULATIONS OR POLICY

These proposed amendments to existing rules are a part of a broader rule-
*

making activity announced in the Federal Reaister (44 FR 41433, July 17,

1979) in the subject area of emergency planning. Also, certain aspects, . _

of the proposed rulemaking, especially the establishment of EPZs, bear a
~

relationship to reactor site criteria (10 CFR Part 100). The Siting

Policy Task Force Report, in fact, recommended fixed-distance ErZs. By

memorandum dated September 25, 1979, Commissioner Ahearne requested staff
,

views on flexible versus fixed EPZs. H. Denton's memo in response to that

a 11 Enclosure "C"
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request indicated that emergency planning related to siting should be

considered ia any rulemaking proceeding leading to revision of 10 CFR

Part 100. .

PublicitionofthesubjectrulechangeintheFederalRegisterwould
'.

,

supersede and thus eliminate the need to continue development of the .

proposed rule change to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E (43 FR 37473),

published on August 23, 1978, regarding Emergency Planning considerations

outside the Low Population Zone (LPZ). Likewise, publication of the

subject rule change incorporates the proposed rule changes published in

the Federal Recister on September 19, 1979 (44 FR 54308).

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To proceed expeditiously with publication of the final rule change in the

Federal Register,

m

. ,

.

:

i

!
l
l

l
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Draft Congressional Letter

- |

.. Dear Mr. Cha,irman:

'

Enclosed for the information of the Subcommittee on are copies of a

notice of final rulemaking to be published in the Federal Register. Also,

enclosed is a copy of the public announcement that will be released concerning

this matter.

Or. Captember 19, 1979, the Commission published for public comment (44 FR 54308) |

proposed amendments to its regulations dealing with the maintaining of emergency !

plans and requiring that research reactors establish and submit emergency plans

to NRC. Jn December 19, 1979, the Commission also published for puolic comment

(44 FR 75167) proposed amendments for the upgrading of its emergency planning

regulations. The comments received and the staff's evaluation are contained

in NUREG-0684. In addition, the NRC conducted four Regional Workshops to present

the proposed rule changes and solicity comments. These comments are available

in NUREG/CP-0011 (April 1980). The staff considered the information received
.

at these workshops and that it submitted comment letters (more than 170 received)
'

in developing the final rule changes.-

.

The rule changes involve the following major changes from past practices:

| 1. In order to continue operations or to receive an operating license,

an applicant's/ licensee's will be required to submit their emergency

plans, as well as State and local governmental emergency response
.

Enclosure "0"
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plans to NRC. The NRC will then make a finding as to whether the state
..

of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable

assurance that appropriate protective measures can and will be taken-

in the event of a radiological emergency.
.

The NRC will base its finding on a review of the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as to whether State and local

emergency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented and on the

NRC assessment as to whether the licensee's/ applicant's emergency plans

are adequate and capable of being implemented. 7pecifically:

a. An Operating License will not be issued unless a favorable NRC

overall finding can be made.

b. After January 1, 1981, an operating plant may be rquired to
' shutdown if it is determined that there are deficiencies such

that a favorable NRC finding cannot be made or is no longer

warranted and the deficiencies are not corrected within 4 months-

of that determination.
.-

2. Emergency planning considerations must be extended to " Emergency-

Planning Zones,"

|

|

I
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3. Detailed emergency planning implementing procedures of both licensees
.

and applicants for operating licenses be submitted to NRC for review.

.
_

.

In addition,10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, " Emergency Pla,ns for Production and

Utilization Facilities,'" is being revised in order to clarify, expand, and

upgrada the Commissjon's Emergency Planning regulations.

Sincerely,

Rtbert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Development

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Final Rulemaking
2. Public Announcement

.

.-
1

|

|
-

I
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PRELIMINARY SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS

.

! A. COMENTS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

'1.- U..S. House of Representatives, Committee on Interstate and Foreign,

Commerce, Washington, D.C. (Letter 60, 2/14/80; D 2/15/80).;

Comments are general and reflect some of the issues identified in -

; Enclosure 8.

! "We are compe'lled to state our strong opposition to NRC's proposed
rule on emergency planning (44 Fed. Reg. 75167). Implementation of;

j this proposed rule would seriously hamper commercial use of nuclear
j power without any significant increase in safety.
i
! "The NRC proposed rule would require the shutdown of operating reactors
j and prevent the issuance of new operating licenses in those states

where state or local emergency plans have not received NRC concurrence.
. Thus, even though a reactor operator has complied with every requirement
i of law and directive of the NRC, he could be precluded from operating

if the state in which the reactor is located has not promulgated a:

i satisfactory energency plan.
!
; " State and local emergency response plans are desirable and should
: be encouraged. These plans are in the best interest of the states
j and the citizens living near reactors. However, we strongly oppose
. efforts to impose federal mandatory requirements on the states and'

to penalize reactor operators and the ratepayers they serve if the
state governments are dilatory.

"It is illogical to punish the citizens served by a t:tility, at a
cost of thousands of dollars per day in interest payments and replace-

i ment power, for something beyond their control. Furthermore, a rule
which would give a governor who wants to preclude nuclear power in
his st'.te an opportunity to kill the nuclear option by simply not
preparing an emergency plan is idiotic. Although the proposed rule .

allows an applicant or licensee to operate its reactor by demonstrating
to the satisfaction of the NRC that a deficient state or local plan
is not significant for its particular plant, this provisto does not .

offer an adequate avenue to licensing. A utility will simply not go
nuclear under those circumstances.";

.

2. U.S.. House of Representatives, Committee on Science and Technology,
| Washington, D.C. (Letter 112, 12/20/79; D2/28/80) (Letter 152,

2/15/80; D 3/17/80).

; The comments of the entire letter of 12/20/79 (Letter 112) are included
in the issues identified in Enclosure B.

4

"

Note: Where comments were directed toward a specific facility, the facility _
shown at.the end of synopsis in capital letters; e.g., (ZIOM;.

| 1 Enclosure "E"
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"I believe that the Congress will have to watch this situation
carefully to assure that the NRC develops a sensible rule which must
ultimately include some mandatory requirements for the States to
prevent anti-nuclear governors from closing nuclear plants or stopping,

construction."

3. Congressman Ted Weiss News Release (Workshop 1/15/80).,

'

Rules are inadequate to protect safety of people in high-population
areas (INDIAN POINT).

,

4. The Hon. Lawton Chiles, U.S. Senate. (Letter 127, 1/3/8rl; D 2/28/80).

No comments; forwards letter from Wynne Conner, San City, Fla. See
F.3. below.

5. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. (Letter 139, 3/4/80; O 3/17/80s.

Comments are similar to several of those in the issues identified in
Enclosure 8.

"It is not clear that implementation of the proposed rulemaking will
result in a net gain in the public health and safety, but it does
give ri,se to the concern that the concurrence concept has the potential
to destroy or severely impact the viability of the nuclear option."

6. Federal Emergency Management Agency, Washington, D.C. Region III,
Denver, Colorado, and Region V, Battle Creek, Michigan. (Letter 2,
12/27/79; D 1/11/80) (Letter 74, 2/19/80; D 2/20/80) (Letter 140,
3/7/80; O 3/17/80).

Suggests that NRC develop a ( p cific contract with each State involved.
"NRC concurrence should be on the basis of completion of the work
stated in the contract; any further requirements should be renegotiated."

"Another consideration is that regulation implies authority of one
over another. Contracts, on the other hand, imply some quid pro quo
and a degree of partnership in an undertaking. This partnership has
not been evident to me in the past, but I feel we have a better chance.

of getting it through the contract approach than through mere changes ;

to burecucratic regulations." (Region VIII). |

.- |

The following is quoted from the FEMA, Washington, letter of 2/19/80.

" Concurrence by NRC is nowhere defined in the rule, except by reference-

to the NRC 1974 Guide and Checklist NUREG 75/111 and Supplement No. 1
of March 15, 1977 (see footnote 1, page 75170).

" Concurrence under the essentially voluntary program NRC conducted
in former times with State and local governments is apparently not
the same as the one envisioned here under a formal process described

2 Enclosure "E"
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J

in this proposed rule. NRC now seems to be taking the position
that " concurrence" under the old system is essentially inoperative.
A new definition must be designed before the rule can make any4

sense. The States think of it as it existed in the past; clearly
,

NRC has a new and different view of its meaning. This must be
spalled out.

,

' '

"Also, the rule would make one party's rights dependent upon the
action of a third party over which that party has no control. This
is, in effect, a third party veto. NRC licensees cannot compel
State and 1,ocal governments to expend public money to develop emer- *

gency capabilities. This third party veto, it would seem, could be i

exercised by a State, or under a new guidanca, by any county within
10 miles of a nuclear facility even if the governmental jurisdiction-

; is obtaining no benefit from the nuclear facility. This is why *

before any decision is made " alternate" actions or compensatory;

actions should be defined. Furthermore, criteria to ascertain the
'

relative significance of each jurisdiction with a " veto" must be
established."

REC 0 MEN 0ATIONS OF FEMA
i
'

"In view of the changed (and changing) circumstances, FEMA is of
the view that this proposed rule should be treated r,s if it were a;

continuation of the Advance Notice of Proposed Ru!9 making, initiated,

'

July 17, if79 - 44 FR 41483 (see also June 6 petf; ion, 44 FR 32488),
! and that, upon consideration of the comments mas , and after taking
| into account the provisions of the Memorandum cf Understanding (which

in itself expires September 30), and the experitnce now being gained
in applying the criteria to existing State plans, a new proposed '

rule be developed which will proceed in tandem with rules to be
developed by FEMA and NRC to implement their planning and preparedness ,

; responsibilities outlined in this report.

"Most specifically, we do not think that essential prerequisites for
; linking State and local emergency response plans to issuance of a

Ifcense, or close down a reactor are yet in place. The effective-
ness of the NRC rule depends upon having in place a Federal capability
to review and assess plans and preparedness in accordance with cri- -

teria which have been subjected to public scrutiny, and in accordance-

with well developed procedures. Further,- there should be better deft-
nition of " deficiencies" which are "not significant" for the plant in .

! question, or " alternative compensatory actions."

" Poses a number of questions to FEMA, Washington, needing -

' clarification and suggestions made to avoid unnecessary duplica-
t'an of emergency equipment, etc. Responsibilities-are not defined."

,

"With regard to communications links, primary and backup: on the
Federal side Region III NRC has only primary communications which is
telephone. The same is true for DOE. Neither has radio capability. |
The problem is with the requirement for back-up communications ;

system. Please clarify." -(Region V). |

|

!
|

3 Enclosure "E"
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7. Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tenn. (Letter 102,
; 2/19/80; O 2/27/80).
.

Comments are similar to some of those in the issues identified in
~

Enclosure 8. Requiring submission of many separate plans frem States
and loct1 governments is unnecessary and costly overplanning.

'
'

8. U..S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare; Public Health
Service, Food and Drug Administration, Rockville, Maryland
(Letter 199, 4/22/80; D 5/7/80).

.

|-

" Regulatory requirement.should be based on a defined need,' rationale !

for provisions and demonstrated evidence that the proposed action
will be effective." This has not been done.

Information available indicates that the cost of development,
exercise, and annual revision of plans will greatly exceed that
noted by NRC.

"The identified benefit based on NRC judgment, is that the proposed
rule would provide increased confidence that the public health and
safety would be protected. It is certainly not self-evident that
this proposed rule will achieve increased public confidence. In,

fact, many might conclude that it is actions such as these that are
not based on sound principles, which bave destroyed the credibility
of Federal agencies."

"Not withstanding that the above observations are substantial, the
major problem of the proposed rule involves the philosophic basis

: of ' ne regulatory approach. Federal regulatory agencies have gen-
| erally imposed regulatory requirements on the manufacturer, owner or

user of a given technology to assure the safety of the public. This,

i has been the regulatory approach used by NRC in the licensure program,
as provided under Section 12(a)(?.) of the Atomic Energy Act to'

" . . . establish by regulation or order such standards and i,struc-
tions to covern the possession and use" (emphasis addedi * '

fissionable and byproduct materials as the Commission </ v*r

necessary or desirable to protect health. . . "
.

.

"To condition the operation of a nuclear power plant o. ;ne action of

third parties not under the control of the licensee represents a
.- major departure. This would place aspects of continued operation in,

.
the hands of a large number of pubite agencies that have different
concerns and priorities than those of the ifcensed operator. Thus,!

continued operation may be less than a certainty. Because of the-

large financial investment in a nuclear power plant (and its public
benefit), it is not at all clear that such action is in the public

. interest."

Conclusion Accordingly, it is suggested that NRC not implement
aspects of the proposed rule that would condition nuclear plant
oceration on the actions of State / local agencies. Rather, NRC
;hould adopt a cooperative approach of working with Federal, State

i
-

I

!
'

4 Enclosure "E"
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1

and local agencies.to improve and upgrade radiological emergency
response preparedness. Toward this end, NUREG-0654 should be identi-
fied as a purely cuidance document containing items for consideration
by State / local agencies. At the same time, NRC should extract from
NUREG-0654 and the proposed rule some items that relate to the operators . i
emergenc; apability, including aspects such as State / local notification j

'

and communications, accident assessment, accident classes, equipment 1

and resources, for inclusion in a new proposed rule that concerns I.-

only control over the possession and use. |,

|

9. The General Accounting Office
.

:

" Explicitly recommended that no new nuclear power plants be permitted
to operate unless offsite emergency plans have been concurred in by,

the NRC, as a way to insure better emergency protection. GAO Report,
EMO-78-110. Areas Around Nuclear Facilities Should Be Better Prepared
for Radiological Emergencies" (March 30, 1979)."

'

10. The NRC Authorization Bill for FY 1980 (S. 562)
,

"Would amend the Atomic Energy Act to require a concurred-in State
plan as a condition of operation.

; 11. House Report No. 96-414, " Emergency Planning Around U.S. Nuclear Power
Plants," 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (August 8, 1979).

The Report's recommendations were significant and its findings about
the need for improved emergency preparedness land support to the NRC's
own efforts to assure that the public is protected. The report
recommended that NRC, in a leadership capacity, undertake efforts to

|
upgrade its licensees' emergency plans and State and local plans.

12. The President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island..

" Recommended approved State and local plans as a condition for resuming
licensing. This Commission's Report and its supportinC Staff Reports

, on emergency responses and preparedness are indicative of many of
the problems which the NRC would address in this rule."1

8. COMMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENTS *

i

1. Pennsylvania, Emergency Management Agency, Harrisburg, Pa. (Letter 126,
; 2/8/80; D 2/28/80). ,

-

The whole program of' rule changing is impractical. Suggests that
real thought be given to developing a practical implementation program '

that will follow the publication of formal, clear, and complete rules
i and guidelines.

Specific comments are similar to those of some of the issues identified
in Enclosure B. Suggested amendments are given. What is meant by"

'NRC review'?" A number of terms should be specifically defined:
|
|

|
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" reasonably", " implementing procedures", "NRC review", " complete
alerting." NRC experiences pertaining to planning deficiencies should
be promptly reported to States. Local newspapers and the Federal
Register are not adequate for notifying States of adversi actions.

,

2. Maine (Letter 125, 2/11/80; D 2/28/80; Letter 176, 3/12/80; D 4/7/80).
Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness, Augusta, Me.,,

'

Ths New York Workship was productive and informative; look forward
to similar programs in the future.

.

The Emergency Broadcast System should be used. State and local entities
are not now equipped to comply with rule. Funding should be by utility
and utilities should be relied on for emergency plans.

3. Minnesota

a. Department of Health, Minneapolis. (Letter 10, 1/17/80; D 1/25/80).
Comments were similar to those of the State below.

b. Department of Public Safety, Division of Emergency Services,
St. Paul. (Letter 107, 2/19/80; O 2/27/80) (Also submitted
through The Hon. Bill Frenzel, U.S. House of Representatives;
Letter 161, 3/7/80; O 3/17/80; and The Hon. Rudy Beschwitz, U.S.
Senate; Letter 180, 4/2/80; O 4/7/80).

At the workshop there were contradictions stated by the NRC panel.
Comments are similar to some of those in the issues identified in
Enclosure B. Alternative B seems more reasonable than Alternative A,
but changes in them or a combination may be preferable. Minnesota
is currently seeking concurrence on its emergency plan but NRC changes
in rules makes the process difficult.

4. Iowa Office of Disaster Services, Des Moines. (Letter 67, 2/7/80; O
2/19/80).

"The State of Iowa strongly objects to the proposed rule change due
to the dangerous precedent that would be established by its adoption."

.

Comments reflect those of the issues identified in Enclosure 8 and
those of other States related to political and jurisdictional considera-

.- tions. " Nuclear energy is critical to this nation at this time."
"Yet one official at community or county level can cause the shut
down of a plant, not even in his state, simply through inaction if
he is so inclined."-

5.a. South Carolina, Office of the Governor, Columbia. (Letter 17, 47,
1/31/80; O 2/7/80, 0 2/13/80).

Comments are similar to those of the issues identified in Enclosure B
in most regards. Comments on funding in the issues identified in
Enclosure B were copied from the State's comments. Federal agencies
should deal with States, not local jurisdictions.

6 Enclosure "E"
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i: 5.b. South Carolina, Emergency Preparedness Division, Off. 7th Adjutant
General, Columbia. (Letter 170, 3/18/80; D 4/3/80),

The 15-minute notification requirement is unrealistic. "The South
Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division does not have the time, .

personnel or funds to exercise three or more plants each year." The
Governor should determine when and what information is released to,

the public. ..

6. Michigan, Emergency Services Division, Department of State Police.
(Lett u 16, 1/22/80; O 2/7/80). (Assigned by the Governor to comment).

,

' Comments are similar in part to the issues identified in Enclosure B.
Emphasis is placed on consideration for notification of the blind,

| deaf, and non-English-speaking community; and on funding problems.

7. Kentucky, Department cf Military ATfairs, Frankfort. (1/2 Letter 34,
1/23/80; O 2/7/80.4i

Comments are generally in favor of the proposed rule. "Two areas4

that must be addressed at a future date are (1) funding and (2) the
off-site monitoring capability of state and local egencies."

| 8. Virginia, Office'of Emergency and Energy Services, Richmond.
(Letters 81, 97, 2/11/80; O 2/21/80 and 0 2/22/80).,

'

Comments seem to be generally favorable to the proposed rule.
Suggested alternative or modified wording is given. Alternative A'

is preferred. Comments on funding as in the issues identified in
i Enclosure B are given. One Federal review should suffice, i.e., FEMA.
#

9. Indiana, Department of Civil Defense and Emergency Management,
In.fianapolis. (Letter 20, 1/29/80; O 2/7/80).

Comments are generally to the effect of concurrence and preference
for Alternative A, with minor exceptions in regard to EPZ's evacuation
and dates required for approval. The Department will cooperate
wholeheartedly in the mutual goal.

10. Kentucky, Legislative Research Commission, Frankfort. (Letter 4, -

12/28/79; O 1/18/80).
' Concurs in the proposed rule. '

-

! 11. Arizona, Division of Emergency Services, Phoenix. (Letters 137, 148,
: 150, 191, 2/28/80; O 3/4/80 and 0 3/17/80, 0 5/7/80). -

Comments are similar to those of the issues identified in Enclosure 8
and others with regard to government-utility questions and FEMA.

12. Rhode Island, Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, Providence.
'

(Letter 153, 2/25/80; D 3/17/80).

Alternative B is suggested for 6 50.47, Appendix E. Section II, and.

Appendix E, Section III; Alternative A for 9 50.54.
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'13. New Jersey, Department of Law and Public Safety, Division of State
Police, West Trenton. (Letter 154, 2/22/80; D 3/17/80; Letter 192,

' 2/28/80; D 5/7/80) (Department of Environmental Protection).
,

a. The NRC role during the course of a nuclear emergency (accident)
must be clearly defined so that the State can understand our,

'

joint responsibilites and plan accordingly in a cooperative manner.
..

b. It must be clearly defined that the Governor (State) is the final
authority and will render the critical decisions during a nuclear' -

! eme'rgency). ,

c. There is a compelling need for the State to be aware first hand |
of what NRC is requiring of the licensee or local authority rather :

; than learning it in a roundabout way. |

d. We have reservations about compelling the licensee to formulate
| plans impacting on "Public fafety" as we deem it the State's

responsibility.

We find either one of the alternatives in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E
acceptable although we believe it's a waste of time to have the appli-
caat provide an analysis of the time required to evacuate various
sectors in the plume exposure pathway.

I would suggest at this time that NRC consider plant siting more
critically, i.e. , no inhabitants, housing allowed within close proximity
before granting licenses to operate nuclear reactors.

14. Georgia, Environmental Protection Division, Department of Natural
Resources, Atlanta. (Letter 156, 3/4/80; D 3/17/80).

Comments are similar to those of other States. In general, concurs
in the proposed rule. The roles of FEMA and NRC appear to be some-
what confusing and need clarification. Concern is expressed that
the ground rules are changing that could waste efforts already made.

"The State of Georgia recommends that part of the NRC license fees.

charged to the utilities be returned to state and local governments
for use in defraying radiological emergency response activity costs."

,.,

15. Connecticut, Hartford.

a. Department of Public Safety, Office of Civil Preparedness..

(Letter 149, 2/28/80; O 3/17/80).

The workshop failed because of disruptions.

| There is tw short a time for comment in depth. Comments were
similar tc ;ome of those in the issues identified in Enclosure B

8 Enclosure "E"
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with regard to the 15-minute warning time, deadline .for concurrence,
clear Federal Guidance and exact parameters established, interim "

guidance is a wasteful effort. Connecticut has no county governments
this should be corsidered in planning guidance. .

b. Department of Environmental Protection. (Letter 128, 2/22/80;
D 2/28/80). ..

.

Generally concurs in the proposed rule. Additional cost to State
and local governments should be funded by NRC.

,

16. New Hampshire, Civil Defense Agency, and Office of the Attorney General,
Concord. (Letters 118, 138, 147, 1/80 and 2/28/80; D 3/4/80 and

1

0 3/17/80). 1

In general, supports the proposed rule. However, an emergency system |
should be available and applicable to all hazards. Comments are similar
to some of those of other States. Plans should address the different
problems for urban and rural populations. A footnote requirement is

; not appropriate.
,

!
!

"--the rule must avoid the situation of one community, unable to '

commit resources to the preparation of an emergency plan, preventing i

the operation of a nuclear facility. If one community is unable to |
*

prepare a plan, then state utility or federal officials must take up |the slack. Concurrence should be based on the adequacy of the plan j
as a whole, and not on who prepared it." '

The utility should bear the burden of plans as a cost of power genera-
tion and reflected in actual costs of production. While other suggestions
for funding have been made, legislation at Federal and State levels
might be necessary. The State prefers Alternative A.

17. Arkansas, The Governor, Little Rock. (Letter 108, 2/19/80; D 2/27/80).

Generally concurs with the proposed rule. Comments are similar to
some of those in the issues identified in Enclosure B. Regulations
should include language which' permits, and'perhaps encourages, States
and local authorities to adopt stricter criteria than NRC. -

18. Illinois, Emergency Services and Disaster Agency, Springfield.
(Letter 53, 1/18/80; D 2/28/80; and Letters 59, 116, 2/6/80; D 2/13/80). ~.

Comments are similar to those of the issues identified in Enclosure 8
and those of other States with regard to " guidance not yet developed" -

by NRC, funding and jurisdictional problems, unrealistic time schedules,
and FEMA.

19. California, Office of Emergency Services, Sacramento. (Letter 122,
2/15/80; D 2/28/80).

"a. Development of comprehensive emergency response plans is more
- complex than acknowledged by the NRC, (reference NUREG 0396).
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s

b. The time to accomplish the revision of existing plans and develop-
ment of new plans in the 10-mile EPZ is unre'listic. ,

c. California'- legislative mandate regarding eme:Jency re:sponse,

* ' planning wil not enable us to meet the proposed NRC time schedule
for review and concurrence.

! d.- It is not clear to us whether the requirement for NRC review of
implementing procedures applies to on-site, off-site, or both.

e. The combination of Alternatives A and B would be the most effective*

way of ensuring adequate plans are available for protection of .

public health and safety.

f. Factual public information must be developed and distributed."

20. Maryland, Department of State Planning, Baltimore. (Letter 136,
2/15/80; O 2/29/80).

Comments are similar to a number of those in the issues idertified.

in Enclosure'B and those of other States. Do not feel enough attention
has been given to emergency planning for research reactors.

t

21. Washington, Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council, Olympia.*

.' (Letter 63, 1/15/80; O 2/13/80). (Designated by the Governor to submit
comments for the State.

The State of Washington's position regarding the proposed NRC emergency
response regulations is as follows:

a. The state prefers Alternate A which seems to provide a great
deal more case by case flexibility to the Commission.

b. With regard to Section 1 of Alternate A, we have four points to
suggest in rewording the section:

(1) The state should be responsible for plan development.
,

(2) The state should be responsible for plan implementation..

(3) The state plan and implementation program should provide.

- for local government involvement where possible and necessary., .

(4) There is a need for overriding authority to mandate contiguous
state plan development where necessary..

c. With regard to Sections 2 and 3 of Alternate A we suggest the
following rewording wherever the phrase " appropriate state and
local emergency response plans" occurs: " appropriate state emer-
gency response plans containing elements for local involvement
where possible and necessary."

d. With regard to Section 4, Alternate A, it is our understanding
that continued concurrence in a state plan is based on ability
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to implement that plan, not on frequent and unpredictable changes
in plan criteria.

~

a. With regard to Section 4 of the proposed regulations, it is the ,

'

state's position that the 50 mile " emergency planning zone" must -

be limited to those areas under the jurisdiction of the United
States and the affected states. Further, that consideration

.

.,
must be given to appropriate means of cooperating with other -'

nations which may be affected by an emergency planning zone.

In summary, it is the position of the State of Washington that appro- .

priate emergency res onse plans must properly be developed by the
~ states, and state plans are the appropriate level for NRC concurrence.

It is important that the state plans incorporate the involvement and,

participation of local jurisdictions where possible and necessary.'

With the extension of the "EPZ" to a 50 mile radius depending on
numerous local governments to develop individual plans for concurrence

1 will result in a fragmented and inefficient process.
!
: Further, it is our position that extension of the "EPZ" to a 50 mile
i radius wil1~fnvolve an increased number of contiguous states. Means
2 must be available to ensure that the failure of a single adjoining

state to develop appropriate emergency response plans does not resulta

{ in the failure to be able to operate a needed thermal power plant.
!

{ 22. The Hon. John L. Behan, Assembly, New York State, Albany.
; (Letter 123,-1/23/80; O 2/13/80).

Ten miles is too short a distance for evacuation, e.g., New York City;

re= W nts may possibly be effected. On Long Island, the 10-mile radius
p.votsal becomes completely unworkable. If the Shoreham and Jamesport
plants are opened, which he opposes, an evacuation plan should be
formulated for all territory east of Shoreham. (SHOREHAM,JAMESPORT).

|
| 23. Port Authority of the State of New York, New York, N.Y. (Letter 101, l

2/19/80; D 2/27/80). '

Although not a member, the Authority agrees and joins in the comments'

i of the Edison Electrical Institute (see G below). Planning by local
~

governments should be reviewed in context with plans of the State.
.The proposed rule constitutes a substantial imposition of Federal

,' autnority on hitherto local decision-making power concerning public .

safety. ~

; 24.a. Alabama Department of Public Health, Montgomery. (Letter 172,
,

3/28/80; D.4/3/80).
,

.

1 It appears that NUREG-065'4 was drafted by people who have had little
experience with the problem. "No cost benefit is given to support
the need for such fast action." It seems a NEPA review is required.

' Further guidance is needed. Definitions are not clear; more are needed.

24.b. Alabama Civil Defense Department, Montgomery. (Letter 178, 4/1/80;
D 4/7/80) (Letter 179, 4/3/80; D 4/7/80).

1
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Consumers should have a say in costs they must pay. There should be
clearer definitions and guides. Supports petition filed by Dubois
and Liberman (see G.12).

25. Nebraska, Department of Environmental Control, Lincoln, Neb.-

(Letter 186, 4/15/80; D 4/24/80).
*- Financing alert systems need more attention. Sirens are not adequate

in rural areas. NCAA weather radios should be used. The 10-mile
EPZ is not adequate.

.

26. Delaware, Department of Public Safety, Delaware City. (Letter 194,
3/4/80; D 5/7/80).

Favors Alternative A. Delays in publishing up-dated rules and regula-
?. ions causes delays in planning. Tec nical assistance and funding
is required and has not been addressed at the Federal level.

27. Illinois, Emergency Service and Disaster Agency, Springfield.
(Letter 195, 3/14/80; D 5/7/80).

"Our design of the plan for Illinois is complete enough so that we
should have no problem in meeting most of the criteria. However,
the criteria themselves present some problems that needlessly complicate
or confuse the process. Some of the evaluation criteria are vague
or poorly defined. Some contain explicit requirements, instead of
objectives. Furthermore, the burden has been placad squarely on the
state and local governments, while FEMA has provided little additional
direct support. I am aware, of course, that unless Congress passes
the requested supplemental appropriation for FEMA, there is little
FEMA can do. I am also aware that the liklihood of such funding is
less than assured."

28. New York, Department of Health, Office of Public Health, Albany.
(Letter 196, 3/17/80; D 5/7/80) (Includes views of Office of Disaster
Preparedness and Energy Office).

Primary authority should be with the State, not the licensee.
Licensees should notify States and states that have the capability,

should perform offsite monitorinp.

,. The necessity to use changing revisions of Federal Guidelines and
incomplete or confusing definitions for developing State and local
plans is of concern. Evacuation requirements need more evaluation
and clarification. There is confusion concerning jurisdiction and.

authority of ifcensee, Federal, State and local agencies; and account
is not taken of State and local laws; e.g., funding aspects, and timing
thereof. Schedules for implementation are not realistic.

NRC and FEMA should completely review all comments and revise the
rule and supporting documents before requiring the development of
revised emergency plans.

|
-
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"It is one thing to write a plan in a few months and quite another
to ensure its feasibility."

C. ComENTS OF COUNTY GOVERNMENT
,

1. Luzerne County Civil Defense Council, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Letter 123,
'

1/16/80 and 2/8/80; O 2/28/80). |
;- .-

The local demonstrations at the Workshop prevented adequate participa- j
tion of people from distant areas. Specific comments are similar to <

those of the issues identified in Enclosure B. Alternate evacuation
plans should be made, e.g., a 20-mile evacuation plan should be held *

in reserve.

2. Richland County-City of Columbia, Civil Defense, Columbia, S.C.
(Letter 25, 1/7/80; D 2/7/80). j

Comments are similar to those in the issues identified in Enclosure B:

I with regard to jurisdiction and author ;.y, usurption of constitutional
authority of local government. "Locai governments can not take on1

additional responsibilities without a corresponding substantial subsidy."

(Letter 24, 1/4/80; D 2/7/80) A study is provided indicating that
facilities are not sufficient to handle a serious nuclear emergency
arising from operation of the V. C. Summer plant. Recommends that,

the State's Adjutant General be asked to review requirements and
provide advice (SUMMER).

3.a. Monroe County Board of Commissioners, Mich. (1/17/80).

Concurs with proposed rule; emphasi: ' need for better coordination
with and funds from utilities.

3.b. Monroe County Office of Civil Preparedness, Monroe, Mich. (Letter 23, 1

1/21/80; D 2/7/80).
I3

Endorses proposed rule. I

4. County of San Diego Office of Disaster Preparedness and Fire Services,
El Cajon, Calif. (Sent by State of California Office of Emergency ;

-

Services, Letter 122,1/16/80).
|

'

Generally agrees with proposed rule. Emphasizes training for all '
-

concerned.

i 5. Berrien County Sheriff Department, Office of Emergency Preparedness, *

St. Joseph, Mich. (Letter 7, 1/11/80; D 1/25/80).

The proposed rule would necessitate time for county government to
study requirements including costs in obtaining and maintaining con-
currence on a yearly basis. Comments appear to suggest that the rule
would be a burden on the county, but no agreement or disagreement is
stated.
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6. County of Suffolk, New York. (Submitted by Reilly and Like, Attorneys
at Law, Babylon, N.Y.) (Letters 157, 190, 2/26/80; D 3/17/80).

Evacuation of the population within a 10-mile radius, which may itself
be inadequate, cannot be accomplished in less than several days..

The County as an intervenor in the construction license of Jamesport
and the operating license of Shoreham (SHOREHAM, JAMESPORT).

..

7. County of Ocean, Office of Defense and Disaster Control, Toms River,
N.J. (Letter 129, 2/19/80; D 2/28/80).

*

Lists current facilities and deficiencies needing correcting to meet
approved emergency response. There are severe budget limitations.

8. Putnam County, Office of Civil Defense, Carmel, N.Y. (Letter 132,
2/13/80; O 2/28/80).

Comments are " pretty much covered" by other people at the Workshop
so far as could be heard above dissenters. Have good relations with
utilities (INDIAN POINT).

9. San Luis Obispo County, Emergency Planned Development Committee, Calif.
(Letter 122, 1/15/80; D 2/28/80 attached to California comments, B.19.
above).

Represents a number of county governmental agencies in comments.
Opposes any change in regulations that would establish NRC as a review
authority over locally adopted emergency planning.

D. COMMENTS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

1. Village of Winnetka, Ill. (no date, Workshop Letter 30, 1/22/80;
O 2/7/80).

Comments refer to concern about waste storage. "We urge that no action
be taken--[by NRC]--until a safe plan is produced by all concerned
for nuclear waste storage" (ZION).

2. Rochester, Office of Emergency Preparedness, Rochester, N.Y.
(Letter 159, 2/13/80; O 3/17/80).-

Every effort is being made to complete a plan by the end of the year
'

by Monroe County. Wayne County is upgrading its plan. The Ginna-

plant should not be shut down (GINNA).
* 3. Town of Haddam, Office of Celectmen, Haddam, Conn. (Letter 134,

2/14/80; D 2/28/80).

Communications and warning sys3 ems are currently deficient. (No
adverse comments on the proposed rules were voiced) (CONNECTICUT YANKEE).
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E. COMENTS OF CONCERNED GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS

1. Friends of the Earth

a. San Francisco, Calif. (Letter 51, 1/31/80; O 2/13/80).
,

Applauds efforts of NRC. "We are concerned, however, that the
problem may be insolvable; no amount of preparation can protect

~,' the public from the consequences of a serious accident at a
nuclear power plant."

b. New York, N.Y. (Letter 21, 1/29/80; D 2/7/80). -

Objections stated to NUREG-0396, EPA /1-78-016. (Letter 11,
1/29/80; O 2/7/80). .

"-- its prime effect is reliance on the discredited --(Wash-1400);
even this reliance is, however, selective rather than consistent."

2. Sheldon, Harmon & Weiss, General Counsel, Union of Concerned Scientists,
Washington, D.C. U.=;.t:- 69. 9/19/80; D 2/19/80).

Find " serious shortcomings in both alternatives proposed by ."RC." 'A
10-mile emergency planning zone for plume exposure is clearly inadequate.
" Alternative '8' is preferable to Alternative 'A', but both lack suffi-
ciently specific standards for exemptions." " Appendix E does not
clarify the relationship between emergency planning and site evaluation."

3. Emergency Response Task Force, Oaktree Alliance, Paso Robles, Calif.
(Letter 13, 1/24/80; D 2/7/80).

"There are too many loopholes in the form of exemptions from the pro-
posed rules." Suggestions are made for approving evacuation plans,
to include: practica drills involving one-third of the population
in a zone; independent monitoring of radiological samples; include
all unscheduled radiological releases, applicant should bear " full"
financial responsibility for additional costs that local governments
might incur.

4. The Nuclear Law Center, Beverly Hills, Calif. (Letter 75, 2/15/80; .

0 2/20/80).

Comments are sin.: s. in a few respects to those in the Reference .

Comments. Plans already exist. "These plans could, with assistance
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), be upgraded and
redrafted to include a nuclear disaster contingency." Favors Alter- .

| native B. Emphasizes coordination of plans for other natural disasters
' and combinations with regard to evacuation plans.

5. Sensible Maine Power, East Boothbay, Me.

Supports the proposed rule (MAINE YANKEE).

.
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6. Texas Public Interest Research Group, Houston, Tex. (Letter 8;

D 1/25/80).

"TexPIRG urges that emergency procedures planning be linked to siting
policy to ensure that emergency procedures can be carried out at-

optimal levels at alternative sites, and that siting and emergency
procedures policies should consider radii of 40-50 miles" (ALLENS

*-
CREEK).

7. New York Public Interest Research Group, New York, N.Y. (Workshop
'

statement of David Sand, 1/15/80)..

"We consider these proceedings at best a waste of time, and at worst
an attempt to deceive the public into believing that something meaning-
ful is being done to protect them." Protests the 10- and 50-mile
EPZ's. No plans will adequately protect the public.

8. The Committee to Protect Children from Nuclear Dangers and 7. above,
Statement of Joan Holt. (Workshop 1/15/80).

Comments similar or the same as 7. above.

9. Brooklyn SHAO, Brooklyn, N.Y. Statement of Marc Grass, (Letter 117,
Workshop 1/15/80; D 2/28/80).

Comments similar to 7. and 8. above.

10. Village Independent Democrats, New York, N.Y. (12/10/80).

Similar to above.

11. Susquehanna Alliance, Lewisburg, Pa. (Letter 114, 2/15/80; O 2/28/80).

Comments are similar to others concerning the adequacy and inadequacy
of the proposed rule to protect the public and the failure to respond
to some comments from the public. Individuals involved should have
a direct means of insuring that emergency measures are adequate.
Supports Alternative B. "NRC shoulo recognize the public's right to
a. pubite hearing." Suggestions are made for providing more restrictive,

measures than the proposed rule.

12. Citizens for a Better Environment, Milwaukee, Wis. (Letter 104;.

*

0 2/27/80).

By these emergency planning regulations, the Nuclear Regulatory.

Commission is responding to the public mandate that calls for the
increased protection of the health and safety of citizens. The
proposed regulation, however, does not fulfill that mandate. The
implementation and enforcement of a vague and ambiguous rule which,
in most part, disallows public participation is a half-hearted attempt
to put nuclear power back on-line again.
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13. Critical Mass Energy Project, Washington, D.C. (Letter 105, 2/22/80;
O 2/27/80).

In general, supports the proposed rule, but feels it requires strengthening
to provide adequate planning. A number of suggestions are given for -

wording and rewording. Supports Alternative B. EPZ's should be 30/100-miles

14. League of Women Vaters, San Luis Obispo, Calif. (Letter 17, 2/14/80; -

D 2/18/80).

Not only should plans be approved, but also the means for implementing .

the plans fully. Favors Alternative B. Insufficient or no justifica-
tion is given for a number of parameters m'ntioned in the proposede

' rule. A number of terms need clarification, e.g. , use of the term
" reasonably". The public should be involved as much as is practical,
short of actual evacuation, in drills.

15. The Queen:; Safe Energy Coalition, Flushing, N.Y. (Letter 55, 1/15/80;
D 2/13/80).

"There is no such thing as safety where radiation is concerned."
"--WE 00 NOT WANT 'OEATH LADEN' NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS."

16. San Luis Obispo Area Task Force on Nuclear Power Issues, San Luis
Obispo, Calif. (Letter 91, 2/15/80; D 2/22/80).

Joining in submission:

Of San Luis Obispo: and:

The Sierra Club South County Voters Against
Mothers for Peace Diablo, Grover City
Concerned Physicians Citizens Opposing Radioactive |
People Generating Energy Cayucos, Cayucos
Concerned Architects Seaside Survival Group,
The Concerned Citizens Baywood Park

Solid Rock, Morro Bay
Concerned Citizens of Shell

Beach, Pismo Beach
'Oak Tree Alliance, Atascadero

Detailed comments are provided as are suggested changes in the proposed .

rule. The proposed rules do not adequately protect the public. They *

contain too many loopholes and exemptions opportunities.
'

17. Montgomery County Citizens Energy Alliance, and Beltway Alliance for
Safe Energy, Takoma Park, Md. (Letter 65, 2/19/80; D 2/19/80).

The 10/50-mile EPZ's are unrealistically low. Class 9 events should
be considered. Reference to " meteorological" and " meteorology" should
be added in some places. Recommend Alternative B in all instances.
Suggested changes in wording are included.
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18. Roger M. Leed, Law Offices, Seattle, Wash. (Letter 173, 3/28/80;
D 4/3/80). (Represents Skagitorians Concerned About Nuclear Plants,
SCANP).

SCANP's emchasis is on rules relating to plants not yet licensed;.

CP. NRC emphasized solicitations of comments from licensees and appli-
cants, and not a more balanced sample of interested parties, one-sided.
The Commission has not done its job in emergency preparedness. Informa-*-

tfon required at the CF state is inadequate. The EPZ concept is
inadequate. Funding of inter government agencies is a problem. Plants
should not be operating without current approved emergency plans.,

~

They should be shut down now, until adequate plans are developed.
Specific suggestions for rule changes are given.

19. Floridians United for Safe Energy, Miami, Fla. (Letters 182, 185,
198, 4/25/80; D 4/24/80, D 5/7/80).

The nuclear industry must assume financial responsibility for prepared-
ness protection of all residents. Use of the Federal Register for
notification is inadequate. Commercial fishing grounds are not properly
considered. Non-volatile solids from a nuclear explosion are not
property considered. A schedule of payment by the utility is proposed
for each citizen of several categories of citizens for protection.

F. COMMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS

1. Elliot Bezic, (address unknown, N.Y.7) (Letter 38, no date; O 2/13/80).

Supports Alternative 8.
1

2. Julie Burke Miller, Lagrange, Ky. (Letter 84; no date; D 2/21/80). |

Supports requirements for approval of evacuation plans prior to licensing.

3. Wynne Connor, Sun City Center, Fla. (Letter 127, sent through
Senator Chiles, see A.4. above). (D 2/28/80).

A utility has no legal authority over State and local governments.
NRC has been " dragging its feet" in providing aerial photographs

* requested and needed in planning. The emergency response team has
not been trained. Federal matching funds cut off for implementing
an emergency program in Citrus County. FEMA and NRC should work,

together to make nuclear power safe. Believes nuclear power is needed.*

She is disturbed that power plants could be shut down because the
county refuses to develop a plan, although she is sure the county

'

will develop a plan.

4. Ors. John M. Shepherd and Dr. Vicki R. Thingelstad, Optometrists, La
Grange, Ky. (Letter 66, 2/11/80; O 2/19/80).

"I am definitely in favor of the proposal if the filing of the plan
is required before a nuclear facility can be allowed to go on line.
Adoption of the proposed rules gives those living in close proximity
to the plant an opportunity to have some voice in the disposition of |
their future."
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5. Terry F. 8raehler, Pee Wee Valley, Ky. (Letter 68, 2/9/80; O 2/19/80).
!

Briefly, in favor of proposed rule.
;

6. Marc Jaspole, San Francisco, Calif. (Letter 52, 1/17/80 (Workshop); -

0 2/13/80).

"Without an efficient evacuation plan, we can not tolerate commercial '
,

| nuclear power plants."

"I have outlined what I believe are essential elements of any emergency .

evacuation plan. To recapitulate, any emergency evacuation plan must<

include the following: 1.) Contingencies for the worst case scenario.
For Rancho Seco, that means evacuation within hours of over 7 million

'

persons from a 2,000 square mile area. 2) Total pecuniary compensatio'
to displaced persons as a necessary requirement before an evacuation

: plan is approved. 3) Stipulation that continuing education and frequent
! drills in schools and businesses be a requirement in the worst-case

area surrounding a nuclear power plant. 4) Shut down of all nuclear,

power plants in operation, and a moratorium on the licensing of new
plants until a safe, efficient evacuation plan, which includes the
above proposals, is approved by the NRC and implemented by the States
.and utility companies." (" Worst-case reference is WASH-1400) (RANCHO
SEC0).

7. Margaret Bishop, Houston, Tex. (Letter 14, no date, 0 2/7/80).

Increase the 10-mile area to 50 miles.

8. R. Reinecke, Alpharetta, Ga. (Letter 46, no date; O 2/13/807).

Questions in general are similar to Reference Comments. " Making"
news; helping the news media, use local officials' experience for
evacuations; time for " concurrence" can be met (basis for deadline)
should not cater to media 7" "In summary, as a positive comment,
the proposed rule should not be implemented either as alternate A.

.

or 8. The acceptable alternative is the present rule."
,

9. Frazier L. Bronson, Northbrook, Ill. (Letter 15, 1/23/80; O 2/7/80).
,

I firmly believe that all reasonable efforts should be expended to
reduce unnecessary radiation exposure, but that this should not be .

out of proportion to the benefit gained. Anything beyond this '

; represents an unnecessary expense to me as both a taxpayer and a utility
' ratepayer.

.

It is therefore recommended that a cost / benefit analysis similar to
that required under Appendix I be conducted. If the total national

: incremental cost of the proposed augmented emergency plan for the
! Iffe of the plants affected divided by the incremental reduction in

dose-commitment to people from all expected accidents at all plants
is in excess of $1000.00 per man-rem, this action should not be taken.
(Respondent is a health' physicist.)

|
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10. Elizabeth Smith, Downington, Pa. (Letter 18, 1/23/80; D 2/7/80). '

4

'

A good evacuation plan for at least a 30-mile radius should be included.
"I hope that-- no more plants will be proposed"---("with the problems,

they've run into").
i

11. Tony C. Tillman, Laplace, La. (Letter 79, 2/13/80; D 2/20/80)...

Prefers Alternative A, but Alternative B could be improved. "I suggest
that the construction permit for Waterford III be revoked or suspended
until your regulations are finalized" (WATERFORD).-

12. Flora Friedman, Highland Park, Ill. (Letter 35, 1/22/80; D 2/15/80).

States concern about plane crashes into spent fuel pool. Plants should
not be built in a populated area. Evacuation plans are non-existent
or feeble (ZION).

'
13. Donald D. Veaver, Simonton, Tex. (Letter 118, 12/11/79; D 12/31/79).

The 10-mile radius for evacuation should be extended to 50 miles.i

Plants should be located in remote areas.

14. James J. Zach, Two Rivers, Wis. (Letter 119, 1/2/80; O 1/11/80).
i

No evacuation at Three Mile Island was necessary. The new rules seem
unnecessary and could lead to more harm than good to the public.

15. Eva Marmorstein, New York, N.Y. (1/14/80)

1 Adopt Alternative 8.

16. Judith Farrell, Plymouth, Mass. (Letter 6, 12/14/80; O 1/18/80).

" Evacuation plans are by no means complete." Evacuation would take
at least two to three hours (PILGRIM).

17. Marlene G. Seidts, Phoenixville, Pa. -(letter 141, 3/3/80; D 3/17/80).
i

The making of emergency planning equivalent in importance to siting
and design is plaudable. Alternatives, however, should be more
stringent. NRC should reconsider its construction permit for Limerick

"
.

(LIMERICK).

18. Emil G. Carrett, Lt. Col., USA (Ret.), Stockton Springs, Me.-

(Letter 145, 2/25/80; O 3/17/80; Letter 175, 4/1/80; D 4/7/80).

Supports proposed rule. ' Suggests deletion of reference to " Expected
Frequency" in NUREG-0610 as it tends to downgrade emergency planning.
There should be mora public participation in reviews. The " Criteria"
should require.that State funds be identified to provide for a continued
capability.
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Prefers Alternative A or 8 in some sections. Clear definitions are,

needed. Class 9 accidents are not adequately addressed. Funding is
not adequately addressed.

~! 19. Arnold F. Willadsen (?), Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Letter 113, 2/16/80;
D 2/28/80). *

Too bad about interruptions at New York Workshop. Funding seems to
) be a problem. New Jersey has a program for providing funds for emer-

~,

; gency plans for municipalities around nuclear plants. A similar system
might be considered in other areas.2

) 20. Kenneth Alcott, San Rafael, Calif. (Letter 120, 1/17/80; O 2/28/80).

Generally concurs in the proposed rule. Concerned about operating
; plants that currently do not have approved plans. Informing the public
i of emergency procedures should be more often than yearly. Rapid warning

.' in case of an emergency is highly questionable.

21. Dennis Duns, (Letter 100, no address, no date; D 2/27/80).

The proposed rule does not provide for the public and local and State,

j planners to be in on the concurrence procedures.

22. Angela S. Howard, Charlotte, N.C. (Letter 45, no data; O 2/13/80).
4

"But penalizing our nation's energy supply by shutting down reactors
or not licensing plants because state plans have not received NRC
approval is insane." "This lack of action on the part of NRC is only
one small example of your agency's lack of decisive action." "Please
get yourself in gear'"

23. James Gaut, Pottstown, Pa. (Letter 37, 1/23/80; O 2/13/80).
.

"--that no plant should be allowed to use nuclear power unless it
would be possible to get people out of a 30 mile radius very quickly."
Limerick should not be allowed to operate and plants near New York
City and Chicago should not go on operating (LIMERICK, et al.).

| 24. Donald W. Hyde, Riverside, Calif. (Letter 93, 2/15/80; D 2/22/80). .

"And, the only solution, if it isn't already too late, is truly to
shutdown the nuclear industry now." Just in case: in neither Alter- .

.

native A or 8 should exemptionTbe allowed. Realistic EPZ's must be
established, regardless of difficulties; 15-minute warning is good.

.

25. Majorie M. Aamodt, Coatesville, Pa. (Letter 94, 2/19/80; O 2/22/80),

: For the EPZ of 50 miles, " sheltering needs-to be planned." "The
! expense of required emergency plans should be the responsibility of

the utility."
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26. Alexander Grendon, Sacramento, Calif. (Letter 1, 12/29/80; D 1/7/80).

Comments are generally along the lines of the issues identified in,

Enclosure B, but mostly in regard to technical changes in wording
* and definitions. Alternative A is preferable in 5 50.54(t). Alter-

native B is preferable in Appendix E, Section II and Appendix E,
Section III. There seems to be no material difference in alter-

~

,~

natives 5 50.47(a).

(Respondent is a well known scientist, health physicist, formee
administrator of radiological health and related programs of the State' -

.of California and former professor at the University of Berkeley;
,

Col., USA (Ret.).)

27. Sherwood Davies, P.E., Delmar, N.Y. (Letter 188, 4/17/80; D 4/24/80).

Guidance is not clear with regard to requirements of operator and
State / local government. Including all local agencies up to 50 miles
is questionable as to purpose and need. All ingestion and inhalation

' Dathways should be considered (tobacco crops, swimming, etc.). Terms
need to be better defined. Various guidance issue is ambiguous.

G. COMMENTS OF UTILITIES AND REPRESENTATIVES

1. Chickering and Gregory, Law Offices, San Franciso, Calif. (Representing
Southern California Edison C.) (Letter 70, 2/15/80; O 2/19/80).

Comments frem this source follow all of the issues identified in Enclo-
sure B.

2. KMC, Inc., Washington, D.C.

a. .(Petition, 2/14/80; D 2/14/80). Representing:

American Electric Power Company
Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
cincihnati Gas & Electric Company
Commonwealth Edison Company
Consumers Power Company.

Detroit Edison Company |
Ouquesne Light Company4

Florida Power & Light Company-
4

.

Jersey Central Power & Light Company
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company

4 - Mississippi Power & Light Company
Nebraska Public Power District
Northern States Power Company
Omaha Public Power District
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
Public. Service Electric & Gas Company
Southern California Edison Company

,

.

.

'
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Petition relating to adversity to the "15-minute alert within-

. 10 miles of a nuclear facility." Discussion is similar to that
: of much of the issues identified in Enclosure B on this subject.

b. (Letter 61, 2/15/80; D 2/15/80). Representing those listed in -

a. above and:

'Arkansas Power & Light Company '

*

Florida Power Corporation
GPU Service Corporation
Sacramento Municipal Utility District -

Toledo Edison Company

Workshops were unsatisfactory; not enough opportunity for util-
ities, States and local governments to participate, especially,

in New York. Comments are similar to those in the Reference
Comments. A public proceeding on this rule making is suggested,

as a proper forum. Terms need to be specifically defined and
clarified. Considarable comments are given on " concurrence."

! As in the issues identified in Enclosure 8, specific revisions
are suggested.

c. Letter to FEMA. (Letter 160, 3/14/80; O 3/17/80).

{ Refers to comments in b. above.*

3. Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. , Rochester, N.Y. (Letter 88, 2/21/80;'

D 2/22/80).
'

The comments of the Edison Electrical Institute (below) are supported.
Comments are similar to some of those in the issues identified in
Enclosure 8. Dates of requirements are unrealistically short (GINNA).

4. Commonwealth Edison, Chicago, Ill. (Letter 76, 2/15/80; D 2/20/80).4

Comments are similar in many respects to the issues identified in
Enclosure 8. (See also G. 2. above.)

|

5. Baltimore Gas and Electric, Baltimore, Md. (Letter 77, 2/15/80; .

D 2/20/80).
4

See G. 2. above. Additional comments are similar to several in the .

issues identified in Enclosure 8, especially as to definitions, EPZ's,
and FEMA.

~

6. Puget Sound Power & Light Co. , Be1.jevue, Wash. (Letter 80, 2/15/80;
0 2/21/80 and 2/22/80).

Concurs in the comments of the State of Washington (8. 21). (See
also 13.b. below.)
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7. Yankee Atomic Electric Co., Westborough, Mass. (Letter 20, 1/29/80;
O 2/7/80. Letter 62, 144 2/12/80; O 3/17/80. Letter 130, 2/19/80;
O 2/28/80).

Deep concern and dissatisfaction with the ability to receive feed--

back from NRC and others at the Workshop because of disruptions from
those not representing the public. There should be a repeat workshop

*- fqr Region I, not in New York City. Comments are similar to a number
of those in the issues identified in Enclosure B, including suggested
rewording. Delete references to alternatives. Estimated costs (NRC's)
appear to be quite low..

,

8. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. , Syracuse, N.Y. (Letter 143, 3/5/80;
O 3/17/80).

Comments are similar to those of the issues identified in Enclosure B
with regard to FEMA. Supports Alternative A. Questions FEMA's-NRC's
ability to review all plans by January 1,1981. Compare costs / benefits.

9. Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., Washington, D.C. (Letter 110, 2/20/80;
O 2/28/80).

Comments and rewording sugges'tions are similar in most respects to
those of the issues identified in Enclosure B, and similar to others
in a number of respects (consideration of other emergencies, FEMA,
need for definitions, time limits, etc.).

10. Mississippi Power & Light Co., Jackson, Miss. (Letter 135, 2/19/80;
D 2/29/80).

Comments similar to those of tha issues identified in Enclosure B.
(See also G.2 above).

11. Washington Public Power Supply System, Richland, Wash.

Comments are similar to those in the issues identified in Enclosure B,
including many suggested char.ges. (Letter 106, See also 12 below).

12. De.bevoise & Liberman, Law Offices, Washington, D.C. (Letter 87, 2/19/80;,

O 2/22/80. Letter 92, 2/19/80; D 2/21/80).

,. Duke Power Company
Texas Utilities & Generating Company
Washington Public Power Supply System

.

Comments are similar to some of those in the issues identified in
Enclosure B as to legal questions, jurisdiction of NRC, haste in
preparatfori of NRC supporting documentation. Separate comments of
WPPSS enclosed (11 above). A petition for rulemaking on the subject,

| was filed 3/12/80.
l
!

1

!
.

'
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13. Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll, Law Office. Washington,
D.C.

a. (Letter 63, 2/19/80; O 2/19/80). Representing:
. ,

Boston Edison Company
Florida Power & Light Company

..
*

Comments deal with 44 FR 3913 although docketed for 44 FR 75167.

b. (Letter 72, 2/19/80; O 2/19/80). Representing:
,

Florida Power & Light Company
Houston Lighting & Power Company
Iowa Electric Light & Power Company
Iowa Power & Light Company
Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Portland General Electric Company
Puget Sound Power & Light Company
Public Service Company of Colorado
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation

Comments are similar to those of the issues identified in Enclo-
sure 8 and those in A.2 and A.6 above.

14. American Electric Power Service Corp., New York, N.Y. (Letter 85
2/20/80; D 2/21/80). (See also G.2. above).

Endorses comments of the Edison Electrical Institute and the Atomic
Industrial Forum (9 above). The legality of the proposed rule is
subject to question, but this is not the forum for it. Comments are
similar to those in the issues identified in Enclosure B.

With regard to Implementing Procedures of Section V, it is not clear
why they are needed by NRC's regional and Washington offices no less,
ten copies. Since the procedures are site-specific and contain pro-
prietary information which may be sensitive to security, they should
not be subject to public disclosure, if required to be submitted at
all.

-

15. Duke Power Co., Charlotte, N.C. (Letter 83, 98, 2/19/80; D 2/21/80).
,

.

Comments are similar to many of those in the issues identified in
Enclosure B. (See also 12 above).

,

16. Northeast Utilities, Hartford, Conn. (Letter 89, 2/21/80; D 2/22/80).

Comments are similar to those in many respects in the issues identified
in Enclosure B.

.
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IL Le80euf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae, Attorneys, Washington, D.C. (Letter 86,
2/19/80; O 2/21/80). On behalf of:

The Detroit Edison Company
'

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
Omaha Public Power District
Pubite Service Company of Indiana.,

Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation

Endorses and adopts as their own the Edison Electric Institute coments.
.

18. Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge, Washington, D.C. (Letter 99, 2/19/80;
O 2/22/80). On behalf of:

Alabama Power Company
Carolina Power & Light Company .
Georgia Power Company
Jersey Central Power & Light Company
Metropolitan Edison Company
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
Wisconsin Electric Power Company

Comments are similar to those of the issues identified in Enclosure B.
Comments are given in considerable detail, including suggestions for
rewording and other substantive changes. Comments are also similar
to those of A.1. and A.2. above are included. NRC and FEMA should
jointly publish a detailed time schedule setting forth requirements
and milestones for review of each State and local emergency plan.

19. Edison Electric Institute, Washington, D.C. (Letter 32, 1/24/80; O
2/7/80. Letter 73, 2/19/80 and Letter 109, 2/22/80; O 2/27/80).

Many of the coments and suggested revisions are included in the issues
identified in Enclosure B. "We believe the Comission's proposed

,

rule is fundamentally flawed and that major modifications must be '

made in this proposal before the rule is finally promulgated."

EEI believes that many of the stringent provisions and sanctions con-
tained in the proposed rule have been largely obviated by the demon-.

strated progress and cooperation with state and local governments
1displayed by the utilities in the last few months. Rather than j

.- requiring concurrence as a condition of licensing, which tends to ;
stress a negative and mechanical approach to the upgrading process,
NRC should stress a positive role for the Federal Emergency Management

- Agency (FEMA) in support of state and loc.1 governments in their
efforts to upgrade preparedness capability The objective of this
program should be enhanced emergency preparedness, not the shutdown
of reactors. To this extent, the proposed rule is misdirected and
es*Jld accomplish the wrong objective.

The problems associated with this rule are compounded by the unilateral
attempt of the Comission's Regulatory Staff to incorporate into
regulatory requirements many new, detailed elements of emergency
planning. Detailed planning requirements are already being imposed
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on utilities by the Staff without the benefit of public comment and
Commission review. For example, NRC and FEMA have published revised
acceptance criteria for preparation and evaluation of emergency
response plans." These are substantive requirements which are being
imposed now as if they were contained in regulations, subject to sub- .

sequent review and comment. The comment period is largely ceremonial
for those operators which are required presently to comply with its
provisions. Because these detailed requirements directly affect the -'

implementation of this proposed rule change. NRC should fully review
and examine, with public participation, the ramifications of these
changes. They are an important part of this rulemaking proceeding .

and therefore should be carefully addressed expiteitly.

RECOMMENDATION: Recognizing this is an interim rule, the NRC should
conduct a comprehensive rulemaking in the near future, to consider
fully the detailed emergency planning requirements currently being
imposed at the Staff level. The NRC should instruct its Staff not
to impose on ifcensees sanctions for noncompliance with detailed
requirements not contained in the interim rule, pending completion
of a more definitive rulemaking.

The rulemaking on emergency planning should be one element of a
broader rulemaking which explicitly recognizes the interrelationships
among design, siting and emergency planning.

!

H. C0fHENTS OF OTHER CORPORATE ENTITIES;

1. Gauther Industries, Inc., Rochester, Minn. (Letter 5, 1/11/80;
O 1/18/80) (Letter 181, 4/8/80; O 4/14/80).

Advocates use of local Emergency Broadcasting System facilities for
alerts.

2. Time Frequency Technology, Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. (Letter 50,
12/17/80; D 2/13/80).

; Offers to supply equipment for Emergency Broadcasting System.

3. Glasser Associates, P. A., Consultants in Nuclear
Olney, Md. (Letter 57, 2/7/80; O 2/13/80). *

Comments include some of those in the issues. identified in Enclosure B.
Emergency plans should include provisions for possible in accidents -

along with radiological emergency planning. Objectives to inflexible
EPZ's.

,

;

" Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response"

Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-0654,,

| FEMA-REP-1.
|
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4. Ebasco Services, Inc., New York, N.Y. (Letter 78, 2/11/80; D 2/20/80).

Comments are similar to several of those in the issues identified in
Enclosure B, especially with regard to definitions, FEMA, and
legislative authority.-

5. UNC Naval Products, Uncasville, Conn. (Letter 11, 1/21/80; D 1/25/80).

Enk'egency planning rules for 10 CFR Part 70 facilities should be
separate from those of 10 CFR Part 50.

.

6. General Electric Co., Wilmington Manufacturing' Department, Wilmington,
N.C. (Letter 111, 151, 2/22/80; O 2/28/80 and 3/17/80).

Suggests wording changes making the rule more appropriate with regard
to 10 CFR Part 70 licenses.

7. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Nuclear Technology Division, Pittsburgh i
Pa. (Letter 90, 2/19/80; D 2/22/80).

|

Some comments are similar to those of the issues identified in Enclo-
sure 8. !

The proposed rule addresses only one aspect of a number of closely |

related topics identified bv the NRC for potential rulemaking in
NUREG-0660. Such topics include the proposed siting policy rulemaking
and the proposed core melt mitigation rulemaking. Other aspects of
emergency planning have been addressed in separate NRC reports issued
over the past several years and only lask week the NRC announced another

,

report, NUREG-0654 dealing with acceptance criteria for emergency I

planning. Such a piecemeal approach to development of such important
regulatory requirements is unacceptable because of common underlying
technical issues and in effect deprives interested parties of meaningful
participation in the regulatory process.

If the NRC nevertheless finds it necessary to issue changes in its
regulatory requirements in this area, such changes should be issued
as interim changes pending resolution of the rulemaking proceedings
on all the related topics. Furthermore, the NRC should formulate an,

integrated plan for dealing with these topics so that common issues
can be adequately addressed in one proceeding.

8. EXXON Nuclear Co., Bellevue. Vayh. (Letter 95, 2/14/80; D 2/22/80).

Supports and agrees with ..cW int of Edison Electric Institute. An.

exception should be & M k.' in ,ne introduction of Appendix E to
provide that fuel c,r.!'3 c . Ities be treated on a case-by-case basis.

'
9. American Red Cross, Washington, D.c (Letter 3, 1/15/80; D 1/18/80).

"Since a nuclear accident involves potential owner liability, we
believe that financial accountability must be part of the required
emergency plans in which NRC/ FEMA are to conevr."

.
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10. Legal Aid Society of Clermont County, Batavia. (Letter 96, 2/13/80;
0 2/22/80)..

Comments are similar to those in the issues identified in Enclosure B.
Very serious financial considerations are involved. Utilities should

~

cover the costs and how that they have the ability to do so.
'St.nce these issues of emergency planning cannot be understated, the,

NRC should expand its hearing procedures to facilitate meaningful4

intervention by responsible parties raising issues concerning emer-
gency planning. Specifically the NRC should provide funds for respon- -

sible interveners for purposes of participation in the NRC hearing!

; process to cover costs such as expert witness fees, attorneys fees,
etc. In the Zimmer hearings, I have found that the financial burdens-

on interveners, even local municipalities, are great and more often
than net preclude public participation in the NRC hearing process.

,

11. Environmental Systams Corp. , Knoxville, Tenn. (Letter 184, 4/16/80;
D 4/24/80).

i Need clear definitions and guidelines. Guides are confusing.

12. NUSAC, Inc., McLean, Va. (Letter 189, 2/18/80; D 5/7/80).

The timetable is unrealistic. Funding is a problem for State and.

local jurisdictions and needs Federal support.

"The utility, then, becomes a political pawn, its license lying in
the hands of persons not directly subject to the NRC and its licensing

i jurisdiction." "The proposed rule goes further in that it abetts
(sic) the interests of non-nuclear groups or interveners." Supports
Alternative A.

j I. LETTERS RECEIVED WITH NO COMMENTS ON RULE

1. Author unknown, Village of Glencoe, Ill. (Lette. 121, unclear, no4

; date).
;
'

2. Hon. Tod Bedrosian, Assemblyman, Reno, Nev. (Letter 124, 2/9/80; .

0 2/28/80).
! 3. Author unknown (Letter 33; D 2/7/80). .

4. Alan Curtis, Palatine, Ill. (Letter 49, 1/22/80; D 2/13/80). (ZION)..

,

5. Susan Turner, Roslyn Heights, N.Y. (Letter 23, 1/15/80; O 2/7/80).
(INDIAN POINT).

6. Mrs. John C. Besson, New Cannon, Conn. (Letter 29, 1/18/80; D P./7/80).
(INDIAN POINT).

7. Barbara S. Padjack (address unknown) (Letter 28, no date). (INDIAN
POINT).

.

k
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27. Connecticut, Office of Policy and Management, Hartford (Letter 193,
2/28/80; O 5/7/80).

28. Scott Hanchin, La Grange, Ky. (Letter 197, 4/14/80; O 5/7/80)..

..
.

..

.

1
i

.

|

1

|

l
|

|
|
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8. Mrs. Kathy Toscane, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. (Letter 41, 1/25/80;
D 2/13/80). (INDIAN POIHT).

9. Glenn Bishop, Des Persa, Mo. (Letter 119, 2/18/80, D 2/28/80).
,

'0. West Branch Conservations Association, New City, N.Y. (Letter 39,-

58, 103, 2/18/80; D 2/27/80). (INDIAN POINT). ,,

11. Lorraine Koblick, New York, N.Y. (Letter 40, 1/13/80; D 2/13/80).
(INDIAN POINT).

.

12. Elizabeth D. Liners, Pearl River, N.Y. (Letter 42, 1/27/80; D 2/13/80).
(INDIAN POINT). i

13. Mrs. Lucille K----- (Not legible), Bayside, N.Y. (Letter 43, 1/20/80;
D 2/10/80).

14. New Jersey Department of Law and Public Safety, Division of State !
Police. (Letter 44, 115, 1/16/80; D 2/13/80, 2/18/80). (Letter with I

comments, see Synopsis B.13).
'

15. Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. (Letter 82, 2/15/80; D 2/21/80).
(Relates to 45,FR 3913).

16. Coalitions for Public Participation. (Letter 56, 1/9/80, D 2/13/80).

17. New York Division of Military and Naval Affairs. (Letter 133, 146,
2/13/80; D 2/28/80, 3/17/80).

18. County of Suffolk, N.Y. (Letter 131, 2/8/80; D 2/28/80).

19. Roger M. Leed, Law Office, Seattle, Wash. (Letter 142, 2/22/80;
D 3/17/80).

20. Marion County, Fla. (Letter 12, 1/15/80; D 1/25/80).

21. Julius D. Geier, Decatur, Ill. (Letter 169, 3/18/80; D 4/3/80).

22. Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. , Cambridge, Mass. (Letter 171, 3/18/80; .

D 4/3/80).

23. California Department of Health Services, Health and Welfare Agency, .

Sacramento. (Letter 174, 3/31/80; D 4/3/80).

24. Yankee Atomic Electric Co., Westborough, Mass. (Letter 177; 4/3/80; -

0 4/7/80).

25. Duke Power Co., Charlotte, N.C. (Letter 183, 4/9/80; D 4/24/80).

26. Edison Electric Institute, Washington, D.C. (Letter 187, 4/18/80;
D 4/24/80). (See Letter 73).

.
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UNITED STATES'
-

.
.

! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

f I AovisORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR sAFEGUAROs
wasamaron, o. c.2 ossa

May 6, 1980.....

.

..

Honorable John F. Ahearne )
Chairman |

. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 |

SUBJECT: REPORT ON PROPOSED EMERGENCY PLANNING RULE (10 CFR Part 50)

Dear Dr. Ahearne:

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with ACRS comments on the
Proposed Rule on Emergency Planning (10 CFR Fart 50) as published in the
Federal Registcr (Vol. 44, No. 245) on December 19, 1979. In preparing
these comments, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with the NRC
Staff on May 1, 1980. The ACRS Subcommittee on Site Evaluation also met
with the NRC Staff on April 22, 1980 to discuss this matter.

22, 1980, the Subcommittee Chairman wasSubsequent to the meeting on April
informed that the Proposed Rule had been extensively revised by the NRC Staff.
However, a copy of this newer version was not made available to either the
Subcommittee or the full Committee in time fer the preparation of these com-
ments. If you desire, the Committee would be pleased to offer coc:.ents on
the revised Rule at a later date. Because of scheduling difficulties, the
earliest that this could be accomplished would be approximately the middle of

Although this would probably necessitate a delay in the implementationJuly.
of the Rule, we believe there are benefits to be gained through additional
review.

The ACRS concurs with the NRC Staff view that there is a need to review and
upgrade the status cf emergency preparedness at commercial nuclear power
plants. Those provisions in the proposed regulations that concern defini-
tion of roles, identification of proposed actions, and testing of the per-*

formance of equipment and personnel are clearly desirable. However, our

review of the Proposed Rule has revealed a number of questions and problem
The more significant of these may be summari::ed as follows:.

a areas.

1. The Proposed Rule includes two alternative approaches for imple-
menting the proposed changes. On the basis .of clarifications pro-,

vided by the NRC Staff, the ACRS would endorse Alternative A. In
case of problems with State and local government emergency response
plans, this Alternative would require action by the NRC to shut down
a plant, instead of automatically requiring shutdcwn under the regu-
lations.

bh[h <D%b
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Honorable John F. Ahearne -2- May 6, 1980
-

2. The NRC Staff notes in the Proposed Rule that "while emergency
planning is important for public health and safety, the increment

-

of risk involve [d] in permitting operation (of existing reactors]
for a limited time in the absence of concurred-in plans may not *

be undue in every case." The Committee agrees with this conclu-
sion but questions whether it is compatible with the assertion
that the Commission views " emergency planning as equivalent to,
rather than as secondary to, siting and design in public protec- -

tion ...." Safe day-to-day operation would be fmpossible without
adequate siting and design and proper operation of a safely de-
signed and sited reactor would probably not represent an unac-'

captable risk for several months and probably years.
;

A preferred statement would recognize that siting, design, and
emergency planning, as well as responsible operatior , are separate
but interrelated considerations that constitute the overall safety
package. It is not clear that the NRC policy of elevating emer-

: gency planning to the same level as engineered safety features is
wise or necessary. The role of emergency planning should be de-'

fined as supplemental to the decisions to allow operation of a
plant.

3. In the Foreword to NUREG-0554 (See Reference 2) emphasis is placed
on there being minimum acceptance criteria for emergency prepared-,

!

ness and planning. There are also implications in this report and
in the Proposed Rule that these criteria will be made mandatory for
licensees and for the acceptability of emergency plans developed by
State and local agencies. Insistence on strict compliance with
detailed criteria could prevent proper coordination of nuclear
power plant emergency planning with other emergency preparedness
activities of State and local agencies, and could also delay the
modification of specifications for key factors, such as evacuation
times and distances, as better information is developed through
ongoing emergency planning.

In addition, the Committee has noted an absence of technical
~

justification for many of the requirements associated with the
Proposed Rule and the criteria by which compliance will be judged. .

*
If, in the final snalysis, a decision is made to retain these cri-
teria in the Rule, then, as a minimum, efforts should be made to
test them on a range of nuclear and major nonnuclear accidents .

that have occurred in the past. Such tests would be particularly
useful in showing how successful the specified actions would have
been in alleviating the effects of the given events.

,

)
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, ,

-

- 4. The Proposed Rule specifies that "the capability will be pro-
vided to essentially complete alerting of the public within
the plume exposure pathway EPZ within 15 minutes of the noti-
fication by the. licensee of local and State officials." The-

ACRS agrees-that providing such capability is desirable but
believes that emergency plans should reflect the fact that
there is less urgency for immediate notification of people.

living at greater distances from the site and that, in the
majority of cases, the promptness of notification should have
the important input of human evaluation and assassment. This
might be accomplished through application of a graded scale of
timing tied into distance, coupled with on-the-spot evalua-
tions of local weather and other conditions. Supporting this ,

approach are the results of recent research which indicate that |

prompt evacuation of people residing beyond five miles of a site
may not be beneficial on a risk assessment basis e. ::;;t :.9r
the most unusual circumstz..ces. Furtherme n , there is need to
consider the possible risks associated with notification of
the public prior to the police and other officials being ready
and available to direct and control the responses of people
residing near a power plant.

5. The Proposed Rule and accompanying proposed criteria request
that applicants provide detailed infomation on evacuation,
including "an analysis of the time required to evacuate various
sectors and distances within the plume exposure pathway EPZ for
transient and permanent populations." In ao case, however,
does the Proposed Rule provide information as to what times
would be considered acceptable, even though, in the case of
ev.cuation, the risks re:iulting from transportation accidents
are often related to the hastiness of the action. As written,

the Rule also appears to allow no alternative to evacuation.
This implies that the applicant is not likely to be permitted
to provide a better alternative, such as having the population
remain indoors while the plume passes.- This is a situation*

that reduces itself to the now familiar issue of specifying
"how to" rather than providing the desired. goal and allowing

. the licensee or State government to seek the best solution,*

In some locations, evacuation from the plume Em rgency Plan-
ning Zone is obviously impractical. If evacuation is to be
the favoced emergency planning alternative, this choice and

, ,

. the requirements for it should be well-substantiated.'

6. The Proposed Rule calls i'or "the yearly dissemination to
the public within the plume exposure pathway EPZ of basic
emergency planning information such as the possibility of :

nuclear accidents, the potential human health effects of such

.
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accidents and their causes, methods of notification, and the
protective actions planned if an accident occurs...." Although

-

the last two of these items appear reasonable, the ACRS suggests
that the dissemination of infomation of the types described in
the first two items cannot be expected to provide any improve-
ments in emergency preparedness. The Committee therefore rec-

'.
1

ommends that these two items be deleted.
*

7. Tae Proposed Rule specifies that exercises to test the adequacy
of an emergency plan should be conducted at a frequency of once
every thrce or five years. Because of the rapid turnover in
staff personnel at all levels in all the organizations involved,
the ACRS recommends that such exercises be conducted at three-
year intervals. The Committee also urges that the exercises be
utilized for purposes of instruction as well as for evaluations
of compliance.

Although the Proposed Rule calls for licensees to provide an in-
4

i dependent review of their emergency preparedness program every
i

twelve months, no mention is made of participation by State and
| local authorities. This omission should be corrected.

8. One alternative in the Proposed Rule requires that corrective
measures to prevent damage to onsite and offsite property be
identifi ed. The ACRS believes that protection of property is
less important and less feasible than protection of health and
safety and, in fact, may divert effort from the latter aspect.
The Comittee recommends therefore that this requirement be
omitted from the Rule.

9. As written, the Proposed Rule will require in-depth discussion
and subsequent concurrence in the emergency preparedness pro-
gram by the applicant and the NRC, as well as by State and

|
local governmental authorities. The ACRS is concerned that
this could constitute a third-party veto of the operation of a
nuclear power plant based on considerations that may be unrelat- ,

,

ed to health and safety. The ACRS believes that such a require- |
ment should not be included in the Rule without some safeguards,

l

against such action by a third party. Furthennore, a de facto ,;
veto power on operation appears to exist with each local govern-
ment entity within ten miles of a nuclear power plant if it
chooses not to pennit establishment of the warning facilities -

|required to meet the criteria. If the Proposed Rule poses such
a possibility, it introduces complex societal issues. The ACRS
recomends that the wording of the Rule be altered to permit the
NRC sufficient flexibility to cope with this situation and not |

mandate such power to local governmental entities in the absence
of a Federal law' addressing the matter.

1

1
1

1
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10. The ACRS would also like to comment on the role of the Federal |

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as related to the Proposed'

Rul e. Although the NRC Staff stated that FEMA would simply
notify them of their decision relative to the adequacy of a.

State and local emergency plan, a nonconcurrence on the part.

of FEMA might also represent a " veto" action on a given application.
There are also questions as to the adequacy of the resources or Ithe staffing of FEMA to assume these new responsibilities. In*

addition, the ACRS sees a need for clarification of its future
role relative to FEMA and to reviews of emergency preparedness
planning for nuclear facilitiss.

11. In a sense, the NRC is serving as a pioneer in the area of
emergency preparedness. It should be recognized that there are
many other technological aspects of society which pose hazards
comparable to, or larger than, those from nuclear power plants.
FEMA is in the process of developing guidance with regard to
emergency preparedness in a general way; however, the rate of
implementation proposed for nuclear plants by this Rule appears
to be much more rapid, and the requirements possibly more strin-
gent than those required for other types of facilities. The i

Ccamittee believes that the NRC-FEMA approach to emergency pre- |

paredness for nuclear reactor accidents should be developed and j

implemented within the framework of a broad societal approach
to emergency situations in general.

The Committee w1il be pleased to. discuss the above items with you at your j

conveni ence. in the meantime, we trust these comments will be helpful to |

you and the NRC Staff. j

Sincerely,

Milton S. Plesset'

Chairman

References:

1. Proposed Emergency Planning. Rule, Federal Register Vol. 44, No. 245,-

December 19, 1979.
2. NUREG-0654 (FEMA-REP-1), " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation

of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Sup-
port of Nuclear Power Plants," January,1980.

3. NUREG-0628, "NRC Staff Preliminary Analysis of Public Comments on
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Emergency Planning," January,

,

1980.
4. NUREG/CP-0011, " Proceedings of Workshops on Proposed Rulemaking |

on Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants," January,1980.
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

44 CFR Part 350

[ Docket No. FEMA-PP-350},

Review and Approval of State Radiological Emergency Plans
..

and Preparedness

AGENCY: Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
,

ACTION: Proposed Rule

SUMMARY: This rule proposes to establish policy and procedures for review

and appreval by FEMA * of State emergency plans and preparedness for coping
4 with the offsite effects of radiological emergencies which may occur at

i

nuclear power facilities. The program the rule implements now focuses on |

opers-*- and soon to be operating cc::::lercial nuclear power facilities.

It does act cover other Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensed *

facilities. The rule sets out criteria which will be used by FEMA in

reviewing, assessing and evaluating these plans and preparedness; it

specifies how and where a State may submit plans; it describes certain of

the processes by which FEMA makes findings and determinations as to the J
* '

., .

adequacy of State 'lans and the capability of State and local government

to implement these plans and preparedness measures. Such findings and
c

determinations are to be submitted to the Governors of the /ffected States.

and to the NRC for use in licensing proceedings of the NRC.
*

.

DATE: Comments are due [within 60 days from date of publication}.

It is intended to make the regulation effective 1:: mediately upon its'

adoption after the notice and public comment period.
i

ADDRESS: Send comments to Rules Docket Cler?c, Federal Ec?argency Management

Agency, Room 801, 1725 I Street, NW, Washington, DC 20472

.. .

o
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FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: John McConnell, Assistant Associate Director,

Populatien Preparedness, telephone 202/566-0550.
-

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORETION:

Presidential assignments: '

On December 7, 1979, the President, in response to the recommet$dations
.

of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island (knowtt

as the Kameny Commission) announced, in part, a series of decisions and

took a number of actions in the area of emergency planning and preparedness,

particularly with respect to offsite emergency planning and propindness.

The President directed FEMA to

(1) take the lead in offaite e=ergency planning and response;

(2) complete by June 1980, che review of State emergency plans in

those States with operating nuclear power facilities;

(3) complete as soon as possible the review of State emergency
3

|.

Plans in those States with nuclear power facilities scheduled for operatiott )
I

in the near future;
' *

*,.

(4) develop and issue an updated seri's of intsragency assignmentse

which delineate respective agency capabilities c d responsibilties and
{

clearly define procedures for coordination and direction for both emergency
,

| planning and response.
|

,FEMA is presently reviewing existing State plans in accordance with

the Presiential directive. -

|

1
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FEMA is also in the process of devdoping interagency assignments
ac

which will replace a description of assignments set cut in a Notice $jjI.

W
t-published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on December 24,1975 (40 FR 59494). O

*-

These new assignments will be published by FEMA in separate rulemaking. ~Y

:/The rule .in this part largely involves the process FEMA will use in
-

,

taking the lead in offsite emergency planning and response. Ic follows- ew

d
-

up the review of plans by a formal process for evaluation and approval by g
cFEMA of State plans (which include local plans as annexes to the State k!

Eplan) and evaluation and assessment of the adequacy of capabilitics of y
al

State and incal governments to implement the plans.

Basis for FEMA Assign =ent:
-

3e Director, FEMA, pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978
eand Executive Order 12148 of July 20, 1979 establishes policies for, and $
u-

coordinates all civil emergency planning, management, mitigation and IAC
|;g

d
assistance functions of the Executive agencies of the United States. The er -- '

B \

Director FEMA, represents the President in working with State and local ,
,

Igovernments and the private sector to stimulate vigorous participation in e
F i

civil emergency preparedness, mitigation, response and recovery programs. i

'

1

' w
a
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The term " civil emergency" is defined in 2-203 of Executive Order
,

12148 to include any accidental, natural, man-caused, wartime emergency
..

or threati thereof, which causes or may cause substa-T.4.a1 injury or harm

! to the population or substantial damage to or loss of property. This
,

definition clearly encompasses an accident at a nuclear power facility.

: *

Under section'201 of the Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C.

5131) the Director is to establish a program of disaster preparedness

which '-eludes, among other matters, preparation of disaster preparedness

i

plar.s 5sr warning, emergency operations, training and exercises, and
j

coordination of Federal State and local programs. Further, the Director

| 1s to provide technical assistance to States in developing conprehensive

plans and practical programs for preparation against disasters.

\

J The agencies which were combined to form the nucleus of FDfA, as ,

.
f.
~

well as NRC had been for some years involved in planning for radiological

emergencias at nuclear power facilities. These activities were largely

voluntary, as neither Federal law nor regulations required States or -

A

local governments to have peacetime nuclear emergency plans,' nor required
,

.

States with plans to test those plans.

.

.

e

4
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The Atomic Energy- Commission (AEC) later NRC, implemented an

essentially voluntary program of planning and assistance to the States
,

which included:
the formation of a Federal Interagency Central Coordinating;..

Committee; the preparation and issuance of Guide and Checklist for

Development and Evaluation of State and Local Government Radiological
,

Emergency Response Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities, reissued

as NRC NUhEG-75-lll; and the formation of task fo'rces on training an.1
exercises and enfergency instrumentation.

'

The Office of Emergency Planning (CEP), later the Federal Preparedness

Agency (FPA) and now FEMA issued descriptions of agency assignments.In

Ja= ary 1973, the OEP issued a statement that the AEC, as lead agency,

1d provide planning assistance to State and local governments for the
2o:

preparation of radiological emergency, response plans.

.

On December 24, 1975, the FPA reissued a revised and updated FEDERAL

REGISTER Notice (40 FR 59494).
'
.

Lead agency responsibility for " reviewing

and concurring in State radiological emergency response plans," was

assigned to the NRC and the planning assistance was expanded to include.

transportation of radioactive materials.
'

NRC also issued guidance to
-

other Federal agencies.
The number of involved agencies who all agreed

to the assignments increased to eight.
These included the Environ = ental

,

Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

.-

|
'

i
I
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now the Department of Health and Human Services, '(DHHS) and the Defense

Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) whose functions have now been transferred -

to FEMA. Other agencies included the Department of Transportation (DOT),
, ,,

the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA-HUD) (nw a part of
4

FEMA), and the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) (now -

. Department of Energy (DOE)).
I -

.

This interagency process with NRC as lead agency continued for the

next few years. 'NRC concurred in several State plans. The accident at

the Three Mile Island nuclear power facilit7 which occurred on March 28,

1979, caused, a major rethinking of the whole area of emergency plans and

preparedness by NRC and by other authorities. The accident led to the
,

Kameny Csamission Report and the Presidential actions.

; .

.

To implement the President's assignment, NRC and FEMA on January 14,

1980~ signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) describing each agency's'-,

p

responsibilities in preparing for emergencies at nuclear facilities. and activies

(45 FR 5847).
.

.

6 |

|

.
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The agreement applies to emergency preparedness for all commercial
'

nuclear power plants, certain nuclear fuel cycle facilities, and nuclear

materials licensees whos operations have a potential +for significant
*.

.. -1&u
accidental offsite releases of radiation. For theapix months, however.

*

the parties intended that the program emphasis be placed on emergency

preparedness at commercial nuclear power plants. This rule deals only
.

with nuclear power facilities.

A=ong other* matters under the MOU, FEMA will:

(1) Review State and local emergency plans and determine whether

they ara adequate and capable of implementation (for example, determina
.

the adeq acy of procedures, training, resources, staffing levels, and

qulifica' ions and equipment); further FEMA will continue to monitor thisr

capability or " preparedness" of States and localities;

(2) Develop and issue an updated series of interagency assignments

for emergency planning and response. *' ..

NRC's responsibilities under the agreement are to:
.

(1) Assess the adequacy of licensees' emergency plans;
' (2) Verify that licensees' emergency plans are adequately implemented;-

(3) Make decisions on the overall state of emergency preparedness
.

(that is, licensee plans and State and local plans considered as a whole)

in ~ connection with the issuance of operating licenses or the shutdown of

operating reactors.

.

4
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Thus, the lead for review of the adequacy of offsite emergency plans

and their capability of implementation has been transferred to FEMA and -

!

there is no longer an NRC voluntary concurrence progran for State emergenc7
_

.*

plans. This activity is now ended, and to that extent the notice of

December 24, 1975, is superseded. The previous NRC " concurrences" do not -

satisy the requirement for FEMA approval of State and local plans under

this regulation.
,

e

L $*

M review and fsndings and determination will be based upon guidance

jointly issued by FEMA and NRC entitled Criterial for Preparation and Evaluation

of ladiclogical Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of

Nuclear ?over Plants (NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1). This. guidance and acceptance

criteria provides a basis for NRC licenspes and State and local governments
i

to develop radiological emergency plans and improve emergency preparedness

associated with nuclear power facilities. The document combines the
'
*guidance to State and local governments with| that which applies as a

matter of regulation to the licensees of NRC and supersedes previous.

4

guidance and criteria published by FEMA and NRC. It is intended for use

by reviewers in determining the adequacy of State, local and nuclear
~

,

power plant operator emergency plans and preparedness. FEMA REP 1 contains .,

a series of detailed planning objectives (which are part of this rule)
.

and a listing of specific items of guidance to State and local governments

as well as specific requirements concerning planning and preparedness
4

activities of the licensees of NRC. The document is presently being
,

revised as a result of public comment submitted pursuant to a Notice

published on Feburary 13 at 45 FR 9768. -

.

.
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Additional material relevant to this rule may be found in the NRC

rule making proceedings on Emergency Planning and in this materials cited-

therein.*

,,

-

NRC retains overall responsibility for making ese decisions under-

their enabling legislation in determining whether licenses should be ,

issued or operations suspended. NRC expects to evaluate deficiencies, if

any, identified by IEMA to ascertain whether those deficiencies are

significant and if they are significant, determine wheti.er compensatory

measures have been or will be taken by the licensee.

7"i.'s approval of State and local plans and preparedness should be'
.

considered independently of any rules of the NRC with respect to its
*

licensing proceedings. The rule proposed in this part is in no way

dependent upon any authority available ta the NRC. However, recognition

must be given to the fact that the NRC under its rule now vill base its ..
,

*
, . .

a i

findings on a review of FEMA findings and determination as to whether
;

~

State or local plans are adequate and capable of being implemented. The
'

regulation described in this part is designed with that FEMA review
,

i
4

function in mind. Proposed section 350.12(f) provides an appeal procedure,.

to the Director from the decision of the Associate Director. Procedures
I.

for processing appeals are not established as yet but will be incorporated

in the final rule or will be the subject of a separate rule dearing with

appeals in Federal Emergency Management Agency programs yeneca'ly.

.

.

4
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.

This regulation describes a procedure by which FEMA evaluates and

assesses State and local emergency plans and preparedness to deal with
*a radiological emergency, and " approve" such plans. Further, FEMA may

I

use the data obtained in its approval process in connection with a ,.

| consultation role in Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensing proceedings.
~

|-

I

Insofar as FEMA is concerned, there is no requirement in law that

a State or local government submit its plan to FEMA, and FEMA's failure to

approve such plan is not accompanied by any sanction or refusal to accord
.

a benefit. Insofar as the procedure may have economic, environmental
.

; or legal consequences or impact, these result from NRC action on its
i

rule a:d from the role which FEMA plays.because of the MOU in the NRC

licensi:g process. NRC has in connection with its rule adopted a " Find-

ing of No Significant Impact" and has made an environmental assessment

which covers actions covered by this regulation. In the interest of

reducing paperwork and pursuant to CEQ regulationa 40 CFR 1506.3, FEMA
J.

'
herein adopts as part of its own decision ma ng process that part

*
.

!

! of the NRC assessment applicable to this rule. For the final rule FEMA

plans to develop its.own assessment.
.

Further the NRC statement addresses the subject of cost, and it .

i
is clear from this that neither the NRC rule, nor this FEMA rule is a

.

significant regulation which requires a regulatory analysis under

Executive Order 12148.;

hy A f , $N & M *N
y
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Accordingly, it is proposed to amend Subchapter E of Chapter 1.

,

Title 44 Code of Federal Regulations by adding a new Part 350 as follows:
..

..

PART 350:
Review and Approval of State Radiologii:a1 Emergency.

Plans and Preparedness.

Sec.,

.

350 1 Purpose *
350 2 Definitions
350 3 Background
350.4 Exclusions
350.5

Criteria for Review and Approval of State and local
Radiological Emergency Plans and Preparedness350.6
Assistance in the Development of Stata and Local Plans350.7
Application by State for Review and Approval350.3
Initial FEMA Action on State Plan350.9 Exercises

350 10 ,
Public Meeting in Advance of FEMA Approval350 11 Action by FEMA Regional Director~350.12
FEMA Headquarters Review and Approval350.13 Withdrawal of Approval

350 14
Amendment to State Plans

-

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 5131, 5201, 50 U.S.C. , App. 2253(g) '*

Emorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978 (3 CFR 1973
'

Comp. p. 329), Executive Order 12127 (44 F.R.
19367), Executiva Order 12148 (44 F.R. 43239)

$ 350 1 Purpose.
-

The purpose of the regulation in this part is to establish policy

and procedures for review and approval by the Federal Emergency Manage-
,,

ment Agency (FEMA) of State and local emergency plans and preparedness.

for the off site effects of a radiological emergency which may occur

at a nuclear power facility. Review and approval of these plans and
'

preparedness involves preparation of findings and determinations with

respect to the adequacy of the plans and the capabilities of State
,

and local governments effectively to implement the "lans.p.

e

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ .
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5,350.2 Definitions.

As used in this part the following terms have the following

-' meanings:

Director means, the Director, Federal Emergency ,.

Management Agency;

*Regional Director means a Regional Director of the

Federal Emergency Management Agency;
,

,

Associate Director means Associate Director, Plans and

Preparedness (FEMA);

NRC means the Nuclear Regulatory Commission;
'

IPZ means Emergency Planning Zone.

4

!
j 5 350.3 Background.

'

(a) On December 7, 1979, the President directed the Director

to head up all offsite emergency planning and preparedness activities

with respect to nuclear power facilities. This included a review of

' *the existing emergency plans both in State ( with operating reactors.

and those.with plants scheduled in operation in the near future.

(b) This assignmenc was given to FEMA in view of its responsibilities
.

| under Executive Order 12148 to establish Federal policies for, and
I

coordinate all civil emergency planning, management and assistance ,

functions, and to represent the President in working with State and local
V8 W -

governments and the prisee sect 6ee to stimulate vigorous participation in

civil emergency preparedness programs. Under Section 201 of the Disaster

Relief Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5131), and other statutory functions, the

Director, FEMA, is charged with the responsibility to develop and implemenc

| plans and programs of disaster preparedness. -

!
-

>

s

I
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,
(c) To carry out these responsibilities, FEMA is engaging in a

cooperative effort with State and local governments and other Federal
..

agencies.in the development of State and local plans and preparedness to

cope with the offsite effects resulting from radiological emergencies at
,

nuclear power facilities.

(d) FEMA has entered into an arrangement with the NRC to which it

will furnish assessments, findings and determinations as to whether State

and local emergpacy plans and preparedness are adequate and continue to

be capable of implementation (e.g., adequacy and maintenance of procedures,

trs' ' r, resources, staffing levels and qualification and equipment

adaq:acy). These findings and determinations can be used by NRC under its

own rules in connection with its licensing and regulatory requirements

and FEMA will support NRC as requested.'

'.

5 350.4 Exclusion.
*

. .. ..
The regulation in this part does not ' apply to, nor will FEMA apply

any crite'ria with respect to, any evaluation, assessment or determination

regarding the NRC licensee's emergency plans or preparedness, nor shall-

, '

FEMA make any similar determination with respect to integration of offsite

and NRC licensee emergency preparedness except as such affects the
P ^tS

emergency re Qa*

r:1--es of State and local governments. This regulation,a
,

in this part, applies only to State and local planning and preparedness

with respect to emergencies at nuclear power facilities and does not

apply to other facilities which may be licensed by NRC.

.

O

O

O
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5 350.5 Criteria for review and approval of State and local
radiological emergency plans and preparedness.

(a) The following joint NRC-FEMA planning objectives, which apply -

insofar as NRC is concerned to licensees, and insofar as FEMA is concerned
~to State and local governments are to be used in evaluat'ing, assessing,,

reviewing and approving State and local radiological emergency plans and -

preparedness and in making any findings and deterninations with respect

to the adequacy of the plans and the capabilities of State and local'

governnents to implement the plans.

(1)* Primary responsibilities for emergency response in

nuclear facility operator, State and local organizations within the

E= ergs :y Planning Zones have been assigned, the emergency responsibilities

of :ia v2ricus supporting organizations have been specifically established,

'

and each principal response organization has staff to respond and to

aug=ent its initial response on a continuous basis.

(2) On-shift facility operator responsibilities for emergency

response are unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to provide initial.
|*

facility accident response in key functional areas is maintained at all

times, and timely augmentation of response capabilities is available, and

the interfaces among various onsite response activities and offsite
'

j

support and response activities are specified. -
,

(3) Arrangements for requesting and effectively using
.

assistance resources have been made, arrangements to accommodate State

and local staff at the operator's near-site Emergency Operations Eacility

have been made, and other organizations capable of augmenting the planned-

response have been identified.i

.

O

.
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(4) A standard emergency classification and action level

scheme whose bases include facility system and effluent parameters is in.

use by the nuclear facility operator, and State and local response..
.

organizations have included appropriate actions in their emergency plan

for each class of energency.,

(5) Procedures have been established for notification, by

the facility, of State and local response organiza'tions and for notification

of emergency pers'onnel by all response organizations; the content of
I

initial and follovup messages to response organizations and the public

have been established; and means to provide early notificatiort and clear

instrr.ction to the populace within the plume exposure pathway Emergency
Pla *ng Zone have been established.

(6) Provisions exist for prompt communications among principal
.

response organizations, to emergency personnel and to the public.

(7) Information is made available to e public on how they

would be notified and what their initial a,ctions should be in an e=ergency;
i,

the principal points of contact with the news media for dissemination of

information during an emergency (including phusical location or locations)
-

are established in advance; and procedures for coordinated dissemination

. , of informat'on to the public are established.

(8) Adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support
.

the emergency response are provided.

(9) Adequate methods, systems and equipmeta for assessingd

and monitoring actual or potential offsite consequences of a radiological
emergency condition are in use.

.

D

6
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(10) A range of protective actions has been developed for

the plume exposure pathway for emergency workers and the public, guidelinits .

.

for the choice of protectrive actions during an emergency, consistent
.-

with Federal guidance, are developed and in use, and protective actions

for the ingestion exposure pathway appropriate to the locale have been ,
,

developed.

(11) Means for controlling radiological exposures, in an
'

emergency, are established for the affected population and emergency

workers. The means for controlling radiological exposures shall include

exposure guidelines consistent with EPA Protective Action Guides.

(12) Arrangements are made for medical services for contaminated

injured individuals.

(13) General plans for recovery and reentry are developed.

(14) Periodic exercises are conducted to evaluate major

\!

portions of emergency response capabilities, periodic drills are conducted

to develop and maintain key skills; deficiencies identified as a result .,
,.,

of exercises or drills are corrected.
.

(15) Radiological emergency response training is provided to
-those who may be called upon to assist in an emergency.

(16) Responsibilities for plan development, review and .

.

_

distribution of emergency plans are planners who are properly trained.

(b) In order for State or local plans and 9[reparednesstobe
'

approved, such plans and preparedness must be determined to adequately

protect the public health and safety and to provide. reasonable assurance
I

that appropriate protective measures can and will be taken offsite in the
,

event of a radiological emergency. Plans and preparedness will be measured

against the objectives set forth in subsection (a) and as detailed in'

.

FEMA REP 1 and other criteria as specified in this part.

_ -
.. _ _ - -
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5 350 6 Assistance in development of State and local plans.
4

(a) An integrated approach to the developawe of offsite radiological,

emergency plans by States, localities and the licensees of NRC with the
,

..

assistence of the Federal Government is the approach ost likely to

provide the best protection to the public. Hence Federal agencies,,

including FEMA regional staff, will be made available upon request to
'

assist State and localities in the development of plans.

(b) ' There n'ow exists in each of the ten Standard Federal Regions, a

Regional Assis,tance Committee (RAC) . chaired by a FEMA regional official
J/J/S

and having members from NRC, !WW, DOE, DOT, EPA, and Agriculture [The/* W

basis frctions of the RAC are to assist State and local governesnt

officials in preparing and revising radiological emergency plans, and

improving the preparedness capabilities of State and local governments

for dealing with accidents and emergencies at commercial nuclear power
*

facilities.

(c) In accomplishing the foregoing, the RACs will use the criterig

in FEMA-REF-1, and will render such techn[ cal assistance as may be

required. . The RACs will also observe and evaluate exercises and identify

in a timely fashion deficiencias in the planning and preparedness effort,

including deficiencies in resources, training of staff, equipnent, staffing| ,'

levels, and deficiencies in the qualifications of personnel.
.

5 350 7 Application by State for review and approval.

(a) ' A State which seeks review and approval by FC!A of the State's

radiological emergency plan, with annexes (which for purposes of this

.

9

+

6
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part includes the plans of all local governments for all jurisdictions
;

!
wholly or parcially with the plume exposure pathway EPZ for the applicable

.#
nuclear power facility ser for the evacuation host jurisdictions), shall .

submit an application for such review and approval to the FE:fA Regional .-
.

Director of the Region in which the State is located. ihe application. Id

in the form of a letter from the Governor or from such other State officialj ~

as the Governor may designate, shall contain one copy of the completed

State plan, including the plan for the ingestion pathway.

(b) Generally, the plume exposure pathway EPI for nuclear power
|

facilities shall consist of an area chout 10 miles (16 Km) in radius and

the ingestion pathway EPZ shall consist of an area about 50 miles (80 Km)

in radius. The exact size and configuration of the EPZs surrounding a

particular nuclear power reactor shall be determined ind-~'en to the

emergency response needs and capabilities as they are affected by such

local conditions as demography, topography, Iand characteristics, accesa

rouces, and local jurisdictienal boundaries. The size of the EPZs may be
*

determined jointly on a case-by-case basis by FEMA and NP.C for gas cooled
.

reactors and for reactors with an authorized power level less than 250 Ett
.

thermal. The plans for the ingestion pathway shall focus on such actions

as are appropriate to protect the food ingestion pathway.
.

(c) FEMA and the States will make suitable arrangements in the case *
-

of overlapping or adjacent jarisidctions to permic an orderly assessment
.

and approvt.1 of interstate or interregional plans.

(d) Only a State may request review of a State or local radiological

emergency plan. The State [ will designate the local govehant plans

which will be submitted as annexes to the State plan.
.

9
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.

(e)
A State may submit separately its and the local governm

ent

plans specific to the plume exposure pathway emergency planni
ng zones for.

individual nuclear power facilities.
If this is done appropriate

adjustments in the State plan may be accessary.
''

..

(f)
The application shall contain a statement that the State pl. an,

together with its annexes, is, in the opinion of the State, adequate to
protect public health and safety of its citizens living withia the

emergency planning zones for the seemove6el nuclear power facili i
t es

included in the submission and provides reasonabl
e assurance that'

appropeists protective mea [sures can and will be taken offsite in the.

event of a radiological emergency.
(g)

The purpose of separate submissions is to allow approv la of a
State plan, and of the plad neesssary for specific nucle

ar power facilities
in a multi-facility State, while not approvi.

ng or acting on the plans
necessary for other nuclear power facilities 'within the Stat

e.
.

6 350.8
- *

_InitialFEMAactiononSta$eplan.
.,

(a)
The Regional Director shall acknowledge in writing the r

eceipt

of such an appliation to the State within ten days of its rec i
,

',, e pt.(b)
FEMA shall cause to be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER

within

30 days af ter receipt of the application, notice that an a
,.

pplication from
a State has been received and that copies are available at the Regional
Office for review and copy /ing in accordance with Se ti

on 5.26 and Appendixc
A to Part 5 of this chapter.

(c)
The Regional Director shall furnish copies of t'a plan to

members of the RAC for their analysis and evaluation.
.

t

4
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(d) The Regional Director shall enke a detailed review of the plan
- together with its annexes, and will assess the capability of the State or -

local governments to effectf.vely implement the plan. Such review should,

I in addition to application of the criteria specified in Section 350.5,

' '

consider (1) the integration of planning by'the NRC lic/ensee, by the -

localities around the nuclear facility and by the State, and the linkage

j between plans, and (2) elements dealing with notification, communications,
*

public information, equipment, accident assessment, drills and exercises

: and emergency planning zones recommended by FEMA, NRC and EPA for planning
i

j accusd nuclear power facilities.

(e) In connection with the review, the Regional Director may make

suggest '. ns to States concerhing perceived gaps or deficiencies in the
1

plans, and the State may amend the plan at any time.

(f) Two conditions for FEMA approv'al of State plans (including

local government annexes) cLis for activity prior' to or during regional

review. These are the requirement for a complete exercise, see 5 350.9 qf
,e .

I this part, and for public participation, se'e 5 350.10 of this part.

'

I 350.9 Exercises. -

; (a) FEMA approval of State plans (and appropriate local government .
,

annexes) shall in each case be site specific.
.

(b) Prior to the submission by a State of a request for review and
'

approval of a State plan, and annexes, or, in any event, before a Regional

Director can forward a State plan and annexes to the Associate Director

for Plans and Preparedness for approval, the State together with all

necessary local governments must conduce a complace exercise of that State

.

.
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:
plan, involving participatiion of appropriate local government entities !,

and the appropriate licensee of NRC. This exercise shall be observsd and
.

evaluated by FDfA ar.d to the extent possible by representatives of other,

agencies with membership on the RACs. Following the debriefing of all,

involved parties, if the exercise discloses any deficiencies in the State

plan, or the ability of the State to implement it. .the FEMA representatives

shall make them known promptly in writing to appropriate State officials

and, to the extant necessary, the State shall amend the plan to incorporate
i,

rec m - ded changes or improvements.

(c) The Regional Director of FEMA shall be the FEMA official
!

resper.sible for certifying to the Associate Director that a complete !

exercise of the State plan has been conducted, and that any deficiencias

noted in the exercise has been correct [ed and such corrections incorporated
'

in the plan. '
,

'
|

(d) On en annual basis, all commercial nuclear power facilities !
-

,. *

,, .

will be required by NRC to exercise their ' plans and the exercises should

involve annual exercising of the appropriate local government plans in !
!

:.spport of these fagilities. The State'may choose to limit its participation-
|

;

I lin exercises at facilities other' than the facility (site) chosen for the '
,

annual exercise (s) of the State plan.
~

(e) For continued FDfA approval each State and appropriate local

governments shall conduct an exercise jointly with a commercial nuclear
I
' power facility annua hy. However, States with more than one facility

(site) shall schedula exercises such that each individual facility (site)

is exercised in conjunction with the State and appropriate local governcent
.

9

9
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. plans no. less than once every three years for sites with the plume

exposure pathway EPZ partially or wholly within the State and not less
.

than once every five years for sites with the ingestion exposure pathway ,

.

i

EPZ partially or wholly within the State. The State shall choose, on a

I
..

rotational basis, the site (s) at which the required annual exercise (s) is
.

*

'

i

to be conducted, and priority shall be given to new facilities seeking an .

operating license from NRC, and which have not had an exercise involving
; .

the State plan at that facility site.
,

(f) Af ter FEMA approval of a State plan has been granted, failure
,
'
,

't to exercise the ' State plan at least once each year shall be grounda for
'

i

| withd swing FEMA approval (see Section 350.13).

5 350 10 Public meeting in advance of FEMA approval.
.

.

During the FEEA Regional Office review of a State plan, and prior to

the submission by the Regional Director of the plan to the Associate'

i

Director, the FEMA Regional Director shall assure the conduct of at least

one public meeting in the vicinity of the uclear power facility. The ,
..

,

purpose o,f such a meeting, which may be c$nducted by the State or by the
|

Regional Director, shall be to acquaint the members of the public in the

vicinity of each facility with the content of the State and rslated local .

plans; to answer any questions about the FEMA review and to receive
.

suggestions from the public concarning improvements or changes that may
,

be necessary; and to describe to the public the way in which the plan in
'

expected to function in the event of a real emergency. The Regional

Director should assure that representatfaves from appropriate State

government agencies, local and county agencies and the affected utility|

* .

O
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appear at such meetings to make presentations and to answer questions

from the public. These meetings shall be-noticed in the local newspaper,

having the largest circulation in the area on at least two occasions at""

l
least two weeks before the meeting takes place. Local radio and television ;

'

.

stations should be notified of the scheduled meeting at least one week in
]

advance. Representatives from NRC and other appropriate Federal agencies'

should also be invited to participate in these meetings. If..in the

judg=ent of the FEMA Regional Director, the public meeting or meetings-

reveal gaps or deficiencies in the State plan, the Regional Director

shall inform the State of the fact together with recommendations for

imprevenant.

No FEMA approval of a State plan shall be made until a meeting
,

described in this paragraph shall have been held at or near each nuclear

power facility identified in the plan for which the State is seeking approval.

*$ 350.11 Action by FEMA Regional Director'.

(a) Upon completion of his/her review including conduct of the exercise

required by Section 350.9 and af ter the public meeting required by Section
.

350.10, the Regional Director shall prepare an evaluation of the State
~

plan, including plans for local governments. Such evaluation shall be~

specific with respect to the plans applicable to each nuclear facility so,

that findings and determinations can be made by the Associate Director oni

a site specific basis.

!
1.

.

.

J
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(b) The Regional Director shall evaluate the adequacy of State and

local plans and preparedness on the basis of the criteria set forth in .

Section 305.5, and shall report that evaluation with respect to each of
.-

the planning objectives mer*; .aed therein as such apply to State and

local plans and preparedness. The Regional Directors evaluation report .

may also address any of the other criteria contained in FEMA REP 1 (NUREG

654) " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Bergency

Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," or
,

_

.

in other guidance issued by FEMA or by NRC as such apply to State and

local offsite radiological emergency plans and preparedness. This

!
avahation will not include a recommendation on approval.

!

(c) The Regional Director .shall forward the State plan together
JAlAA k dwv-.

with his or her egenmuksnAand other relevant record material to the
i

Associate Director' for Plans and Preparednes.

\

l 350.12 FEMA Headquarters review and approval. .,
u

(a) Upon receipt from a Regional Director of a State plan, the

Associate Director for Plans and Preparedness shall cause copies of the

plan together with the Regional Director's evaluation to be distributed -

to the members of the Federal Interagency Central Coordinating Committee ,

.

(FICCC) and to other offices of FEMA with appropriate guidance relative
.

to their assistance in the FEMA review process.

(b) The Associate Director shall conduct such review of the State
i

plan as he or she shall deem necessary.

-
.

4
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(c) Within 30 days a5ter submission of the State plan by the Regional

Director, the Associate Director, in writing, shall, if he or she finds and

determines that the State plans and preparedness:.

(1) are adequate to protect the health and safety of the, ..

public -living in the vicinity of the nuclear power facility;

(2) are capable of being impl'emented (see Section 350 3(d));,

4

and

(3) provide reasonable assurance that appropriate protective
'

.

measures can and will be taken offsite in the event of a radiological
energency; -

then the Associate Director shall approve the State plan. 1he Associate

Director shall communicate this FDfA approval to the Governor of the

Sta:e in question and the NRC and immediately shal'. .:ause to be published

in the R.DERAL REGISTER a notice to this effec',.

(d) If the Associate Director is not satisfied with the adequacy of

the plan or preparedness, he or she shall communicate that decision to

the, Governor of the Etate, to any involved , licensee, or other interested'.
p

person, together with a statement in writing explaining the reasons for

the decision and requesting appropriate plan or preparedness revisions.

Such statement shall be transmitted to the Governor through the Regional
-

' Director.,

(a) Ihe approval shall be of the State plan together with the local
|

|
'

, plans (which are annexes to. the State pisa) for each nuclear power facility
I

(including out of State facilities) for which plans are necessary in the
State. FEMA may withhold approval of plans applicable to a specific

nuclear power facility in a multi-facility State, but nevertheless approve
!

the State plan and associated local plans applicable to other facilities
in a State

-

.

.
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(f) WIthin 30 days af ter the date of notification of approval for a

particular nuclear power facility or within 30 days of any statement of

inadequacy or week withdrawal of approval of a State plan, any interested
,

person may appeal the decision of the Associate Director to the Director;
.-

however, such appeal must be made solely upon the ground that the Associate

Director's decision based on the available record was unsupported by
,

j
j

substantial evidence.

.

; 5 350.13 Withdrawal of approval.

; if, at any time af ter granting approval of a State plan, the Associate

I". rector determines, on his cr her own motion or on the basis of information

s=pplied by a third person, that the State plan is no longer adequate to

;;: act public health and safety, is no longer capable of being implemented,

or does not provide reasonable assurance that appropriate protection

meansures can be taken, he or she shall immediately advise the Governor
i ',

j of the affected State and NRC of that initial determination in writing.
I

FEMA shall spell out in detail the reasons for its iniHm1 determinatiqn
is -

and shall describe the deficiencies in the plan or the preparedness of

the State. If, after four months from the date of such an initial

determination, the State in question has not (1) either corrected the -

deficiencies noted, or (2) cubmitted an acceptable plan' for correcting
,

.

those deficienciss, the Aasociate Director shall withdraw approval, and

shall immediately inform NRC and the Governor of- the affected State, of '

the deternination to withdraw approval and shall cause to be published in

the FEDERAL REGISTER and the newspaper having the largese daily circulation

in the affected State, notice of its withdrawal of approval. . Such action4

by the Associate Director is subject to the appeal procedure specified

in Section 350.12(f).-
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In the event that the State in question shall submit a plan for

correcting the deficiencies, the Associate Director shall negotiate a,

schedule and timetable under which the State shall cure the deficiencies.
,

If, on the agreed upon date, the deficiencies have been cured, the !
|

Associate Director shall withdraw the initial determination and the
~

t/ M .
approval previously granted shall remain a&&d. If, however, on the agreed

upon date, the deficiencies are not cured, FEMA shall withdraw its approval.

and shall et.7munica'te its decision to the Governor in question, to the

NRC, to the agencies making up the FICCC, and to the puu?,ic.

5 352.11 Amendments to State plans.

he State may amend a plan submitted to FEMA for review and approval

under Section 35011 at any time during the review process or at any time

after FEMA approval shall have been gradted. A State she"1d amend its

; plan in order to extend the coverage of the plan tio any new nuclear power

facility which becomes operational af ter a FEMA spproval. ' Die approved
* *

, ,. .

Stateplanshallremainineffectwhileanp'amendmentisunderreview.
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